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lA
) its/agbl

2

P ROCHEDZICGS

IIRS. QOvh"RS! He'd like- to begino

Hhezeupon,

14XCHP~4D do HUBdAIG)

resuaed tne stand on behalf of the Applicants, and, having

been previously duly sworn, vas exaained and testified

.8

10

12

>a

as follows;

MRS. BOWERS: 'Ir. Pleischaker, do Z
understand'orrectly

IIr. Kristovich will not, be here this IaorningP

I1R. PLEXSCHZQG"R: That,'s correct.

11RS BOHHRS:. Hell at the close of business

yesterday, we had the position of the parties on Rue pre-

-pared testimony of Richard 3 Hubbard.relatinq- to Contentions..

5, 6 and. 7, Seisud.c Re-analysis of Structures, Systems and

16.,

Components

Me vent through tixis document during tne. evening

1'8

break, and would now li,ke to give you our ruling on wnat we

tnink is appropriate to come. into the record.
':19

20

ICuraber one, the introduction There vas no

position of the parties on that and there vas no objection

2f

22

23

24

25,

by the parties on Nun&er Two, the stateeaent of contentions.

Hu'aber Three, and our opinion is sort of an

historical recitation of the issues, except on page 7-4.

And in the middle of the paragraph that begins there, there'

a sentences
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sfRB/agb 2
2

"Revision Three of i<egulatozy Guide 3..29

appears applicable to Diablo Canyon as the imple»

"'5

mentation poztion of De Guide states that —"

And duo ing part of the Guide. We feel that's a

legal opinion and that sentence would be deleted

.7

8

Now 3 2, the parties have rcuaiadecL the Board tnat

Mis really is based on a contention tnat was not admitted

for several reasons, a couple of years or so ago. And we.

)0
also think that, as talented and as qualified as .4z. Hubbard

's in many areas, that he does not have the —6xat, in

addition, he does not have the expertise to be sponsoring the

testuuony in that section, so i 's out

That's also true of 3.3, Use of Actual 14aterial

Strengths, we feel there isn.'8 an expertise to sponsor that

section.

17

'fS

1'9

20

21

22

23

i4ow,. over in 3.4, we'ze dealing here- with ze-

qualification. program inadequate, but the focus has been on

electrical equipm'ent, and so we think that's it's appropriate

to have this section. in except for three sentences.

The last sentence in the second paragraph is

wnere this witness has given the Board what we consider

essentially legal instructions: "The Board should determine.

so and so+

Pmd then tne last two sentences, in tne last

paragraph, we feel this also is a legal opinion and in part
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ffRf3&b3 giving the Board instructions. So those sentences wouLd ua

deleted.

Mow paragraph 3.5, Load i<esponsa Couioinations

dot.in Accord witn Regulatory Guid 1o92< we alsd think that

6

tea'itness does not have tue 'e;.pextise to sponsox this,

except fox=one small part that we feel is mora ox an historic

recitation.

Xf: you'l go to page 7«10, the paragraph tnat.

begins:

"At the request. of tha Staxf, a study

I2

15

was parforinad by the Applicant to evaluate the
F

differences in the piping system. responses wnen

.tha two different analyticaL appxoacnas discussed

above. were used. The responses at soiee locations

on the systans increasady at'other locations

decreasedo (See attachment 3 )"

i0ow, we'l talk later about Attachment 3, but, wa

.$8: feel it has been adequately identified, not only in the

footnote here< but in the page that lists -tha attachments>

20

2I

25

that there has been sufficient foundation for it to be con-

sidered.

But the next sentence! "Because of the sensi-

tivity of the results in tha analysis methodic " at cetera<

at is out. Ha feel it's beyond the axpertisa> and it'
stating instructions really, legal instructions to the Board~
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ÃRB/agb4 3.6: "Design in Excess of Yield," tba first part
o

of it down to the end of the quote~ wa foal is assenti.ally

reciting histoxv and Mat will be left 9uo But the last

paragraph, beginning witn:

$ 0

f2

"The PS'manAaant does not include a
I

list of structures, systeas» ~ » at ce~~arao
}

Ne feel that that is not only beyond the expertise

but it,'s also really giving legal instructions to tna Board»

You'l notice the sentence that follows it, is particularly

sharp in instructions to tha Board»

Now, when it comas to VJ, Conclus'ons, wa really

feel tnat this should have bean entitled Sugary> because

,.;, in this there are vary brief statements concerning. tne

various sections that have gone before< but because of their
briefness, they really do not give enough inforumtion, we feel

to give the whole picture and could be misleading.

IS

19'

20

21

22

25

So we would delete tha Conclusions< whicn wa call
the Summary, because we think the sama infoxioation is covarack

earlier. There's nothing new"hare, But because. of the rather

shorthand approach to try to gat the thing pulled together

in ona brief paragraph, we think the way it. is presented

is incomplete and could ba misleading»

Now, Attachment A, we agree with the Staff and

the.Applicant's support that no foundation has been laid
for this document,, and it will not ba accepted»
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NRB/agb5

3.

Attach>nant 8, tne parties felt no foundation,
'ut

we. feel, as we saidt'that there is an adequate description
Il

of the document of Attachment, 8 in the listing of attachments

as'ell as the footnote.

8

Hhen it comes to Attachinent C which is a memo

for EoG. Case from Hanauex, we feel that there's no foundation

","here and sa- therefore it's not', competent.

-.Attackuuent. 0, we- feel,.is not relevant'de haven'

had any information that, would focus this an Diablo Xt,was'

general document.

12'3

24

Ne1L that,'s. the. osition of the Board. How itp

has not. been, easy to consider this ~~stimony because, as X

told you when- we began y'esterday, the; Board recognizes toe

difficulty that Xntervenozs have< the lack of resources, in
order'o obtain. witnesses'. to sponsor their pos'tion, And we.

;-:- really have:.txied„'wfully hard here.to see* if. part ox.,„pazts

. T8

.19.
'I

20

2$
Il

22

23

of. the testimony could come in

,
But'e also recognize our responsibility that. we"

f

cannot. allow. testimony to be. sponsored by someone who,. althoug

extremely talented in many wayst does not have tne expertise

in the paxticulax'arxow fields that, are covered by the pro-

posed testimonyo

TIr. Pleischakex, yesterday what we did was separat,

the two, as you may know, and went thxough Contention 4

proposed testunony, and then Mr. Hubbaxd spoke briefly about
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those parts that remained- in

Now would you like, for him to do that 'haxe2 How

i, Q
do you want to proceed, a"e you pxagaxad to proceed on this2

i1R. FLHXSCHAKHR: Yes, Ma'mo

Ne don'. think that there's any reason to

.7

,„.8

'summarize the testimony that. is remaining. in evidencao And so.,
t

L take it, that at;this. time it; would, be appropriate fox..
I

ff

ter. Hubbard to stand cross-ezamination on, the xexmining

test&(lony o

>Uell we-have. to offer't into'evidence, I guess.

MRSo,BO1UHRS: Xt hasn't been offered yet.o Both

documents ware marked Joi;nt Xntervenoxs'5.

MR. PTHISCHMCER: Correct< so we ara. finishedp
I

X guess, with„—my understanding is that after the Board

ruled, it would, be, appropriate to offer the document<- ~ibit.

.

17-'umber. 65>, into- evidence. and."- then .Mr-., Hubbard. would, stand.

cross-examination on the basis of that which was zemain~g

~ T8

-f9

-20

in evidence,, is that"coxrec
. MRS o, BO'PHRS:

t2

LUelL, that's one way to proceed~,

L'et ma check witn the parties 41r Hoxton2

MR. NORTON'r. P3.eischaker can offer. it into

evidence any time ha wants

23 MRS. BO1UHRS: You'e heard the'oard's position
'I

on tnis mat"er as to what part, remains in and-what's out,

so let s check with the Staff.
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diVb/agh 7 11r. Tourtellotte? Joint Xntervenors'maber 65 is

being offerod in'evidence.-

NR. TOURZELXOTTE: Mo object'on.

MRS. BOWERS: Hell Joint Xntervenors'5—

MRo HORIZON: Excuse me, i3zs, Boirers~ X didn'

know if you were asking for objections. Ne object to it
going, into evidence on the same basis on which we made. the .

- motion to strike. We understand you'e already ruled on,
that,'ut

we are not waiving those objections as it's been offered

into evidence~

12

X thought the question was whether we agreed that

he could offer it into evidence at this time. Dad X said

he could offer it. any time he wants, X, didn't realise the

- offer had been ~>de.

f5 But we. object to EMibit 65 going into evidence

for the reasons- stated in. the motions. to strike made by

11r. Tourtellotte and myselfo

MRSo;. BOWERS:, Nell your. objections *re overruled,$8

to the extent that we have acbaitted the portions of the docu
F

'L

W:. ments.

2I MR. PLEXSCHAKZR: And for the same purpose/ X.

would also, like to note for the record our objections to

-

23 .the Board's ruling understanding that that which has not been
l

24 . stricken will be achaitted into evidence as X understand the

BocLrd ~ s ruling o
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IRB/agb 8

'( 2
~MRS. BOWERS: That's right.

Nor do you ~cant to proceed with any czoss-

Gzaminat2 on2.'R.

NORTON: Xf you'l give me just a moment to

reorganize after the striking

f0

(Whereupon,'he document

'previously marked
fox'dentif

icaMon as Jol nt

Xntervenors'xhibit 65

Was received in evidence

f2

as modified by the
Board'uling

o )

CROSS-EXAt1XMZION (Continued)

'f,5-.

BY MRo NORTON

Mro Hubbazd, turning to Page 2-8< Regualification

Program, Xnadequat~ the heading> 3..4~ the XEHE Standard 344-,

1975, I- take it it's your testimony that that Standard test

has a component of aging in it fox electrical. ecjuipment~ is

i

2'0.

2.f

22.

that corrects

Yes o

No+, do you knms if the standards which preceded

that one, whatever numbers and vears they may have been~ but

preceded XEEZ 344-1975, had a component for aging or a reguir

ment for aging testing2

A I believe it. ~ras 1971 and, to She best of my
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WRB/agb9 recollection, it had no component of aging.

3

All righto

Do you know whether any other nuclear power plants

which have received construction permits prior to 1975 had

a requirement for agi.ng in Cheir electrical equipment testing

.?

or analysis?

A X don'. know the answer to that~

9 ., All right'.

io

l2

33

Now."Mr. Hubbard„ the thrush of your argument

here and others that. you',ve made in your testimony seems to

be that, as regulations or Rag, Guides or codes or standards

or whatever it '9.s wa're talking about are updated, one has

the-duty to do whatever that new update requires in Mmns of

an analysis or a design- or. whatever Che sub)act matter iso

Xs that your basic premise?

j7

i8

A'oo
All right Then explain your basic premise as

Co —as a new standard oz" a new code comes. out or whatever<

as to how it applies. Co something that has been built befoxe

21

that code came out, in -terms of a new requirement under that

codeo

P3

25

Well X think the part having to do with backfittin

would be covered by 50.109 of the regulationso X mean, an.

actual decision of whether to do backfitting. Now that is

s'eparate from my feelings on aging> Chat XEEE Standard 323
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~ ataB/agb10
2

3

was written in 1974, or it was 'ssued in 1974 and that was

one of the family of standards of which 5ae —well, 323

described Qualxfication cn generaly Qnviro~~tal Quali™

fication-, and. one aspect of environmental qualification is
seismic crualification which was then later updated in Mis

7-

X975 version. So the requirements, for aging,.in an'EHE

standard, to the best of my kaowledge, date:bacJ: to 1974, - " '".

i0,

l2

>3,

$

5.'hat's

.the first time the XHEE had specifica13y addressed it,

in this more generic senseo.

So.there has always been a possiMe; requirement

~ or: 50 years. But the difference is that. in 1974 when the'

XEEE'wrote their; standard, they had now, speci%.'cally said.

something about: aging

J

of aging. He= ta33c abou components in the reactor lasting

for. the life of'ho reactor, whether thaC's 30 years, 40 years/

l7

jh
I
C

]9'0

So my position's'g if poll re'oing to do cllali™

fication, testing. to say that something that. is to ba insta11od

i'; the'. plant'ill be ab3.e to withstand an- earthcyxake: for the.

design. Li.fe of. the, p3.ant< well, then> aging*should be part, of
that consideration, either through testing to do the aging

or soms ana3ytical technique to say that i was specifically
cons idered o
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1B NRB/wbl > Could you tell us what the technique is2

3

For agi ng2

Yes, how you test, it.
Well, you can age things a number of ways. For

electrical ecpxipment one 'way you age things is to take them to

1.200 . 7

an elevated temperature for some time. Shaking itself is one

way to age som thing. Duty cycle is another way to age.

In other words, something has a certain number

of operations. 'hese,were the ezamples of how you can age

30 something, and then run tests later on.

Nell, I guess what I'm trying to get at, Mr.

12 Hubbard, is every time, you know, we make advances in codes

and regulations and so on and so forth to find out how we

do things or think we find out how to do things that we

16

17

didn'C know how to do before, and so on, does Chat. mean

that everything that:. wenC before it is unsafe, I mean," that

it didn'C have that component, that all of the e3.ectri'cal

ecgiipment and all the power plants, whether they be nuc1ear

20

ox, coal«fired ox what, are somehow unsafe because they didn'C

have this component of'nalysis prior to 1974, that everything

21 that's out there is unsafe2.

22 That's what I'm driving at. I don't understand

the Chrust.

I really don't feel you can make that ar'gument

25 that they'e all unsafe, no.
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wb2 My experience at Cwneral Elect=ic was that ..w

. found there were aging problems, particularly with electrical

equipment. Ne found things like coils af relays that.,over a

ten year period'would dry and become embrittled. Certain

paints, or like on relay contacts; through aging times the

relay contacts would stick. And so when you. Cook the power
k

off, the relays,, the relays stayed in. Things like neutron

sensors that. had, oh, various plating processes,- that 'those

$ 0

. plating processes would start to deteriorate or flake due to

aging.

$ 2

So that we.did have a considerable'xperience

with the aging phenomenon causing- deterioration in performance

T3 of components.

All right.
How did you discover this?

2t. Nell,. we discovered. it, rather, than timough

I'ualification testing, we discovered it after the plants were

. aperating.

20 asked how.

How did you discover it? X didn'C, ask when,
I'I

Through various ways. Nould you like me to des™

cribe those?

23 Nell, isn't it a fact that there is periodic

testing of equipment to see that it warks, to see that it is

25 functional? Xnspection af ecuipment, electrical equipment, to
I
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wb3 see that- it is indeed functional and operable? For e ample,

a battery, if one i.s relying on.,a battery wouldn't one check

.it, nov a'nd then to make sure that, say, all the 1'ead. hasn'

4 dxopped.out of the;bottom of the battery? Xsn't, Chat sort of

a periodic checking and testing done of electrical equipment?

A; There's a„ lot of periodic testing and in-'servic'e''

inspection, yes.

Q
. And'ouldn': that indeed'ncover, if you had

aging,'r you Rnov, some of, the aging you were .gust desex'ib-

10 ing?

Hell, X don''eli.eve-so in all cases. Like take

iz the neutxon. sensors, that's not in an area vhere you can get,

at. them real easily to do that during continuous operation of

the plant. So.i.f'the, plating would deteriorate and'hen you

would'ave a shaking phenomenon, you might not knov that.- Xt

I6.
F

17

would. continue to act. like it:vas operating- fine. But you
4

would have a lot less'dhexence of the plat"ng to the sensor.

18

20

The relays. X mentioned, that,, you, know,
that.'appened

in Monticello. Actually they- turned: off'he pover

and the'elays stayed in.

23

So some of them you would obviously find during

in-service inspection, and others might be diffi.cult to find.

Q- NeX1, are you aware of any situation where a

seismic event has occurred and thexe has been a failure of

electri;cal equipment due to aging as a result, you know, at
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sgwb4 2

the time of the seismic event,2

X'm not aware of any.

Any time that it ever happened anyplace in the

world. at a nuc3.ear power plant, anyplace, anytime?

X'm not aware of any.

Pine.

~P

Turning to page 7-11, X take it that your thrust

there is that there are instances where design is in ezcesg-

of yield; is that conect? And that this is an unsafe con»

i0 " dition2
That's a two-part question, then?

12

A

Yes, it is.
Yes,'here are designs in excess of yie3d; And

'l4 a's far's, Xs it,unsafe? my answer to that would be X don'

15 ''eal1y Know. Because X don't really Trow what the deformations

„$6

17

will be. The two sentencer, one addressed buildings and

dtr'u'ctures and the other addressed equipment, and Vier'e's

18 really not, a lot. of'nformation g'ven about equipment, 'about

]9 how much deformation wil3. occur.

20 Mell, excuse me, Hr. Hubbard. Xs it your

position that the regulations do not allow design in mtcess

22 o'f yiel'd?

Ho i

25

Xn fact the regulations do allow it, do they not?

That's correct, X be3ieve.
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Pine.

And did you ask in interrogatories or on cross-
/

examination of the witnesses that were her for structures,

components and systems where deformation wou2Doccu™ a>id to

what extent?

A T. believe so.

All/righto So now you knowo

I have moxe. of a general RnowXedge. than I had

th~ax, but not specific knowledge on a piece-by-piece basis.

10 I'heard general criteria..
/ g /

Q Did you not ask the witnesses? Por example,

I'emember'omerather. extensive cross«examination of Nr.. Ghio

13 about, the clearances, the tolerances in the turbine pedestal.

Do you remember you cross-examined,about=. that2 Did you not

15

16

17

'ave. the opportunity to ask.: all, those questions that you.

= wanted and find'ut, where the. design in excess of yield.
/

occurred2 I remember the 4iscussion about the Lntnke.struc-.

l8

20

ture;, the'.questions., Zs there any axea that you'.Aid not;
/

inquire about that was overlooked?
/

A/ That'- a two-part yxestion again. I: believe the,

first.part had. to do with structures. That's what Nx. Qhio-

tal3ced'bout.

That' cox'rect.

A And Nr. Hoch very early in his tes+imony said

that in structures there ware three places where you might hav
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I

%3/w56

where you might go into the inelastic region. And Mr. Ghio

talked more about that. So on structures Z think it 9.s pretty

well determined on the record where inelastic behavior might

occurs

All right.

And you do not have the e~ertise, do you, to .

make a judgment as to whether in those three instances that

9.s somehow a safety pxoblem%" -«or, to put. it another way, you

do not have the expertise to contradict the witnesses who sa9d

$ 0 it was not a safety problem?
I

A That is correct.

13

All right.
Now what other areas are you concerned about

that..:you d9dn.'t have an opportunity to ask about on cross-

.examination2'he
second part that includes the quote, it

$ 8

talk's about possible 9nitiation of safety features and

momentary interruption ox 'non-.activation of safety. functions.

And that has never really been defined about what init9:ation

20 of safety features might occur. X mean, does that mean

23

relays might pick up™-

.. Q 'xcuse me. Safety. Okay, initiat9on of safety

features and momentary interruption ox non-act9vation ef

i
24 sa'fety 'functionsP

A Yes. XC's just a statement there that says Chat's
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RB/wb7 2

the criteria. And X think there should be more fleshing of

that out', like what= safety functions might be initiated.

Did'ou ask those questions in interrogatories

or in cross-examination?

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: Excuse me. We don'. have our.

'opy .of the interrogatories here, unfortunately. But,
havtng'articipated

in writing them, X think Mz. Norton is aware that,-

we di'd ask those questions in inter=-ogatories about yi'e?d

and'deformation. Not the. specific-question about safety .

10 functions, but there was a question about yielding and

deformation. And X believe we.got a very general answer

12 back.. But X don'- have my intexzogatories with. me.

MR., NORTON: Well, are you testifying as to—
/

MR. FLEXS(BQKER: No., Xf. you had. the inter-

16

rogatories it might. be usoful.

MR., NORTON: . X,'m asking Mr. Hubbard., questions

which,X, thought,was the purpose of czoss~xamination.

BY MR NORTON:

20

~ '- Q. - Well, Mr. Hubbard, there were.panols here that
"/ 7

covered- each and every aspect, of. the facility as you go

ough it, structures, systems and components, mechanical

22 equipment, electrical- equipment. Did .you just not ask the

25

questions; or were the ques'tions asked and answer not, given,

or what? X'm somewhat confused.

A Well X didn't ask any questions. The attorneys
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asked the c1uestions.

-QRB/wb8 2 But X sat here and heard you ask them f st and

3 M'en the attorney asked Wem.

X think .it can he safely said that t~~era were

a number of questions that X might have wanted asLed that, Che

attorneys didn't ask.

Q ., Now the cpEQtIa you ze talking. about here is not

the'osgri analysis,. is Sit; 9.t's the DDZ, the original

design,, double design ear~&guake?

Yha t s correct e

All right.

I2 .Do you have Che PSHAW there w9.W youP

'Noi X. do not,

Do you- have the Hosgr9;. Ropoz'h, Volume l, wi~&

15

I6-

17

IS'0

you by chance2
0

Yes,.- X do.

Okay

A. Noi'X.'m. sorry; X didn', bring, Chat. in today.

Or'aybe it over by Mr. Ple9.schaIcer.. X. think we didn't bring,

that,- in."

MR. PLEXSCIGQXR: X thinIc we have it''in Che car.

.

22

23

25

Xf.you need it we can get it out of the car.

MRS. BONERS: Xs there an e:rtra copy2 Does

the Staff happen to have an escCra copy that could be loaned2

MR. FXZXSCHAKHR: Xt'll hake us five minutes. Xf
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1

RB/wb9 2

Mr. Norton wants to pursue th's I'l gush run out to the car

and bring the whole box in.

3

I

6

MR. NORTON: Ne have an extra copy.

(Document handed to the witness)

BY MR+ NORTON:

9 You'e been handed the copy, page 2-20 of the

Hosgri,. Report, Volume l. Have you reviewed that page?

I believe that is the page where I took the

quoteo

«hat does it say?

Now the fact'hat the DDP. is no Longer controlling

12 hut the same —the Hosgri analysis has taken place for a much

14

larger earthquake, a .75g effective accelewation as opposed

to the DDE which was .4g, how does this have significance

18,

now- that- all, of'he equipment has. been analyzed under the

Hosgri and. all the structuxes and al'1 the components and all
the systems?

Nell I believe duxing the testimony that we'e

h'card for the last couple of weeks the applicant said that

20 paxt of. the criteria was to allow components to go beyond

yield. You know, we talked about the 2.4 and the 3.6'actors

Are you talking about the Hosgxi nnalysi's or the

DDE analysis? Because your testimony hexa Gea3.s with the

DDE condition, not the Hosgri analysis.
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3 to answerp and N-. Norton has objected

him,: and so I would-like to object to

of Piro Hubbard before he completes his

or has i+Lerzuoted

f1@ Morton' interruption.

answer o

HR. PLEXSCHEQCHR: i1rs. Bowers,- I would just like

to object because on sevexal occasions intro Hubbard has started

BY HR~. HORTOH—

I'm sorry, Hr. Hubbard, X did not intend to

9

JO.

1 c$

~ P2

interx'upt you in. any.way. You know me well enough,to. know

that if you want to keep.callcing, you just keep talking, okay2

MRS. BOVTERSs Let's don't have two people

talking, at once.

THE HXTllESS: I'rn sometimes guilty of tnat:. myse3;f~

, 1'.5

'The. quota says, that X have in the testmaony for
'I

"'We DDE conditionp and X. had assumed that hhat same criteria

applied for the Hosgri condition

BY l4Re. MORTON

.17 You had assumed, that2

20

21

22

A,, ~ Yes'p- 8iro

, Q.; And what. did you- has@'- that assumption on2

A X based that assumptio~ that in the Hosgxi, the

amendment latex on, says that the design is allowed beyond

yieldo So X would assume if it was an acceptable criteria
for the DDE, it. would be equally acceptable for the Hos'gri

: '~abandon

25
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Could you- te13. the'oard the,relationship

'7908,

between initiation of, safety feacures and yield? Vhat is

3 your understanding as to the relationship betrreen something

,y designed perhaps in excess of yield and initiation of
safety'eatures?

Do you underspend thac relationship?

A. 'ot: in,.all,cases, Z don'... The sentence up.
l

\

above said some- material deformations and some abnormal

actions, including possible initiation of safety features..

'jo What came to.my mind was something like a.

'l3-

pressure transmitter. That is a force-balance relationship

that, if you start, to wiggle that, like you would during an
r

earthquake, X could picture that that might get a momentary

signal that-would say you were getting more pressure, or

something of that sort.

When T read- that, T. thought, well, maybe those

17

'l9

are. the sort of things that might. be meant.. Like you'd get

a momentary'eformation of something like, a needle. That,'s

more'ovement. than, deformaticn.,2D'ut.'he sentence itself that says there aze some

material deformations ~~~d'some abnormal actiollsp Nell/

abnormal actions T. was thinking would be like pressure

transmitters", something of that sozt, including initiation

-
of safety features.

Hy point ': Do you believe "hat because thexe





is some mat rial defozmations, it's tha" which initiates the

safety featuresP

Not necessarily, no.

Do you understand how that could cr could. not

occurs Do you have the expertise to mU~ce that judcpnent?

X think if X looked at the specific thing and

found out what type of material 9.s deforming, X could see

if that might 'mpact on the sa.ety function, yes.

But X do not, have the knowledge of what material.

deformations you all had in mind when you wro e th's. '

. Nell, how about quoting the criteria immediately

l2 above the. part you chose to quote, number 3'?

Mould you read that 'plea eP

Yes. Part 3 says:

"No device shall fail to initiate and main ain

20-

its safety function nor prevent other safety devices

from performing their safety functions."

And that's really not in conflict with the

next sentence, because the next sentence says that some

safety functions may get initiated when &ey shouldn'0 have

been. Xn other words, liiie you might shut down the reactor

when you really didn't need to, or you might have an inter-

ruption of non-safety functions.

So those sentences are not in conflict.
So in final conclusion you have just'ssumed @Diat
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this criterion fo" the DDE. applied to the Hosgri event, but

you don', know, is that. correct?

That s correcte

'nd even. if you did know that that were the case,

oz if i'ere the case, you. are not aware of any specifics.
4

You. jusC.say, well, this is a 'possibility?

Yes,. sir.
e

MR'. NORTON: X have nothing further.

MRS. BOILERS: "Mr. Tourtellotte?

BY MR. TOURTZXLOTTE:

9 Mr. Hubbard, when you were with General Electric"

did you get into the seismic cualifications of semi-conductors

and vital instruments?

I participated in reviews we had of that, yes.

How was that done?

Ne were getting a lot, of,,semi-conauctors from

,17 Taiwan, and at. one time we got —well, we did shaking of

those in instruments, but we could not determine at that-

time what. sort of aging we. were inducing through the

20 shaking;. So the semi-conductors was one that concerned us,

that-we could do functional testing later on to see that the

device worked.

But we didn''now how much of" the life we had

taken out".-of the device of these little packages- of semi-

conductors. So that was a matter of conc rn, and we'really,





while I vras there, never came up with an ans"'rer for that.

74y question, is: Ho>~r„dl.Q you perform tne Rests?

3 ~ge had a shaker table where we could do multi-

access, multi-frequency testing, and in general the electronic
IU

boards frere part of drawers or control panels that frere put

on that table and shaken. And then afterirards we would

examine —vel3.,'.-during the test we would examine ~hat the

function eras'ontinuing to operate-and then after ~De test
I

we ~rould repair whatever damage had taken place, and then

re-test to see that, the function was continuing to be per-

formed.

'l2 How big .are semi-conductors?

Some of them are very small, up to, the larger

size —well, you know, when you, talk about. chips. X mean

15

17

when we. start off, we'e talking about one transistor, one

., diode::-, which is very small,. and you'e talking now of —'.

Q- The surface area would be U.ke perhaps the

surface. area of your fingernail, something like"that?

20

A. For some of the very small, semi-conductors., yes.

And then we'd have larger chips rrhich might be, oh, the sire

of a penny or so.

So how many g's d'd you put. on those things in

231 testing?

E do not really recall.

You don', know whether the g forces were small or
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great?

As I recall, -ere tested some of 4;em up to as high

as like 25 g, because they would be hign up in 'the =control.

panels, and some of the"control panels were not —wel3.,

t¹y were very flexible, so there'd be a lot Gf„ acceleration'

in g levels as you', go up in height in the panels.

g level. I

I

So that 3: recall some of them had a qu'te high.

recall 25g or so.

Actually,. it's true, is it not, that in .order to

10. test something that small you real3.y have to have. a.high

g leve3. to. get some'ind of an accurate reading on the test7

Qi)

12' „X don't real3.y know 'if that's the case or not.
\

9 On page 5,6,7-8 you start out at the bottom,

'"Because of .the uncertainties introduced by

'IS

16

~ ~ qualif'ication testing, qualification testing

is. not.,normally- accomplished. on. equipment,-that;

is to be utilized for. safety functions in a

18
plant:.."'0.

Nhat-do you mean by thatP
n

A This. is what we talked about yesterday. My

experience at General Electric was that occasionally we wou'd

take production units off the production line and then

run qualification tests like Mis on i%em.

Ne would have a "ather unique 3.oo!ring control

panel for a particular utility, and rather than do ana3yses
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of the seismic response, we'8 put it on the shaker table and

shake it,.
3 As a result of that, vou might get a pew cracked

welds and a few instruments come flying out, and broken

windows, and one thing and another.

Then we irouM repair that, re-test it to see that

it was functionally operatipg, and, ship't to the customer

'o be good for 40 yeaxs.. And it was a .little hard to verify

that we hadn', you 1cnow, done a lot more aging to that

10 parti"ular equipment.

Go my recommendation was at GB that we not shake

equipment that we were eventually going to send to a

customer. However, we did do that.

14 Xt just adds uncertainty into what you'e really

done., X mean you can get that hack and ze-test., and it

'l7

'looks like everything is: operat'ng. But. there still is a
'I

considerable amount of uncertainty, in my opinion.

18

19 there?

Actually, there's uncertainty either way, isn'

Xf you don't —are you saying that you shouldn'

20 test equipment that's to go into the plant for safety

functions?

llo, X'm not saying that, Nr. Tourtellotte. l1y

feeling is that as part of «our design verification, design

qualification program, that at that time you do a prototype

25 and first production units. Zwd prior to starting shipping
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things. to customers, my feeling is that jhose 'sorts of Nests

ought to be done on prototypes so that the equipment that is

shipped to the customer does not have this aging phenomenon,

or has not. been subjected to this phenomenon.

Do you know of any specif.c instances in Diablo

where the semi-conductors have been tested and then insta11ed

in the plantP.

A Xf X had the Applicant's testimony X think X

could find some. They sent a number of pieces of electrica3.

equipment to Nyle LMs to be tested, and we could go through

the list. X mean it was in the testimony, the list of panels

that were put on the shaker t&~ .le, as X recall.

Q 0Sat you'e saying is that thos= pieces of

equipment shouldn't have ever been tested in the first
placef

Re're talking about a facility that is costing

billions of dollars, and we'e talking about putting bac3:

into the plant, devices that. cost at the most tens of thousands

of do3.lars in many cases.

20 So my recommendation would be if you'e going to

24

do environmental testing like seismic testing, buy another

one, ox take a representative sample and do the sho3-ing on

that one, rather than on the one you"re going to reinstall

in the plant.

But X don't understand that. No two un'ts are
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built e.":actly alike, are they'P

A You would. like to have them built alike. That'

what you do, lik when you qualify sreld processes and

qualify plating processes and soldering processes, the

purpose of that is so that your production is repeatable.

I'd have to agree with you that, depending on

the level of control you have, it may or may,not ba repeatab3e,

But, that is a3.so a probl m with any qualification testing,

10

where you test one and say that's indicative of a number of

units. If you don't have tight process, control, it's only

indicat"'ve of that one part'cular unit.

12 But in fact it's really quite difficult, very

dizficult, to reproduce two of anything that are exactly

alike, isn't it'P

'A I hope not. That sounds 3ike a smart answer, so

18

I. apologize. 'ut what I mean by that. is that a lot of

qualification testing for components for nuclear power plants

is based on testing one unit, and then saying the other 10

'9 or 100 have the same pzoperties. And that is based on the

fact that you have tight control of the processes and the

procedures by which they are built.
So w¹n I say, I hope not, what. I mean is that

II hope the controls are such that 'me one that is tested is,

indeed, indicative o the other units.

But it is possible, isn't it, that if vou have
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two units that are tested, oz trio units, ore Chat is tested,

say "A", and "B": one which is not tested, that "B" ~Till

have a defect in welding that "A" doe n"~ have and, therefore,

would not show up on the testing; isn't that correct?

That's correct;. Ano. 8>at's why the validity of

your test'ng program is somewhat dependent upcn the number

of units you test.

My experience in the nuclear program was it s

hard enough to get people to test one of something, let.

10 alone —X mean because of the expense —let alone testing

5 or 10, or zep ating the test, once a vear or once every

two years, to see that they are still valid, when it corn s,

to environmental qualifications.

So X. don't think you and X are in disagzeemen<.

But it. is true that there wi13. be uncez"ainties,

either nay, isn'. that true? There is uncertainty if »ou

reinstall the unit that's tested, and chere's uncertainty

19

if you don't reinstall the unit that's tested; isn'hat
true?

20 They- are'ifferent types of uncertainties,. yes.

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: Hc m™re questions.

ASS. BGNERS: The Board has no questions at this

time. Mr. Fleischaker, do you have redirect'?

MR. PLEXSCHAiiER: Yes, X nave some questions,

thank you.
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REDXRECT EZRA>NATXON

BY l1R. PLEXSCHAWR:

Hubbard, during the time you "~:orkeep for

General'lectric or at-any time since have you become aware

of any nuclear power plant that'"- been subjected to strong

ground miotion?

A . By "strong ground. motion" X assume. you mean a.

fault within --'ike we'e talking here —6 kilometers or

3.'0- kilometers? X,'m not aware of any.

)0 Let me be more specific:
f

Are you. aware of any operating plant chat's
been'ubjected

to accelerations —any operating facility —strike-

that. Are.you aware. of'ny facilicy, while operating, that;,

has been subjected; to accelerations in excess of .15g?15'.'m not, aware of any-.

MR. FLEXSCHAKER: No further questions.

MRS. BOILERS: llr. Norton?

18. RECROSS EXANINATXON

20

BY MR NORTON:
r

Just because you are not 'aware does'not mean

Z1 there haven'. been some, does it, Mr. Hubbard?

Nell, X've folloowed that w'th some interest, and

25

like-for e~:ample the Japanese plants, to get some idea, you

know, how fax off some of the earthquakes might have been

from the Japanese plants.
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Xs it your testimony that & Japanese plants

have not received in excess of'15g'?

X thought he said 1.15.

Oh, no,- he said .15g.

Y2t. P~~EXSCKGMR: Can X gei that cleared up'?

FiR NORTOi~" Excuse Pia&p X thought X Has going

to .recross.

BY HR'ORTOH:

O's it. your testimony that no plants have received

in, excess of..15g,, or was it your testimo~y that it was 1.15g7.

X thought X heard 1.15g.

12 Nell, X believe you sa'd .15g, so X'll ask that

question:

Are you mrare of any facilities that have received

..in excess of .15gV

'l6

17

18

A, No, X am not.,
I'

By Mat answer are you saying that you don'

believe there are any. facilities —any nuclear facilities at

anyplace. in the. world-that have received .15g? 15 percent of
7

20, 'gravity'P

,X think there's a possibility that some may have

received that, like San Onofre.

'23

24

25

X don't know. Nhen wo're talking about at the

.15g level, X don'0 1".now.

.15, 15 percent of gravity, you don'" 1cnow?
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That's correct. I would assU le that some have ~

MR. NORTON: Nothing further.

MRS BOVBBS ~ M- Tou.~ ce» oite~

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: No ques cions.

MRS 'e BO'Br RS: The Board has Qo fuztilex'uestio118 ~

MR. PLEISCKGMR: I",d'ike to clarify that,

because I don't think ic's clear on the --cord,-, I'd like to.;.

restate my question io Mr. Hubbard.

PURTHER„,REDIRECT EP&21INATXON

)G , BY MR P~~EZSCHMER:

~ ~
~ g gPQ .Ai.e you aware oZ any face.lz,cy, 1~no.le opc.r~~xn

that's been subjected co ac'celezations "'n e1:cess of .15gP

A, "I'm not aware of any that have or have.not.

I m 11ot aware. Ox. any studies that would say 'cllat

MR PL ISCHAKER: Ho further questio': s.

MBS..,BONERS: . Are you suggescing thai Mr.,

-Hubbard move from one side or™ the zoom to the other'P

MR. PLEISCHAKER: Yes. If there are no further

questions, we'd ask that- Mr. Hubbard be dismissed.

20 PDS. BO'AZBS: Mr. Hubbard will'e dismissed.

(Witness excused.)

MRS.. BO'.lZBS: Are you ready to proceed with

Or. Brunet''R.
PX - ISCHAIKR: Yes.
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Whereupon'A~fES
N. BRAN

~ras called as a wita~ess en behalf of Joint 'ntervenors, ~nd,:

having a firmed that: he mould speak We truth, was- examined

and testifiei as fo3.loses:

t4R. P~»XSCHMER: Mrs. Bowers, may 'X have.'one
.~

momehtP,. X'm looking foz a.,third copy of Kae testimony to

give to the. Reporter.

(Pause. )

X'.d'.i1ce co have the recozd reflect that ice are

handing to the Repor"ez. three 'cop'es'of a document entitled,
1

"Testimony of James N. Br@~we on Behalf of Xnterv nor"

Regarding Contention 3, Ground Motion," and Z'd like to have-

this marked as Xntervenors'.alibi'- Nunber 66.

(The document referred to ~<as

'marked for identification as
1

'Joint. Xntervenors''>hi.bi'c 66.)

DXRECT'XANXNATZON

BY MR. PLSXSCHKNR:

Mould you state your nerve for the record, please?

Jarcies N. Brune.-

Q Dr. Brune, Qo you have before you Joint Xnter-

venors'umbe - 66, rrnich is enti..led, "Testimony of .James

N.. Brune, on Behalf of Zntervenors Regarding Contention 3,

Ground blotionP"
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3

~ Q Could you please describe br'efly ~what that

document. containsP '3."m not asking for a smeary of your

testimony, just a',description of the-,document, the main,.body

of the text and the attachments and appendices.

X see. Right.

This is a. smeary of my,knowledge about the

status of ou- knowledge. about strong ground motion very near

large -faults, and'ome- of the factors which lead to the

10 present sta'te of uncertainty in, this zona near the fault, and

inc3.udes a- statem nt to the NliC, this Commission,, p us an,
'2

appendix which, X submitted to the ACRS describing this
p

problem. Also a 3etter:that X submitted earlier. to the

NRC concerning one of the effects involved in ouz uncextainty,

namely the effect,'of rupture propagation.

There's also 'anothex appendix- relating.to some:.

17"

18
~ a

l9

recent evidence. from new earthquakes in Mexico.

The 'document

n

Q' So we. can understand, the firs't piece of the.

'document is your testimony in this proceeding.

20 marked Attachmen . A is your. bib3.iogzaphy, >which contains

21 your professional. —a statement of your professional

And then thereexperience, your training and a bibliography.
Iis an Appendix l,, which is a statement to the ACRS by James

N. Bxune, dated June 23, .1977.

MRS. BOWERS: You'ze calling the appendices. Xt's
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isn't 't?

NR. PLZXSCHAKZR: Xet's call that attachment, yes.

3 X'm sorry. Xt's not marked, but just for purposes of the

record, let's call. the statement"to the ACRS Attachment B,,

and the letter to the Executive Director,'dvisory Commission

on Reactor. Safeguards —that's it. Those are the two things
C

C Y

. that X see here,. Xs that correct? Do you have the main,

body, the attachment which is your bibliography, and
I

attachment B, which, is your statem nt to the ACRS'P

10 THE WXTNHSS:, Yes. Those are in there. X'm

'not sure about your-designation cf what. the titles of them

12 -are.

15

BY NR .-PLEXSCHKCHR:

Q Now, with respect to the document that's been
'l

marked as Joint Xntervenors'xhibit, Number 66; do you have

any; corrections that, you,'d like to make to this documen't?

17 .No, X don'..

t

19

Q 'hat;, we designated as Attachment A„ the-biblio-

graphy 'of Games Neil Brune,, could you give a brief summ'ary

20 'of that document, which contains a statement of your

professional 'experience and ycur education?

22 The statement indicates my academic association

with Columbia University, California Xnst'tu"e of Technology,

~ and presently with University of California at Sari Diego.

25 Xt lists some honors X'va rece'ved, professional
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membership , scholarships and fellowships, committees: and

then there',s a 1:st. of papers X've written.

Can I'sk you how long you ve been "nvolved in

the study..of strong ground motionP

A Approximately since about 1965-65 when T. first
cam to. Cal Tech, I started working on local earthquakes ~Q

\

strong ground motions'. - So that. would be. 13 years.

9 As T'nderstand your stat ment, that also is
f

the amount of time in. which you'e been. studying, the

$ 0 , chaxactezistics'of near sources

Yes.

Q Could .you please. give a brief- summary of the.

statement that is the main body of your testimony'?

A'he. testimony begins with a summary of my ACRS
f

statement, from which- X will'ead; a couple of paragraphs.

The: points in. that -testimony are summazized-as follows:

1. For large ear&quakes (magnitude greater than.

7) at. close distances (less- than 10 km}, peak accelera-

19
k

20

tions and ve~ocities could be- a factor of 2 greater.

than postulated in USGS Circular 672. Uncertainty
t

stems from both the lack of a sufficient data hase

and lack of knowledge about parameters necessary for

theoretical modeling.

2. Theo etical and numerical calculations

suggest that accelerations and velocities of 2g and
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200 cm/sec, respective3y, aze possibl ; but. calcula-
I

tions directly applicable to Diablo Canyon were not,

3 ava3. 1abl e ~

'.

Xmportant improvements in d=i.a base.ana

theoretical understanding can be e::pected in the

nezt few years
ii

''.,Focusing of.,energy (or dizectivity)

associated with fault propagation can lead to acceler-

9 ations and velocities avplied by more than a. factor.

of 2 in.a sector of about +5 from the direction

12

of- fault propagation. Diablo Canyon could be in-,

'hesector of 'focusing.

I s ib an terna e wa of'ooking at this
\

13 de cr e al t y,

14 -in terms of interference of'ave packets.

6. Accel.erations and velocities are proportiona3.

16. to:- the stress drop on the fault plane.. Although

stress drops averaged over the fault are typica3.ly

18 less than 100 bars, there is evidence that in. certain

N circumstances stress drops can be as high. as a

'ilobar, The probability of such 'high stress drops
T

occurring over large volumes at shallow depth is not

known, and thus the possibility exists that such high

stress drops could lead to unexpectedly large

accelerations and velocities.

25 Ny statement before the itCRS concluded that the
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design earthquake g'ves a reas'onable estimate of the probable

ground accelerations and'elocities e::pected at Diablo Canyon

for a magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the Hosgr'ault, but that

it does not represent the ma:cimQm possible. The occurrence

of focusing by rupture propagation- or constructive nterferenc

7

along with, other factors, could lead to values as much as a,.

factor of 2 higher.

'En.the next sentence Z describe some additions

to the data base,, including the records from the recent Gasli,

10
Russia earthquake ..

These;.accelerograms represent the first. near

source inst umental acceleration data available for an earth-

16

17

18

19

quake of magnitude greater than 7.

The maximum recorded amplitude was 1.3g on the

, vertical component. The horizontal accelerations were about -'

.75g on the east-west component and .67g on the north-south

component..
&

'

e

The horizontal components of this record are

roughly typical of. what we might have-exp cted'or a complex

multiple event earthquake of this magnitude. However, the

vertical acceleration is unusual sine it is considerably

higher than the horizontal accelerations, in contrast to

most other kno:m strong motion records.

X mentioned a couple of other recent records

where the same thing. is true.
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Xt is to be e::pected that in &e next few., yeazs

a number of detailed studies will be made of this recozd. Such

'tudies.vil.l include theor ~ical and numerical mcdeling,

detezmination of earthquake mechanism and source parameters,

and„study of special propagation and attenuation characteris-

tics of the site. Only fur"her study and the collection of

more, data vill allow us *to judg with confidenco whether. it
is typical or- not.

X,then, proceed to descr'be some other'ev records

that are perhaps surprising, including, one on April 6-, 1977'

a magnitude 5.5 shallow earthquake in Xran that generated

peak accelerations of .95g and 1.08g, horizontal and vertical
components-respectively.

X. then describe some important. new
accel.erograms'record.

d. during the Victoria, Baja California, Mexico, earth-

quake swarm'.of March, 1978. Peak horizontal acc lerations of

..6 g were recorded. at the Victoria station for an event of

..magnitude 4.9..at a hypocentral distance,, of- about 15 kilometers.

These. events'll occurred arid were recorded „in the deep
I

'- sedimentary. basin of the Xmperial Vail.ey in a setting

essentially the: same as that of tiie 1940 Xmperial Valley

'arthquake.

M least three of these small events generated

accelerations greater than recorded in the 1940 El. Centro

earthquake. This illustrates the difficulty of using a
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small data base to infer ma.-.imum likely accelerations for

a given area.

Then X conside'r some extxapolations people have

made. Because of'the 'lack of near source. data and
the,'ecessity

to estimate accelerations -'-here, a neer of people

have extrapolated data fxom large distances and smaller

magnitudes. The earlier extrapolating gave lower near source

8'. accelerations than, the more, recent. ones., For. example, at

distances of 10= kilometers for a magnitud 7.6 earthqud~ce,-

!0 - the curves. of Donovan indicate accelerations of about .45g

at-10 kilometers, whereas the curves presented by Trifunac

'lR, and Brady indicate. that.'ear the fault for a magnitude 7.5

earthquake the average peak accelerations could be 1.7Sg

and the average plus one standar'd deviation could be about

$ 5 .2' Sg i,

$ 7

Trifunac gives about 1.7g for the average

acceleration near'he fault for a magnitude 7.5 earthquake

and'bout. 4.0g for. the acceleration wi A 90 Percent probabil—

~g- ity o'f not..being exceeded.

20 These are for right .close to the fault,.

The values at. an epicentral distance of 10

kilometers are l.lg and 2.45g, respectively. That is for

the average acceleration,and the 90 percent probability

acceleration.

Rnhraseys presents average curves for peak
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acceleration versus magnitude for var'ous distance ranges.

His curve for R less than 10 kilometers,. distance less 'than

3 10 kilom ters, indicates accelerat'ons o"- over lg for magni-

tudes greater than 6 could occur. He,demonstrates 8 at the

earlier curves of Donovan and Esteva systematically under-

estimate the observed European data.

10

Rnbraseys apso mal:es the observation tha the ;

upper limit on observed accelerations may be independent

of 'agnitude, even though the average values cl arly

'increase with magnitude.

Arnbraseys concludes that accelerations in "the

focal volume may ~rell roach and ezceed values ox l00 percent

'g, and that, in the future accelerations greate than l'

will probably be recorded for even low magnitudes.

'B f3.s 15

16

19

20
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X go on to describe some .of the calculations

vh9.ch support the statement made in my ACRS testimony about

the focusing of energj in a sector bout ™excuse me, about

five degrees off of the direction of rupture..

The concept of- focusing or directiv9.ty is import

7.'nt in strong mot9.on seismology not only because of the fact

that it„ can lead to anomolously.high ground veloc9.ty and

accelerat9on in the focusing direction~ but because it
introduces =a large range of scatter in the data> 9n addition

'10 to the effect of the radiation pattern> thus making it

12

13

part9.cularly diff9.cult to estimate the mean and
standard'ev9.at9.on

of e:cpected velocities and accelerations from a

limited sample of data = =-For= this reason we villprobably

14 need ten or more recordings of strong ground mot9on near

~ '15 1'arge earthauakes before= ve can have much-confidence in

. 17

estimating the. expected accelera. 9.ons= and velocit9.es.

Xt should be noted that the Hosgri fault is

18..

19

curved northwest of the Diablo Canyon s9.te Thus, although

the s9.te 9.s about five Rilometers from the fault at its neaz

20

21"
I

23

est point, 9;t is much closer to the progect9.on of the fault

us9ng the trend north>rest of the site. Energy released

about 20 kilometers up the fault could be focused nearly

directly at the D9.ablo Canyon site. A calculation should be

made to estimate the effect of focusing 9.n th9.s caseo

Xn summary of the section on Directi><ty,
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mpb2 directivity is a verified ph nomenon in earthauak rup ures.

Xts effects are understood in a general way, although the

details of how effective it can b in leading to high acceler-

ations and ve3.ocities are not yet. underotoodo as noted by

Bakun, et al, in a zecen paper".7'Zt mould be impm2ent to neglect the
S

Effects- of'upture propagation-: in the estima-'
~

tion. of strong ground motiono"
/ 'la

Then -X have a s ction on the Possibility of
High'0'tress

Drops.

For other fault parameters constant, accelerations

12

14

and velocities are proportional to stress drop. The average

stress drop 'for. la ge ear&auakes is about- 30 bars,, with a

range up to a littl'e over 100 bars.

15

17

18

19

ihlthough most: small earthquakes have stress drops

oP =less, than. 100 bars, there i's ev'dence from- sp clam

studies that in some circmstances stress:drops can ba as high

as„a; kilobar, with proportionally higher 'near, source accelera
- ~

tions and velocities.

The. stress drop a1org a mnjo fault during a

24.

large earthquake is probably cpxite va iable, and thus even

though the average stress drop is usually less than 100 bars,

locally the stress drop could be considerably higher

Aki inferred a local st. ess drop'f 370 bars

and associated near source acceler tions of 1,5g for the
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mpb3 1857 California earthquake, based on variations of observed

fault s3.ip and a barrier theory of faulting.

)f¹ther or not large stress drops can 'occu- at

shallow depths, less than a few kilometers, is not kno'(n.-

Some of. the studies which suggest'that they can are sumrnariied

in my testimony.

8

X; conclude that laxge stress drops over re3;ative-.
( 9

/'y.large vo3umes neax'.the surfac may cause anomalously high,
/

accelerations,and velocities 'n some instances, greater than.

l0 2g accelex'ations and greater than 200 centimeters per second

veloci ies. The probabilities of occurrence foz high stress

l2 drops is not knowno,

Fault breakout.

14 Archuleta and Pra ier. showed that., for a rupture

~ ~ 15 . initiating at" depth and reaching the free surface, fault.

l6, : "bre'akout.almost;doubled the parti'cle velocities along the
)

fau3;t. For a.3.00 bar" stress drop the near: fault velocities

'. exceeded 400 centimeters per second; Xf such high suz'face

particle velocities occuzred in. a layered medium so 'that

20 'energy were more confined to the surface than in their half

2l

22

space model, very high particle velocities cou3d be generat

ed five kilometers from the fault traceo

A.study should be carried out investigating this

effect for the situation at Diablo Canyon~

AX .then have.a section whexe X outline some of the
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mpb4 1 :arguments against high velocity and acceleration.

I have d9;scussed above a number. of points which

suggest that near larg earthquakes accelex'ations as h9.gh

as lg and velocities-as high as 100 centimeters per second,

may be common, and- accelerations as high as 2g and veloc9.ties.

as high as 200 centim ters per second occasional.

9

f0

f2

I discuss som of the, arguments which, might. be
T

cited as a possibility against. such high velocities and
t

accelerations.,

The'act that the data. base, is so small can

equally'ell be used to argue that the above conclus9.on, that
I

high velocities and'accelerations can oc~~ is not.proven<

especially since no accelerations as high, as 2g nor veloc9.ties

18

fg

20

22

as. high as '200 centimeters pex, second have ever been recorded..

AXso, a numbex of phys9.cal, phenomenon may Ximit the 'velocit-

ies: and'ccelerations observed,. for example,,scattering,

inhomogeneities in the rocks, incoherency in the fault
=rupture„ law 9 and high non linear attenuat9on.

I"

The fact, that stress drops averaged over the

fa'ult. plane are commonly'bout 30 bars and thus lesd than
g ~ II'hought necessary for genexating large accelerations and

velocities suggests that in most .cases such large veloce.t-

9es and accelerations~would not- be expected.

. Building damage observed near large earthquakes

has usually not been as great as engineax's would have exgected
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for such large accelerations and velocities.

Pinally, it, can be reasonably argued that the

very high values of accelerations and velocities require such

a coincidence of deviations of variables away from their

average values as to be very unlikely for any given earth-
'uake.

All of the above arguments carry some weight, but

in most cases —X probably should have said in no cases

~ that X know of —have they not been verified -- they have

'!0 not been verified as ar~~ nts against the possibi3.ity of

hign accelerations and velocities.

They do not, in my opinion, outweigh the contrary

34

arguments and.evidence presented earlier. Th'ey are espec9.ally

weak if the burden of proof is assumed to lie wi th 'Che

35.
- contention that high velocities and accelerations ar not

expectedo

Xn other words, to accept. these arguments without

ia,,

$ 9

20

verification would be to abandon conservatism in the process
i

and thus to accept greater risks. The situation is. such that"
I

in the face of the stzwng evidence of high acceleraCions and

22

23

velocities can occur, but with a data base too limited to be

sure what the probabilities are, we can only conclude that Che

higher the design levels, the less the isk will beo

Expectations for the Near Futureo

Xt is evident from my testimony th'at our
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mpb6 understanding of the nature of strong ground mot'on near

large earthquakes is still in an unc rtain stage. New

~ ~recordings ar often surprising. Deployment of large num-

hers of accelerographs nea- active faults began only a few

years ago'and the data base is as yet very limited,

Ve may expect marked. changes. i'n our ideas once

st ong motion from severa3: large earthquakes= has been,ob-

8 served on a number. of instnxments.in the near fieldo 2tlso>

our -ability 'to do theor tical and numerical modeling "'s

i0 advancing rapidly and may lead to, important, insights in the

near. future.

12 Conclusions:

The main conclusion of my testimony is Chat,

based on; our present limited data base for near source—

18

$ 9

20
'j

22

that. is epicentral distance. less than-ten kilometers-

ground'otion for,large. earthquakes- —magnitude less than
C

seven —and based on our present limited understanding of
1

the seismic tiave generation, and tranmnission, the ground
I

'. motion postulated in USGS Circular 672 for a magnitude 7.5

earthquake —that is, peak accelerations of'.15g; and peak

velocities of 135 centimeters per second »- -has-not been

shawm to be conservative

23.' Under reasonable cond'ions, maximum accelerations

24

25.;

---and velocities could exceed 2g and 200 ~~ timeters per

second, respectively. 'ircular 672 notes that the tabulated
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( >

values are noi the maximums possible. Average accelerations

may be about lg with the average plus one standard deviation

about 2g.

Although there may be factors op~rating to make

such large accelerations and veloci.ties less likely, su'ch:

limit9ng factors are not established by ou- present data

7 base and theoreti.cal understanding. Near source recordings

of earthquake stxong motion are still very lim9ted; but

10

l2

13

nevertheless, accelerations greater than lg. have been, record

ed three times and velocities greater than 100 centimeters

per second. onceo

X conclude that the present data and physical.

understanding of sei.smi.c wave generation support the higher

acceleration versus distance curves such as those of Trifunac

and Brady an'd -Ambraseyso A near. certain conclusion is that

17

'f..the burden of proof is assumed to lie with the thesis

that very close to lazge earthquakes accelerat9.ons of gx'eater

f8 than. lg are not. common, then the thesis.has not-been proven

20

'hat ends my summary.
'C

9 During the course of reading the conclus9.ons, X

noted that. in the. third line Z think you misstated. You

sai.d c

23.

24

.o.moti.on for large earthquakes magnitude

less than seveno~

25 X think you natant greater than seven.
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mpb8 Greater &an seven.

3

That's the way your text reads.

T. have a couple of questions that X'd 19ke. ta

ask you.

During the course. of your summary and in your

testimony here you speak several times of a phenomena which
1

you=call. focusingo '

Cou1d you,. 9.n;layman's terms, or. in terms that

might be readily 'accessible to someone wha hasn'.,had inten-:

$ 0 sive training, explain, what the phenomena of focusing is a3.1,
4

about?

$ 6

.A Yes,
I 't

Xf you have a. finite fault, a..long fault, then

you can represent the ene gy radiated from that faucet as
I

occurring at different parts of.-~we fault. Her,. if the-

energy from, the different parts of. the fault were..released

at:. random and not in phase,. then they would constructively

$ 8

20

and. destructively interfere And the net..result at any g9.ven

station near the fault would be a superpose.tion. of these.
i

randomly interfering bursts, of'nergyo
I

However, if the energy is released in a coherent

24

25

." .way then, for example, as the rupture propagates down the

fault, if it 'propagates w9th a v lacity somewhat near the

velocity of the waves that are generated, then each successive

section af the fault will release energy which will be right
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pb9 1 in phase, that is, lie right on top of the energy from the

previous section of the fault which is trav ling down the

fault. And therefore they will add up.

Each little subsequent section of the fault will
,-release some energy which adds on to the energy traveling

6 in that same: direction with the same velocity from previous

parts of Che fau14,, and therefore energy will continuously.

add upo'

And in that sort of a situation the energy is

l0 focused in th'e direction og rupture propagation.

Q You also mentioned in your summary tmre a .

l2 'phenomenon which you:-called constructive interference of

13 wave packets'rom discrete bursts of energy released on. a

faulC-.

15

16

Is that. a, phenomenon, different from oi the same .

as the focusing, phenomenon that you'e gust- described'P

3o 150 17 A = Xt's, a different way of looking at the same

l8

l9 i20'-'hing,
essentially Hach way of, looking .at it' there is

soimwhat of a difference, but which way cf looking at it. is
4I

'. more appropriate for-'earthquakes depends- on,.knowing more about
4

. earthquakes than we do right now.22'at is, at the present time we don'. know

whether it', for ezample~ a better approximation to model

an arthquake as a smooth propagating fault or to:>model it
C

as a series of sort of discrete bursts of energy But
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basically the physics is the sameo

Again, X think we'e had some discussion about

this, but at this point X'd like to gec you~ description of

a tezm that you use.in your testimony ca3.led "stre s drop",

and, again, in language ch5t might be accessible to someon

7.'ho
doesn't have intensive training, e>~lain whac '"stress drop"

'.s and what the tezm "bar" is, what that represents as a

m asurement.

rO

A Stress drop is a harm that refers to the change>

the deformation —it ze3.ates to the deformation that occurs

in the earthquake in terms of the amount o slip and the

rigidity of the rocko A certain amounc of stress will de«

form rock of low rigidity a lot more than rock of high rigid-

ity,
So in a rock of a certain type and a fault of a

16

17

19

20

22

certain. size, the higher, the stress drop>=the higher the

slip on the fau3.to

'Xn other words, if we had a circular faulc in a

given type of rock, and slip of one meter occurred on that

averaged ove- the fault, then wo would say that the stress

drop is a certain amounto Xf the slip had been two meters,

we would say that. the stress drop is twice as much.

23 So in an elastic medium, the 4efozmation is
related to the stresses involved, and that's why we use the

term "stress". Xt's stress by the rigidity of the rock is
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2

related to the deformation of the rock. So essentia11y

stress drop* -efers to how much deformation has occurred in

3 the rock

Xs there in your testimony anywhere in any of the

attachments an equation -» or is that described by an equa-.

tion, this term stress
drop"V';

'No,, it's not in my testimony,
)

Can it be
described'ell,

yes. The standard elasticity law relates

$ 0 the stress drop to the rigidity of the rock times the dis-

placement that occurs with some appropriate constants,

depending on the geometry and the shape of the fault or

som thing like that

ia But basically it's stress is equal. to the rigidity
,

times the di'splacement or the strain.. Xt's,.really the dis-

placement. over, a given distanceo

9 You use the- tenn in here "bar"o What is that'P

js

T9=

A Okay .

A bar, is essentially one atmosphere of stress

'1

22

Xn other words, the force per unit area that is exerted by the

pressure of 'the atmosphere on the surface of the earth And

this is gust used as a unit in seismology to measure stresses

23 relative to.

HR. PLEXSCHAKERs X believe that ends our sunnaary

25 at dais point.
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X'd like to oHar 9.nto evidence Joint Zntervenors

Exhibit which has been marked as number 66o

NRS o BO~eKRS c Nxo, Rorton'P

~. NORTON: No objection

MRS. BONERS: Kr. Touzta13:otter

NRS. BONHRS: $7e3,1,,8o
V8,'umber 66 is received in evidancao

4

(Htwraupon,. the . document

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: No oh~ection.

'nt Xntarvanors'E~ibit

$ 0 previously mar'kad as

Zntervenors': Exhibit 66-

was 'received in evidence

NBS BONERSe Ne'd like to have a br'iaaf, breako

Me', ll take ten minutes,

end.
MADELON

- HRBLOOM
flws

$

5'7

18-

NR'." FXZXSCHAKERc. Thank you..

(Racasso)

19

20'2

.

23

25
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ilRS. BOWERS: He',d like to begin

CPBSS EXhI1XNATXOH

BY . EiRo NORTON.

Q Dr. Brune< I want to ask some questions< basically
1

just background questions about the focusing, and I want to,

dratr a couple. of eWibits which I'm.sure >~tervenors'ounsel

vill like, to see that. I understand. what, you'e talking about

when you talk about focusing..

10

(At'the viewgraph.j

The first fault I'm going to try to drat would be

7.2

13,

a plane. viev,.a surface v'ev of a fault And. if,I can drav
P

a'ault like this, and have. this triangle represent a strong

mo ion instrument recording station,. and put an Z at where

the rupture started, on this hypothetical earth'quake and a

squigg3y line showing the rupturing occu r~< g along vith an
J

arrow showing the direction'of'hat rupture .

18.

'20

21

Now, is that the kind of phenomenon you'xe talking

'about, where you, would'xpect focusing, 'a rupture occurring

. along, propagating toward the instrument2

That's correct.

All right.

23
'I

25'.

Now, the problem I have vith that is that it seems

to me that that is a paper phenomenon+ Xn other words+ if
there's isn'- an. instrument~ere, you don't have focusing

Or if it. ruptures in the othe- way and there's no instrument





V,'Ra/agb2- in the other direction you don't have focv ing. But obviously

that's not, true, because focusing I a su<me, is a real'heno™

QLM~ on@. is that correct?,

That's correct.

All right
P So whether„ I,'ve got, me instr~~ t the e or

not,..'-.7'ocusing

can occuro

9

A

A

Yes.

It''.a physical phenomenon

Xt's a physical phenomenon,-

HR. PLRXSCBAKER".. X was just- wondering what,we'ze

32:

t3

1

=going to. do with. this piece of paper?

14R.'ORTOH: Xt's marked, as AppU;cant's Exhibit

t5,

1G.

, Number, 36.

(Whereupon< the do'cuuaat

, previously referred, to as

Applicant's Exhibit 36

19

Zo

2l

was- marked for identificati
MRS. BOWERS! Up't..the top

MR, HORTONe At the top, in red, and we!re going

to offer it in evidence.

23

" 24

MR. PE'>XSCHAKER: Do you want to sign it?
HRo NORVOH: X Con't care. The record is pretty

clear'as to who was" making it.
MR. PI EXSCHAKERc Okay.
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3

BY HRo NORTON:

You talked about cohexency in. terms of rupture,

the coherency of Me rupture in connection;arith focusing.

Now if'. understand that correctly, it's the amount ox'he

degree of coherency tizat is directly related to the amount
'.'4

.:7

TO

of focusing, is Mmt corrects

A That'- one of the factors, yes
~ I

. Q
,

Xn- other words, if you have a very coherent,

rupture, you would have more. focusing than if you hM~ a vexy

incoherent ruptureP

HR.. PLBXBC1GQKR: X have an objection<.on3.y on'

the basis of foundation. X think we. shou3.d have some explana™
E

.Mon.af what coherency is befox'e we pxoc ed ~

MR". 13RXQHT:. T. would appreciate )mowing<

MR.- 'NORTON: That', what X'm aiP~pting to- doo

.j:7

Okayo

BY MRo. NORTOHt.

Q. 'A'nd if,'ou,had. less coherency, you would probably"

20.

2$ -

22

have 3.ess, focusing~ is $Aat correct?

A, There's a little bit of uncertainty introduced

there about how you normalize what you assume, constant in the

two cases a

24

For eaample, ~Chere'.s a x'e ent paper by Boore

and. Joiner where they conclude that the introduction of

coherency leads to h'gher accelera~&ons in the direction> but





Q[~IRB/agb4C'he reason. foz thL's—
,I ChiJk you misspoke, the introduction of in-

coherency?-

"6

Yes o

You s d.d "coherency."

A. , The .'.nCroducCion of incoherency .leads Co higher

accelerations ir. Che focus'.'.rection, buC ChaC's because of

the way they'normalize thincs. So if we'ze going Co geC this

exactLy, straight, wa'xe gouig Co have Co be careful,. you know,

what we assxue is constant. '

f'2
BuC in, a general. way, what you'ze saying is zighC<

that,is< g.ven Che same arounC of energy and Che same energy

release'"d sCress drop ~.s a-,constant Chen< given- ChaC amounC---
I

of. Ching, Chen if you mal:e. iC: more incoherenC,. Che accelexa-

Cions wilL be less in Ctree focus direction

1.7

;$8

'f9

20

Okay-. Iat's talk about, coherency; Could you defin

coherency in this concepC?

A. Wle31, iC's a parameter Co guancifyhur iauch. the-

energy xadiating from Che different, parts of. Che faulC, is

descxibablo by a smooCh maChanatical funcCion. ox isp says haN

close iC ia Co the wave velocity o Che waves iC generates

23

and tnings Like Chat.

Okay.'~

oMar woxds, if you have a rupture pxopagaCion

which is ha1Cxng y lurching g going fastg sloNing down p in OWr
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4

3

words, that's less cohe ent than one which is just kind of

moving at the same rate right down the fault2

That~s correct~

Okay.

.6

7

'lO

How, obviously perfect coherency we'ould assign

a value of like 100, okay, 100 percent coherent Perfectly

inconerent —which X presume you could never get, and then ..

sero percent would he perfectly incoherent, which 'X guess

by definition you couldn':-get. because you wouldn't have a

rupture i.f it. were zero percent incoherent.
Okay2'o,

would you agx'e ~rith that,' mean, the two

extremes a e zexo and 100 percent,in tarpons of coherency,

you would never achieve, it's obviously something in between.

A . Xn nature, 'yeso

T6',

Okay

And we'e talking about the x'eal world hex'e for

tha moment.

So how do you know whether 'any fault or any porti

of a fault or any,Ding —what percent of coherency you'e

going to get.

2223'he only way wa ran tell is to get some More

strong motion records and sae', for big earthquakes, ge enough

data in tha near field to measuxe the records and see how

coherent the rupture is, which is a process whera.—

How do you measure coherency'
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'RB/agb 6 By, looking aC Che shape of the wave form ChaC's

recorded on the sCrong moCion insCrumanCo

Okay o

A ' The ideal ezparimanC, of course, is to have a

large number of sCaCions, so ChaC you can inCexpreC Che various

i7
I

40

wave forms in Cexms of whaC's going on in Che faulC and Cheap

by looking aC the shape of the wave, vou can Col'haC Che

coherency on Che fault. was. He have noC bean able Co.do Chis

yeC because we don'C have enough daCao

Q All righC.

Now the firsC plane view here Chat. X've wriCCen<

leC's label Chat., if we can, A.'wd Chen let: me do anoChex

... one, ~which would-be a cross-secCion, where the line X'm

drawing represenCs Che surface. of the Earth. Lad leCos'say

we have down hexa, oh, 20 kilomeCexs undexneaCh Che surface

17

$ 8.

fg

20';

21
1

22

?3

:, .24

of. the EarCh we have a rupCuxe thaC's the - shall we call.

Chat, the, what, is iC, Che epicenCer of Che earChgua3ce2

HypocenCero

The hypocenCer, excuse me. The epicenCer would be

up ~A'ere, righC?

Yes,

Okay

Now when ChaC xupCures, iC can xupCure in more

Chan one dixecCion< i 's three-dimensional, isn'C it?
Yes —well, iC cauld be sort of unilaCerial, buC
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s

it. probably starts out moze or less three-dimeasioaalo

You'e got to be careful here. At the inset
of xuptuze, there pxobab3y have to be three —not Chrea-

directional, but it has Co move iaitially in a plane> but-

Chen what happens afCsz Chat. you caJ1 C C83.3. g i5 could spread

-7,

,'9,

3,0

out more or .less. ia one direction oz it. could go both dizecM
/

Q 03cayo You'e telling. ma, then, .that it could

rupture parallel, ia a sense, without rupturing-ve~ca3.3,yp

parallel to the sux'face?

Xa physiccLl zsa3.ityg it. Cou3.da C zupCuze Chs

„l2'ault planets 't couldn~t be a narrow Linea

Okayo

Rot in .Chat sense. But Che shape of the area

that.'s ruptured that you would draw after Chat could be

26-

'f,7

variable.

Xn- other words, right after that" as tae
rupture'zopagates

out, you might draw a.little circle axouad Chere

in. one case, fox example, or you might draw. various shapeso

20:,

21.

A13., right .

Por example,. it could xupture toward the surface,

as X'm drawing here, and Chen go this way< could it aot?

',23

E wouldn'C like to —when you. say it ruptured,

X need to know what the rupture suzface is you4re talking
about.

Xa'ther woxds, at Che initial point Chere is zo
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3

rupture at all. 'A short time after that@ there is some Line

you have; ho draw azound there which says what part. of the

fault has ruptured. You can',t draw a line like that, you'e.

.5'ot to draw —the line is sort of normal to the azoa that'

ruptured. The rupture spreads out like a crack.

7,

All right..

And- in that thing, it. would be a two-'dimensional

thing you would have to draw.

Q Okay.

What X'm trying to get at. though —we'l3.'abel

12

this B. —what I'm trying to -get at is, not only do
you'ave

.horizontal focusing< the phenomenon, you have vertical

;
— focusing, on>'occasion-, do you not7

A It could be, in any direction. Xt could be in 'the

it's in.the direction of- rupture.

1.7.

, 18

1,9 =

20'.

22

,23

Q; 't's in the. direction of the rupture.. So if you.

have' zupture which starts 20 kilometers down in the earth4s

surface, and moves up toward the surface< you could have a

vertical. focusing.

That',.correct, yes-

All right.,

So you'ave the horizontal and the vertical
focusing, and anything in between, correct?

'orrect
25 But it's always five degrees, plus or ainus> in the
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1
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4

direction of the, propagationo

Nell the xive degrees zafex's to an idealised

IZ, you. have a rupture. "zont that~s complicated<

'l'i~

-8.

as ou' su astin that moves first, in one direction andgg ga

then in, another, than you might —the concept of the five
'degress, is introduced for an i¹al model which is. propagating

"'mox'a

or less in one direction. Xf you'a intro'duced the

10

.t2

13''uptura
that moves variablyp then you'cLn t 'ha five

I

dagrass= can't bs"applied necessarily. You'd have to do that
I

'modal and sea'hat happened.

Okayo

Nhat are the factors that bear on coherency2

'1'5

,i:6

17

A In this context, it's basically tha vsay in which

tne fault rupture expands azound xzom that point you dravl,

, 0 Nell, but. doasn't'it, also have to do wiM the

characteristics of the earth> of the fault along tha x'uptura

plane2

20.

21,
22.'a'.'es,.

it has. to do with- the. wave velocities, the

velocities of the waves that 'are genazated by tha earthquake

also. It's a combination of the way in which the fault
ruptures and the way in which the waves propagate once they'e
been released

25

All zight

Let ma ask you this: isn'4 it ~e that foz avery



A
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1

Q(
NR3/agblo earthquake there has ever been, the phenomena of focusing has

't, ~

existed in that- earthquakes

..6,-'

A Nell as X said, in the case-.uf a complex model
rit depends on whether you'e referring to the simg2.e model

or'not-..

X would. say the. physics which leads to the concept of

'arame~izing the thing as .focu'sing< yes<that cccurso.

Okayo

e9

30

0%at X'm getting at, if that focusing> whether it
be at zero percent or 100 percent, both of which would be

impossible, like coh'erency of zero to 100 percent occurs

in every. earthquake, the question is how much focusing occurs

33

''4.

3,5

3,6

17-

in any given earthquake, But,the phenomenon< th'e physical

phenomenon that you are describing has to occur- Co one

degree or another in every'arthquake< does. it notV

A ': Yes Righto But also it's not just, coherency~

it.'s also the. direction in. which it ruptures and things

like erato

ca m a'uch di,re

.20

itruptures, you still have focusing, i+~ just, isn't there.
isn'I

an instrument there to measure it but it's thereo.,

22

A , Yes< to a cer~ extent< right,
Nell, it's a phenomenon or it, isn'4 a phenomenon

Xf it is a phenomenon and it's .there, it's theieo

A But on the limit of your scale, 'if yo'u're saying

it's near zero percent< yes, it's there but it"s- vary smally
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Q
p

and so

But. it's focusing2

A But for a particular case you might 's»ay, for
»

practical purposes, it isn4t. sign'ficant. in that case, depending

on what: you —if the thing is essentially compl/e»tely in-

.8

. coherent but there's a slight" amount of coherency.< okay>
L

. then there',s a slight amount, of focusing, and the question, is.

i.s that practical or noto

9 But my point is that it's a pnenomen'on that

12

exists in every earthquake that has ever occurre'd. XC's a.

"physical phenomenon, just as much as there is a wave pro--

duced from every earthquake that ever existed, isn'.,that.
" Crue2

10
1Dflws

That's correcto,

All righto

Dr Brune~ then while. your, theory of how much. of'.

~C

4 ~ 170-
17.

'18,1,»'o'cceleration
or velocity is attrib~utable Co focusing or

directivi.'ty is relatively new, the. phenomenon itself is, as old

as the earth, isn'C. Chat correct2

A, X'm not sure what you mean by 'my theory "

Nell—

Qi:

23 (

I

2A -;

I

25 '

Most of Che things X've quoted were other people'

studies in the testimony.

Okay. X didn't mean to ascribe —don'C get me

wrong< X'm not arguing with you Chat it doesn'C exist> but wha
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VRB/agb12 X'm pointing out is that it has only been in tne last. year or

z
two ox'hree or foux'r whatever that nmabezs have been

4

ascribed to focusing. And while that's true, that this is,. =

as you plainly state ia your paper a recently evolving—

and X use the word "theozy but you can use aay word you

like, the phenomena has existed since the earth has e:cisted<

is'n't that, correct'P"

Nelly the firs part about whether it's a recentl

evolving idea, I think< to put it in the right context is
it's something that everybody essentially who thought about

it, knew existed 'ut, the level of the, science, and the level

of knowledge about earthquakes and so forth have not px'o

ceeded to- the lyvel at which it was «- well, where-it was

.14. introduced ia hearings Like this.
The implication~ X doa't. think it is correct, to

17

18.

f9

20

imply that it's sort of a aew theory that has, just come around

Xn fact it, you know, it has existed since the beginning when

people started writing down mathematical equations about

faulting and so fozth

Dr Brune, X'm aot tzying to imply 'thato

Okay, well that's the fix'st part of your statement,

23

25

9 Xt hasa't received attention, it hasn't been

caLLed focusing and it hasa't received the atteation up until
the last however many yeaxs it's been, X'll say few years

where it has x'eceived a great deal'f attention
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A. Nell X think you'ra xeferring to the case of
'I

seismology. Xn acoustics," it's been known and re&xred to

lots of times, but in seismology we haven'. had i he near

source records to interpret it or'there haven'. been that

many studies made in the far field, if you want to go to; the,

fax fieldo
I

But you know, back in 1952 Benioff u'sed. the

concept for. the Tehachapi ca~quake. So in case of the

)0

strong motion, the reason it, hasn't been applied is because

t'here hasn'8 been enough da~ to apply it. to.
-

Q But the phenomenon has.always been the e X..mean,

there's no more 'focusing occurring in earthquakes today than
14, I A ~ ~ 'l

J

. there was. 100'- years.ago ox:1000 yeax;s ago'2

A, That's correct< the same physics applies to

-'arthquakes in the past. as now

'17

I1,8'l9

20

21

22

All z'ighC..

How another term X'd like to talk about; and get

a basic understanding about. before we pxoceed into your

testimony. is intensity~, How is that used< how is- the. term

"intensity" used by seismologistsP

Xntensity is. a qualitattive scale of the amount

of damage that. is done by earthquakes. That is< whether

25

something is knocked over, whether a certain type of construct on

is damaged or not and so forth a .

All right
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..3

4 J

And cm you relate accelerations to intensityP

A There could be. a- general relation. a number of,

people have tried very general relationsf but there isn t a„

one-to-one correspondence between acceleration.and intensi4p,

no.

:8'O

Q Okayo What's the 'general relationshipP X appre-
I

ciate it isn "h exactly linear.

A Well the general relationship is the higher the

intensity, the highex the acceleration. That is< higher

accelwwations tend to generate higher intensities+

All right'

What kind of intensity would you associate with>

for'xample,- 400. percent. qf.

gxavity2',16.

.1 7.

$ 8

$ 9

20

A . X don't
know'.

'et's take a- city like San Francisco or Los

'ngeles, whichever, you: like, a major city hare in Gal fornia.

What intensity ~rould you. expect in those cities if an

earthquake occurred'hat produced 400 percent of. gravityP

A XT, would depend on what the frequency content

's and.what the,character of the wave form itself is. Then

~ I

in order to -«well, in order to assign inte'nsity, you usually

discuss building design and how much damage Mare is done to

buildings. At most levels of, intensities, that's one cf the

factors. So you'd have to have soma way oft say, relating

the araount of damage in the building to the acce3.eration



4
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tfe11 let me ask you this: what are buildings

you have 400 percent of gravity, would you expect buildings

in Los Angeles and San Francisco to withstand Chose, those

kind of g forces't

low frequencies, no~ but it depends on what

:7

frequency is involved At„very high frequencies, they can

e'asily stand them

'9

f0

11
'

P2

Q NeD what frequencies would you associate. with

400 percent gravity, what would you expect in terras. of

frequency range for 400 percent gravityV

A I- would expect probably quite high freq~~ cies~

but I'm not exactly sure In other ~rords, probably up around,

greater than 10 Hz

f6;

9 And it.'s your testimony Chat, for exmaple~ the

Los Angeles Coliseum could withstand 400 percent gravity at

10 HrV

l8
No. I'm not, a structural engineez'~

You don't know what would happen to it'P

;20

l21

I 22

:23

'. 24

A No,

Okay.

Mhat's the largest maximum free field ground

acceleration ever recorded in the world2

The largest in my knowledge is the Gaxli earth

quake 1.3g.

Dz. Brune, could you list the records which you
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@ORB/agb 16 feel represent focusing?

A. X could list some records which may "epresent

focusing, and X think'wiM some probability probably doo But

again, as X said before, there have not been enough recoxds

taken in the near field of, say, a large earthquake to
-'6'ompletely outline the. rupture pattern.. and the wave pattern
;7

,8

so that you could, figure out. exactly what w s gong on,

So it's more in the line of guessing, 3.ike you say in the case.

,9. of the San Fernando earthquake,„very likely the velocity pulse

in the beginning of the record was due to focusingo Pabst

~ '=.''eople who studied it agree that that was, - well not aU.,

1;2 but most people think that it was due to-focusing So X

would say that X more or less agree in that case

,$ 5

16

f7

18

That's the Pacoima record?

The Pacoima.x'ecord

And also people have suggested that. the Bear

Valley earthquake, which had a fairly high acceleration for.
l

a; low g+ may have been the result of focusing since it was

20'4

on the fault plane.

Q Hell let me ask you this! isn'. it true that

every record that, was ever taken where a fault was propagating

at the record for any pexiod of time, is a measurement of

focusing?

Xn other words, if you'e got a strong motion

instrument and you'e got a fault rupturing> propagating in



C
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3

— (.>'

tne direction of. that instr~enC fox'ureve'rief or however

long a period. of. time, you have a record of focusing whether,

you know it or. not
Jl

Yes, it's a record of the phenomenon of, focusing..

$ 0

sense p but, iE doesn t tell you how effective
focusing'an

be in. generating laxge ground motion because, in order to
'knoxthat, you have to have a large sample of events and )mew..

1

- —and'ecord data for ruptures going in various directions

for various types. of faultso
1

But it, does measure the phenomenons

,)2

13,

14

A Yes, but,it. is not, very helpful to you if you

don'4 kncm.which direction the rupture went. You can say>

yes, that', the result, focusing was. somehow involved-in that.

earthquake but X'on', know which way the xupt'ure wenC'p so.

you don'C.know hear much of'hat,. you see is due to - in other

words,. you don.'t'nc//r how focusing affected that.'articular
xecord unless you know what. the,. rupture was

, O'Nell let. me say this, this may.be-. a pretty naive

21

22

'~estion and expose my ignorance<, but, it seems to me that if
you know the hypocenter of the earthquake and you certainly .

know where your instrument is, then'you know the direction of

the rupture, don'0 you2

Wel3. not, necessarily. As you pointed out in your

24'iagram, the actual, wave front may be quite*complicatedo Xf

you know the hypocenter accurahely and you know that, the fault
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JRB/abl8 ruptured in a nice. smooth way, for example, which you usually
r

don't know and as X said before, we don't have enough data

to know whether it was —whether maybe the faucet initially
ruptured the other way and then turned around and came back

or —there's a lot of things we don't know about; it.
But ix the hypoc~~ter is 20 kilometers south of

.8,

'9

my station, and it somehow gets by my station, it had to coam .

at my station at some time.

A There's a component of the direction of rupture

w6ich is toward the„ station, yes.

g That's correct.

T3'.

Yes.
~ ~ ~ ! !.!~'MVMPS+'lJ t

!'othat, record has to reflect whatever focusing

occux'redo

..f7

38

19.

— 20

,21

:22

A Not whatever, it reflects the focus~g tnat
I'

occurx'ed for that particular rupture that occu'rre'd" to that

site. Xf the rupture vaxiated —moved slightLy differently

it, would be dixferent.

That's coxxect. But it does record whatever

focusing Chex'e was to x'ecord at that site
Yes, it reduces to a tautology saying whatever

focusing occurx'ed occurred and I agree+

24

That's coxrecto

Okayo

So all records we have then where th'ere was
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2

\

3

propagation in the dix'ection of .Me insCr~~t are records

of focusingP

That's not what X would say< records of focusing+

X would rather say that som where in the energy that is

6

.8

arriving at, the stat'on, the effec~of focusing are involved

~ in that data to a.certain extent..but you don't know how much,

because you don.'t know how the rupture occuxx'ed

Hell Dro Brune, that's X guess one of the things "

$ 0

that bothers me about, your testimony. You seem to call it
only focusing if it's a high g but.it's a focusing phenomenon.

l2...

no matter what the g level. is.
A. Hell X didn't usa tha Cexm "defocusing" in my

f4

testimony,. but that's a term that is introducecl, fox e..ample,

.in tha direction that if Cha.xupture occurs -in such a way

. 1-6

I:7.

)8

$ 9

;, 20

that you get das+~ctive interferenca, you could call it.
defocusing-

Okay

So in, that, sort*of; generic terminology, you might

say dafocusing is one„subset„of focusing- So that. in some
I

directions, for example,' seismograph might recox'd lowex

1.

P
I

24

accelerations than normal because of defocusing, in other

words, the rupture happened to go in such * way Uaat it .

destructively interferedo

Nell what's normal'. What do you mean lower

accelerations than normal," what's normal'
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Nell say thea the avexag . Xf you. had a whole

bunca of stations, if we had had, as X said, if we had had a

situation where there was a rupture and a large number of

stations around it, then you could measure the acceleratioa, at

a large number of points

7

An/ then you would say Okay, at. most of the—
the average accelerations are so-and-soo Xn oae certain

.9'„

10

12

direction, the accelerations are very high, -says the direction

of focusing. Xn another cLLrection, they'e very lour. You

could say it defocused in that direction, that's what other

people have said..

0 And that's another way of saying that if you

put 10 strong motion instruments out there you probably're
14.

going to get 10 different recordings

Yes, the effect. of focusing is a phenomenon which

17

18

19

RO
I
C

2i I.
I

22
E

2'8

l

is directional, so at different, directions'you get different

accelerations .

Okay. And so what you do is you add up Che

10'nstrumentsand divide by 10 aad you say Wall, tais is noxuml

for this earthquake aad anything higher than that is focusing

and'anything lower than that is defocusiag?
I

A Xt depends on exactly what the fault mechanism

is you'd be working with, but that's oae way to do ito
I'n

other words, let's take a simple case of a

nice unilateral rupture, and then you have a large number of
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/agb21 strong motion seismographs around it, and you record-a,3.arge

.3

number of.accelerations. and you notice Chat in the direction.'

in 451icl1 the rupture occurredj there 8 veryg very high accslera»

tions and in the opposite direction there's very, 'low accelera-

ti'ons, and off in other asimuths there are in-between

accelerations.

Okay. Zf you wanted. to use the word* "normal,". as.

you introduced it, Z would say well one way to do that would

$ 0.

f'2.

be to~ say, just to average. all the accelerations and say

Okay', the accelerations in tho di ection of focusing are high

than the average of the accelerations, and the opposite

direction in the defocused direction are lowered

lEflws

'l 7

js

$ 9

20

22
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~ 400 '"Q

Millyou turn to page 3-8 of your Cestmony?

.Okay. Yes.

All r9.ght.

You say — Shen did you pxepare this testimony? .

It was gush around the first week of Hovembex.

It was in November?

'.
Yes'kay

o

$ 0

You say at the very bottom of Chat page,

"Except for the study of Ambraseys,

none of the above studies included the=results

of the Qasli earthquake described above. Since-

Chis is the only neax source record we have of

such a laxge earthcgxake, a xeasonable assumption

(with very low confidence level) might be that,

. this. record represents the average value of ac-

18

20

celeration, and we can estimate probability and
A

confidence limits by assuming the same vaxiaCion

in data for* this distance and magnitude range as

found by ~ifunac."

Do you believe that it's a reasonable assumption

Co take one piece of data and have that representing the

23 'verage value of acce leration? Do you fee 1 rea 1ly that that 's

a reasonable assumption, Dr. Brune?

A Nell that's why I qualified it with "very low
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conxidence level" and "might, be.." The, implication is. that-,.-.

Q. Would'you base any decision on that2 X mean

w'ould you call it, a reasonable assumption and go so far as
'o

base. any. kind of important:,decision on it2
A No, the whole subject of my—in fact the.who1e

.'emphasis.... You have to- take. this in context. The Dhole

". emphas9.s, of. my testimony is that, since we-don!t have 'any

'ecords available that we can'0 be suxe what the ground

motions wall be in the near field of large.earthquakes.

Q — X. guess X would feel a lot mo e comfortable if.
'om sentence said "Since this is the only near source

record'e

h'ave of such a large earthquake, an assumption with a
\

very l'o~r. confidence level might.be~ * *" X have 'rial

problems with "reasonable,."'hen you'e got one data ji6int.,
I

NR.. FLEXSK&KER:. Objection. X don'0 think
-that'. a. question. Objection. to the form.

BY HRa NORTON:

Q,, Noul'd, you agxee- to remove the woxd "reasonable"

in front of "assumption2"'' X guess that's my question. As X
C

read't, as.a..layman,, the word- "reasonable" when ve'e talking.

about. one data point, in the whole world as an average> it
just defies my understanding'of the word "reasonable."

A Nell X think the question is, given in the con-

texh of- not having any data points versus having one, the

question is, is the confidence level any highex'ith one data
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point. than with none. So I feel— The reason .I -qualified

~/wb3 that section so much is, that I —is basically to.emphasize

the po'int that I'm making in my testimony and ifhich you'e

making now, that ve really can't have any confidence of our

present estimates of accelerations in the near field of

Large earthquakes. for this very reason.

~ Well. let's go back to the word. "only" in that

8 sentence. What was the magnitude of the Qazli earthquake2

A The MS value2

]0 Yes.

Xt,'s about —X believe it vas 7.2, X think.

12

14

Let me gust look and see.

Something above 7 and something less than 7.S2

Right.

What wsas the distance of the instrument- from

16 the fault2

17 The Russian interpretation of the distance—

hypocenter or the. fault itself2

20

Both

Both.

The hypocenter +as, I believe that. it was about

20 kilometers to the hypocentral distance. And X think it was

Cl.

p3 something like 10 kilometers or that distance, to the fault

24 rupture.

Okay.
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'nd

that, was a thrust fault?

/orb 4 2 Well'it had a large amount of dip»slip motion

on it.
Xt had a large amount of. thrust2

Xes. Dip-slip.

Q
Okay'nd

you say that's the only one. How about the,
3

Tabazxecord2 Do you know what the parameters of the Tahar.

$ 0

earthquake of September 16, 1978, are2

A That's the xecent.Iran earthguake2

l2

Q

Xes ~
'I

Xes 'ell< I-
That was a couple of months before you wrote

$ 4, your testimony.

Mght. Well, as X mentioned in thexe.I had a—

Ho,„ I don', know what, the fi'nal fault plane solution, dixectio

17

$ 9

20

2l

of ruptuxe—

Q Xou haven';. investigated'o find out the magni-

tude. of that. earthcpxake. o» the acceleration of..that earthquake

When you'e only got one piece of'data here: you haven't found

out, the other piece ofdata2

..22 Well X looked at the:cerox copy that I had and.

tried to estimate what the accelerations ax'e, — and I concluded

-that I couldn.'t be very sure from the data X had.

Q Have you read the preliminary report, on the Tabas





earthquake, the Tahar, Xran, earthquake of, September 16th,

1978 by Robert .Sh~ and Nicholas Orsini, U.S. Geological

Survey, Menlo Park, California?

4, . A No, I haven'..

10

12.

,Q Have you been in contact, with Dx. Bruce Bolt
I'ho supplied..that information?

~ A, The information, in, the report?
I 'I g

Q .
. No the information regarding —' separate

report, information xegarding magnitude of the earthquake,
,I ~

g levels measured, location of the hypccentra3.-«
' No, X haven'".„

4

MR. FLEXSQRKER:, Excuse me; I'm going to object

13 to .that'uestion on the basis that I don''now — My recol--
l

le'ction is that- Dr. Bolt provided some information tO-the

recox'd which.,he said was preliminary, 'and I'm not suxe if
16-

18

that.'s, what Mr,. Norton is referring, to. Or is. he referring
I

to some, other: report that was submitted to the U.S.G.S. or

submitted to the University fox pxess, or 'what?

MRS.'. BOWERS: Could'ou clarify?

20 MR. NORTON: What am X.supposed to clarify? I
don't understand. I asked him if he we e aware of theie

things.. And I don't understand. He said he isn'. X don'

understand what the obgection is.

24 MR. FLEXSCHAKER: The objection is the use of She

woxd "report." X don'5 understand what he's talking about.
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MR. NORTON: All I have is the title to the

report. Xt's a USGS report. That's all I have.

DR. MARTXN: Xs that Bolt's report'P

MR. NORTON: No. Bolt's was a letter, X said,

a letter to Dx. Smith. And I think he testified about that

in, his testimony. And X as1ced him if he, eras„aware of .the

infozmafinn or had been in, Contact with Dr Bo3.t.

MR.'LEISCHAKER: Okav. I j'ust wanted to ma1<e.

that. clear on the record.

10 DR..MARTIN: I'm stil3. not clear. This was. a

letter, that Dr,. Bolt wrote to Dr. Smith, and you'ze asking

12 , Dr. Brune if he knows about that .letter7-

MR. NORTON:. No; if'e .cnows about the infoxma-

tion an the earthquake. Xt's obvious that, somebody has

15 the'infoxmation if'they xe writing about it in letters back

and-forth to each other.

This letter was in November, and X'm just asking

~him if he has that. infoxmation about. that enrthquake.

DR. MARTIN: Hell the only place we know the

20 information occurs is in. a. personal letters
'1

MR. NORTON: Na. Here's e USCS repaxt about it.
DR. MARTIN< That has the same information's

MR " NORTON." des And I'm just trying to find

out if he's aware of that information.
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MR. FLEISCHAIKR: Before we pro eed any further

on this line of cross-examination I think Dr. Brune, should ba

3 given an opportunity 'to see what that information is.. And

I also think. it would be useful for pm~oses of the-record

to see what that information is, whether 'it's preliminary or,

you know,, what the basis for the numbers are that are in the

USGS report. or in the letter. from Bolt to Smith.

DR. MARTIN: The:opzestion about the USGS report

was asked and answered.

MRS..BOHERS: But Dr. Brune refer ed to a xerox

l2

document that.hemid he had no confidence in.
I

THE NXTNESS: No. That was a xerox. copy of the

record'f one of the strong motion accelerograms..

MR. PLZXSCHAEER: I'm:not. quite sure where we

are at, this point. I think Mr. Norton has just cross-examined

.this witness. on She basis of two documents, and I'd'i.'ce. to
h P

have. the opportuni;ty to see them.

js MR-. NORTON: But,.X haven'5 cross«examined on the

basis of any documents. X.'sked him if he were aware of She

20 existence of the documents or the informa&n contained"in the

documents, and he said No.

I don't understand what the pxoblem is.

23 MR. FLEXSCRDCKER: >Tell I may wish to ask some

questions about those documents on redirect, and, I think

since Mr. Norton has got them there I ought to have the
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opportunity to look at those.
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( %

( 4

MRS. BOLfERS: But he says he's not fami3.'ar with

HR. PLEXSCEQDCER: But .the implication is that

those documents contain some sort." ofdefifiitive description of

what that earthcplake was all about. And. X'm not sure whether

that,'s the case or not.

!2

14

HR. NORTON: There's no implication whatsoeve

about what, those documents contain. I asked him if he was

fami3.iar with the information they contained and. he said No.

HR. FLEXSCEGQKR: Okay. So all we'e asking him

is whether he 'has seen the documents2

HR. NORTON: X &ink the record. is vex'y clear as

to what I asked him and what he answered.

HR. 'PLEISCEQPR: Nell it''ot, clear in my

17

18

mind~,

MRS. BONERS: Nell he said he was not. fame.3.iar

with the information., X would assume, that 'meant he hadn'

seen the documents.

20 HR FLEXSCEGQKR:
Okay'Y

E1Re NORTON:

23'

In your testimony on page 3-6, at the end of the

first paragraph you have a bradcet "X have received unconfizme

xeports that the recent Xran earthquake produced accelerations

of 0.8g at a near soux'ce station." Close bracket,.
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X guess what X'm asking is why you didnt follow

up and get the information on this earthquake if you were

'elyingon data source in the world. This appears to be a

.second, which doubles your data base.'

Okay. Nell, X talked to some people about that

6 record and tried to figure cut, on their basis, how confident.

7 they were of the acceleration itself. And everybody X talked

8 to said, Nell X've looked at the record but it's a very poor

9 copy; and X'm not s~e what the xeal acceleration on the

10 record, is, X think it's about .Sg, but we can't get the

ox'iginal, and X'm not sure exactly what the true acceleration .

12 is ~

9,... Did you ask Dr. Prazier about it'P

A Yes.

15 And Dr. Prazier.told you he didn't have any data'

Nell he said that he.had seen —As X.recall, at,

the time he had. a siad.lar record, and that he thought the -»

he was convinced that the peak acceleration on the. horizontal

19 was .Sg and on the vertical he wasn'5 su-e but it probably

20

21

wa's something of*the same.

That'8 my recollection of the conversation.

Hhen was that2

23 X'm not sure. Xt was fairly recently, like

25

within the last couple of week, X thuds. But X'm not absolutol,

s'ure what the data of the conversation was.
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But; anyway, to finish answering your question,
C

. Why didn't I follow up on Chis2 Tfell, Che reason is, any

~ time you have a new data point 15.lce that, as X indicated

before, in order to understand Che s gnificance.of Chat data

point you really have Co eventually get the fault plane solu-

'ion, the direction of rupture, the depth, and all. this 32nd

o'. information on any earthcyxake. That's usually a couple of

years later.

30

For example, in my ACRS testimony, the Gazli

~qq, had gust occurred, and it had 1.3g accelex'at9.'on.

l2

A'nd in my testimony you'l see that even though X used that

data -- and maybe you might say I should'have called. everybody

right away and really got all Chat information because we had
V-" .;,C

zero data and'now we had one data point, but the fact is I

18

~ woqldn't trust any final interpretation on any of these data

points until a couple of years afteavards when all Che-- Por

example, in the case of the Pacoima Dam, it is now many years
"3 c'=:i *

after the earthcgxalce and still a recent SSA Bulletin articl
comes out with a completely new interpretation of the faulting.

20

2f

22

So one of the reasons X didn'4 call everybody

up and find out what all the information was on thi's recent

earthqualce is because I don't believe t?mt that would have

been-a final. —would have provided Che kind of Mormation

you need to finally evaluate the result anyway.

Nell but you used Che Gazli earthcgxake which you
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knew very little about before the ACRS to suppox't your'testi-

mony. And hexa you have not used the,. Tabaz earthcyxake which

is'in the same status that the Gazli earthquake vas at the

time of„ your ACRS testimonyg- is that corx'ect?

I don'.t thizdc that' — "Same status" implies

6 'dentical status.

30

~ Q Nell X don't mean identical in every ray. But

basically it's vix'gin data that hasn't been looked at over and

o'ver-and over, and looked at. in many differ'ent vays.
t/

A Well the fault plane solution has not been
I

determined.

Has the Gazli fault plane solution been determined'?

)3 A At the time of my ACRS testimony?

Q>

Yes'l5,

Mo.

So, there!s.-no difference. there, then?

17,

. $ 8 time

Nell there's=a gradation, obviously, in terms of

20

", Q: Nell would it surprise you, or would you have any

basis 'to'ontradict the fact. that the- Tabaz, earthquake was a

T 7
MS?'3

24

A No, X haverno reason to contradict hhat.

Q " .All right.
And that the hypocentral--distance was no greater

25 than the Gazli earthquake from the instrument to the—
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(...) 4

And that the earthquake ruptured in the direction

of the> instrument?

Ão. As X say, X don'. know any of these facts

about that Tabaz.'

- Nell if you assume that it's "as valuable a piece

o'. data"" as the Qazli data, wouldn't it significantly'hange

your numbers in, your testimony- if the maximum accelerate.on =-

vere ~ 8g?

MR., FXZZSCHAKER: Excuse me. 'X'd like to'bject.
to this line of questioning Because X think, befo e, we as3c

questions about the magnitude of'he earthqualce, the hypo--

central'istance» and the direction of. rupture, that an

l7

18

adequate foundation ought to be laid for the types of quests'ons

that are- being 'aslced

X. recall Dr Bolt:- testizyingabout this, earthquake

and giving some figures But my fu"zy recollection is that he:

said the'se were;preliminary determinations.
'o-

at this point X'm going. to object to. those

20 questions, all of those questions, and request that they be

"stricken and the answers be stricken, on the basis that an

22 adequate'oundation hasn'. been laid for those numbers in the:

record.

KS.BOWERS: Do you Mant to repond, 51m ~ HortonP

MR. NORMN: X believe there was testimony from
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4

our panel .of seismologists about the Tahaz, Xran, earthquake
)Cl. I *

as to magnitude and g levels. X don't think there is any

,doubt about, 8.C. There was testimony in the record. Xt's now

~in evidence in this case. So there certainly is= a sufficient.

foundation for that hypothetical.

MRS. BOHERS: Does the Staff have a positionP

5K. TOURTELLOME: No.

9 ..transcript2'PB.
BOHERS: Can you readily identify the

l0 MR. NORTON: Xt was the seismology panel which

was on for about three, four or five days. He'd have to dig

it out. But, they definitely™- X remember Dr ~ Bolt and

Dr. Prazier and Dr. Blume talking about the Tabaz, 'Xran,
E

~4 earthquake of September '78, Che magnitude 7.7, the .8g.

~ 15 MR.=PLSXSCHAKER: X'lso recall that they dis-

cussed thaC earthquake. But, what X don', recall 'is what

$ 8

the source of their information was, nor.the certainty they

aCtached to the informati'on that, they gave to the recor'd.

20

MR. NORTON: Hell, counsel had all the opportuxd.t

in the world Co cross-examine on th d:. But those facts are

2f in evidence. And counsel is saying, Gee X don't know about

22 those fac+.. He had his opporCunity to cross-examine at tlat
time, the time theg went into evidence.

24 MR. FZZXSCEDGCER: That. is not the point. The

25 point is that, if Mr. Norton wants Co question this witness
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about specific facts relating to a specific earthquake'he

should lay an adequate foundation for those questions. And

if he had the infoxmation in the record, then it was. incumbent

upon him to go back into the record and determine the informa-

tion and the basis of the information. Then he could ask

6 this witness the questions..

He's got= Mr. Prazier sittingxIght next to him.

y~. Prazier can advise him as to the basis for the information

9 that he is laying out here, ?.7 magnitude earth quake/ what 8

ap the basis for, that measurement, hypocentral distanc'e
of'z'2

kilometers, what',s the basis, what's the basis for that,

rupture propagation in a certain direction, what's the basis

. for that?

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers„ that's gust — X've

15

J6

17

19

never heard of such a thing. caen something is in evidence

an'd; was: not, objected to when it came into evidence@ you can

later when somebody wants to use that evidence to pose 'a

hypothetical state that there's n'o foundation for that

evidence. The'foundation is, in fact, t'mt it is in fact

in'evidence.

21

23

25

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mrs. hovers.

MRS. B(%VERS: Mr. Tourtellotte.

MR., TOURTEXZOTTE: Maybe it would be well for the

Board to inquire as to whether the questioning is going on in

this direction. Xf it isn', then maybe rather than ruling
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(

right now that could be. checked into during the noon hour.

Just as a possibi19.ty. X don'.t know ~whether Hr. Norton has

inything further on that or. not.

MRS. BONERS: Nell we reciX3:, of course, generall

5 the testimony, but do not have the exactfigures in mind.

6

10

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: What X'm Objecting to is an
I

;9mpli'cation that might be drawn that ther'e is certain infozma-
I

ti'on regarding this earthquaRe that is' 'ell, the objection

i's there. X just; want to know what the basis for these

cpxest9.ons is, what the foundation. is and where this informa-

tion is coming from..

'l2 MRS ~ 'ONERS~, Mr. Norton,'e thin% you have an
'I

obligathn to identify in the record'he s'ource of your- informa

tidh~

15.
MR.. NORTON: All right.

$ 7

18

'20

22

24

MR. PXBXSCKQKRs Pine; Tham'ou. ~

BY'R~ NORTON;

g Nel.l-,. Dr. Brune, you would,'certainly, however,

'-"have to 'change your. testimony at the bottom of page 3-8.as

the only near source record we have of such 'an large eirth-

cbxake, wou1d you notV You are aware that there is indeed a
I

record of another large ear~atce, near source2

A Yes. 'X mean, if all the info'rmation which you

submitted is correct, then it logically follows, yes. And on

the bisis of, you know, phone contacts, and so forth, that
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seems more or less correct.

-~(RB/ib16 Could X add one explanatory comment?

You asked why X didn', follow up on this earth-

4 quake. 'ell, one of the reasons is that there was another

earthquake and X had to fly diern to i~Ie~d.co. Xt was a short.

time, 'and X r~l3.y didn't have time to follow up on it:, with

my o'ther dut,ies.

Q How many strong motion records'have there been

taken .in the whole world to'date?

10

12

X'm not aware of the- exact number.

Xs it a large number?

Nell it's hundreds. Over a hundred.

'g.. Over a hundred?

A Hundreds. Yes. Xt m9.ght even he a thousands

Z don'tknow.

17

Hov many had accelerations in excess of 1.15g?

To my know'ledge, only two.

18

19

And those two. are?

The Pacoima Dam record and the Cazli earthquake

20 record.

21 How many showed focusing? Tet me.say that

another way:

23 Ho~ many recorded'ocus9ng?

Nell X xIouldn't like to phrase the question,

recorded focusing in the way that you initially introduced it.
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Do you mean they:Tecorded,energy from an'.ea'ithcpzake which.

had fc cusing in itg or do you mean they vere izl the direction

of focusing, of maximum energy~ focusing2
I

" " '9 'ell, first. of @11, to understand. jour distinctio
firs't'f all 9.t, it, possible to distinguish beWmen the 'two Ln

the real'orld2
7" 'A Xn'he real: world2 Sure. As X said, once we

get enough stations surrounding an earthquake where we can

understand the direct9.on, the actual mechanism of rupture,
~ 0 and So forth—

,,"~ J2
.c.- >

t IS

l
$ 3

Q Excuse mes we'e ta3.king about records that have

existed- in.the world, He're not, talking about records ~~t
'ay

"exist. in the futures: we'e talking about «Amt we'e living
F

with now-. t *

Xs it possible to d9.stingu9.sh the two2.

16. A 'n, scaaa cases 9.t's possible, yes.'l7'n which cases2

$ 8= "A, Well, for example, in the 1952'~~~hcpxcQce Bonioff.

20

. the direction of. rupture from the asymmetry of the surface

waves. And a lot.of this has bean done for variou's earthcgsakes

2~ BuC: in terms of. interpretation of 'the strong notion records -»

and that's probably what the main 9tmplication is, is there a.

strong'motion record that somebody Russ inferred focusing for.

And X would say8mt, as X mentioned before, aside from the

suggest9:on from the. Bear Va3.1ey earthcyxake, the Pacoima Dam
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-xecord is the one Chat is most, common, probably: Chere has

been more s"udy on it. which indicates Che velocity pulse at

the beginning of Che record was Cha result of focusing.

Let's talk a little bit about Che diffexence-

between velocity and accele ation; not necessarily the defini-

tions of Chose words, because we'e hiard Chat before; But

I, have a little bit of difficu3ty in understanding h~ a

10

record can have velocity focused, on it but not accelerzttion.

A Me).1 in the case of the San Fernando, the Pacoima

Dam record, some interpretations have indicated that the

12

.13

16

17

initia3: pulse of the recoxd, which leads —when you do the

integr'ation of acceleration to get velociCy it gives a very

.large pulse of velocity.'nd people refer 'to chat in an

approximate say of saying the uelocfay pulse on the heglnntng

of Che Pacoima Dam xecord. Ard what they, mean is, if you

integrate the acceleraticn and get velocity you'd thex'e's

a big pulse, on the beginning, of velocity,. and that's not at
Che.'"same time on. the record that Che peal= accelerations occur

which ere later in the 'record. Zany so people have'aid, for
* l

/example,'hat the big velocity pulse at Pncoima Dam was the

21

22

result of focusing
' Re13., gust a nement.
t

'I

Velocity is derived —Velodity doesn't arr9.ve on
~ \

a record without R wave p. does it%' mean p velocity isn t
@miething Chat a recoxder picks, up without picking up a wave%'
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Velocity is the rate at vh9.ch the ground ~ves.

(
%3/wb19 2 A11 right+ And that 9 the 'Navesf corrects Y31at

are emanating fxom tLJ earthquake2

The waves cause the ground to move at a certain

velocity'r acceleration.

Q So velocity you c~~ 't measure vithout having the

waves. Xf the, velocity is focused, how can"it he that the

vaves'aren't. heing focused2

'A'eX1 Z mme~'R'sc&J the veloci"y is fccuse@g X

>io'uld say the waves are focused and led t'o the large veloce~

pulse observed. I mean, that's what the interpretation has

been

Okay.

16

$ 8

19

20

2)

,Q„: Of vaves2

Yes. Fry the deeper part 'of the fault And~ -:

''hat's distinct from the later par4 of the record +here the

high accelerations come

So She PcLcoinla Dan record Mao focused2

A As X said hefox'e, the large pulse at the h'eginnin

of '-Me. x'ecord,which shaved a large pulse of velctcity arid

iihich people have xeferred to as the veloci'ty pu3:se,* has been

inferred by various people to be a result o'f focusing.'

Okay.. But, in other vords, that fault as 'it
r'up'ture'd propagated toward the instrument, hand whatever

focusing occurred vas measured on that insMmnent during
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that .poxtion of the rupture?

. A 'es.. But you dodt axactly what the angle

between the d9rection of rupture and the fault 9s. And the

focusing effect 9.s dependent on the frequency content.

Xn other words, the actual focusing of energy

for different frequencies is. different. And so unless 'you had

.an exact solution to know emctly. how the'upture occurred

you. don't know whether the frequencies that,',made up the

velocity pulse m9ght have hesn focused, and the-ones that make

10

$ 2

;up the acceleration, not. You don't know She exact deUs
of'the

rupture.

And also the attenuation may: ha>>s removed some

of the h9.gh frequencies from the. veloc9.ty pulse.,

O': You referred; didn't you, to She recent Mmico

A'-

Yes.

Nhat was the magnitude of that. earthquake?

7 9 ~ .

20

21

22

And hcer- would, you. describe .the= intensity?

I would say- it was quite lmr..

Very little.damage?

Very Xittle damage, yes.

,9 what was the measured acceleration at. Oar@ca?

A As X understand, it was about .2g But X've not

25
-seen the record, the original record. That,'s quite a" largo
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a

7.

8

distance from ~We epicenter.

0 Turning to page 3»7, starting —the sentence She

,,third line fram the top,
I'Trifunacgives about 1.7g fox- She

average acceleration near She fault for a Nagnitude

7.5 earthquake and about 4.0g fox the acceleration

with 90 percent. probability of not being exceeded."

Let me see if I understand my statistics very
J wells

f0

f2

'A

Are you there?

YG8 ~

Okay..

Does that mean Chat if you have ten 7.5 magnitude

f7

f8

f9

20

ear'thcpzakes one out, of ten of those earthquakes.'Ls going to
g .a ~

r'esu1t in an acceleration in excess of 400 percent 'of
gravity%''-

That's on. the fault. That's the interpoXation.

'That would,not. necessarily mean 4g'at the surface.

But what he's saying in that 'thing is that'
~ ~ 'rip

right on the fau1t itself. The nvmhers.for, say, 10 kilometers

away are given in the next sentence.

0 A11 x'ight„

So at'. 10 kilometers away you'd have 245
E

of gravity. How that's a 90 percent probability of not being

exceeded, that. 2 '5g?

A That's right
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So that means within 10 kilometers of the fault
for'very ten earthcyaakes you 'e going to have 245 percent 'f.
grav'ity within 10 kilometers of the fault2

If you accept those — I 'm ~oting his eztz apola-

tions .

A . And you'e, saying, Kyat's the implication if
those extrapolations aren't correct2

C

Q Hog X~m asking you if X understood the
statistics'Q

correctly2

Ohg yeso

Okay.

Now you go on anct you say, '"Score. ~ ~ ."

Excuse me gust., a moment.

m fls (Pause)

17

js =.

19

20

, 2f
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Ycv. say "Booze et. al. do not o:ct~d their cu~as

for pagnitude 7.5 earthauakes to short distances for lack

of d'ata but the slope of their curves projected tovard shor'

distances suggest accelerations of greater than'2g are possiMh

5o190
,6

'7

$.0

at distances of. 10 kilometers."

X be1ieve in your depositio'r. v7e discussed the

acce3,eration -and distance relationship, Do you reca13. tnat7
I

A Ho.
P

Q ice talked about the near field ~d thethe" there

would ba any distinction between ~Me faults and two ki3,omatezs

l2 ~

13

fzom the fault or five kilometers from the fault, do you

zeca13; that?

Yes, X recall thato

;16

:17

)8

$ 9

29.
(

And do you reca13. vrhat your position +as on,that2

X vsouldn't tzy to summarize it, but T. could give

my position neer or ve could go back and read it.
Okay. Hhy don't you give us your position nor.

23.
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Okay. Nould you repeac the question'?

Ne're talking abou- the relationship between-

acceleration and.distance from the fault'?

Yes ..

Prom sero to, say 5 kiloreters.

Yes.

9, Hhat is the relat'onship between acceleracion and

9,

distance? Nould you expect to get a difference in accelera-

tion in that 5 kilometers?

10 Nell,, I think that the same thing is true, 'that

we don't have enough data to say what, that is, either. I
mean we can hardly —if we can't tell, what the average

accelerations are,. we could hardly start talking about what

the slope of the acceleration curve is.
But didn'5 you say you had. an opinion as to—

4

18

A Nell, X think there will be attenuation of high

frequency energy as it goes away from the fault, and therefore

that there will be, a decrease in acceleration with distance

20 Linearly?

away from the faulc.

0

No-. Again, X can'4 imagine that. we have enough

knowledge —we don'; have enough knowledge; in my opinion,

or enough data, to say whether ic's linear or not.

9 Let, me ask you this:

25 Do you really believe that for one out of every
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10 7.5 magnitude earthquakes ~&at occur that within 10 5 km of

the fault you'e going to have 245 pexcent gravity occurring?,

"Really believe," with ihe emphasis that you put

on it, sort of . . . I'm not suxo what= you mean by that

emphasl.s ~

I'ave no reason to doubt the e: trapolat'on that

9,

10

he made in terms of fitting the data, and so forth.. Add the.

'ata are too limited, and I'undexstand the physics is too

limited,, to say what the probabi ities aze.
r

Everything seems io suggest the fact that we

have a couple of accelerations around lg, and we'e only got-

. so much limited data, that eventually there'll be something—
~g a factor of 2 —our, knowledge of the. subject is .such that

a factor of 2 is not an unreasonable amount, of variation.
I

So they could be over 2g.

16. Wall, I. know you said, that you didn'0 have any ~

17

19

20'xpertise
in whether buildings would stand or fa11, but

weren't you very active in. and involved with the.La Jolla '-.'-

&out. an apartment building being built> and the schools,

the standards to which .they are being built, fox earthquake?

Weren't you personally involved in that?

A I don'5 remember the exact details, but, .

~~hat was the fixst part of the question again? Zou Pxow that
I —about building damage.

You stated, when I asked you about.the L.A.
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Coliseum withstanding 400 percenc of gravity, you, said, well

you didn'0 know whether i'c Mould or not@ because you didn

have any expertise.

Nell, X also said i="depended on the frequen~.

I said that there's no doW~ t in my mind thac at very high

frequencies like 50 cycles it'l s'and ic.

10

12

But, as X say,, if you'e trying to get me to in

exact, details tall how a building would s'cand a certain

amount of acceleration, that's when T..said that thac's

outside of my expertise.

But. I'm willing to tell you everything I know

about the response of the buildings and how that implies on

acceleration, which I think is what you.'re

Q Hell, X guess what bothers me is that, as I

16

understand the building codes up and down the State of

California —and X understand the San Diego area where you

live is lower than, say, Los Angeles, which is probably a

little bit higher than San Francisco —they'e calling for

20

10 percent to 20 percent gravity —the best ones —for

hospitals, schools, aud'toriums, buildings wher thousands,

21 tens of thousands, and even up to 100 thousand people

congregate at one time. And when X see numbers like 245

percent of gravity as being predicted for one out of every

ten 7.5 magnitude. earthquakes, X'm very surprised.

So my question to you is: Xf you really believe
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these numb zs, wou3.d 't be your opinion that these codes,

these recent earthcruake codes for Los Angeles and San

Prancisco, and so on, are nowhere near what's nec ssary to

protect the buildings?

KR. PIZISCHPKZR: Objection. I'm going to move

to strike that whole peech on codes and thousands of people,

and the figures there. There's-just no basi foz that in

the record.

HR. NORTON: Ne3.3., we can go through the basis

and, lay the foundation., I think ~he objection is properly

taken. And I w9.ll do that.

BY ihR NORTON:

You are aware of the building codes of Los

Angeles, are you not, as to the g values specified?

15 'Yes., I think I can clear you up on. my und r-

)6 .'standing of the topic you'e aiming at, and that is, as I

18

20

mentioned'in my testimony, one of the arguments against the .

high accelerations is the, fact that, the building damage that'
C

been observed has not been as high as the engineers would

have predicted for,.such large:accelerations. That's the

point you'e getting at.

Again, that's —that's not the point?

No, but go ahead.

Okay.

Q Your testimony is interesting, anyway.
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As Z saidg I'm not an e5cpezt in
structural'esponse.

So whether or not a build"'ng should be damaged

3 at a certain acceleration oz not, X don't know.

But i do know the history of the engineezs

attempt'ng to say what the peak ground motion should be on

the basis of this. That is, I know that in Che past there

$ 2

was a time, as mentioned in Dr. Newmazk's estimony, when

the engineers argued because the building damage was so

low that the accelerations couldn', be over .Sg for many

years, until there was a zecord that was recorded of .5g.

So there's a 'ong history of the azpunent Chat

the building damage is not what you'd expect fo" these

large accelerations and, therefore, they don't occur.

This is essentially what X wouLd say is using

$ 5 a building as an accelerometer, and Z think that's an

important point that it.'s very important, Co society to get

straightened out, as to what that is. As Z understand it,

20

21

that's the reason for the.'introduction of the concept of

. effecLive acceleration and so forth.

What I see as the final answer, the satisfactory

answer, that we need to come to is when we put in an

accelerogram of a certain acceleration and certain type, and

so forth,. that we do accurately prec'.ict. Che damage to the

building- And then when that situation arises, then I would

25 say, okay, at that time'it's all right to use building
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damage as a measure of ground acceleration. But:up until

that time, X would say Rat X would put much mors.faiPA in

the actual accelerograms to estimate what the ground motion

is, rather than estimating the accelexation from the

building damage.

0 Okay. And you would use,the accelerograms in

lieu of some mathematical extrapolations. too,. wouldn't you?'

Yes, right. . Nell, not in lieu of. X.'d say in

9 preference to.

IO Yes.,

data

'Yes. X'hird< we need to get mare acceleration"
/

I6

'l7

.18

jg

20

2I

X have not- thought about the building design

px'oblem.

Q Nell, now, weren'. you very invo3.ved'9.n La Jo13;a

in- gush that question2

To.a certain extent. i'was working. with a

fellow professor there, Gilbert Hagemeyer, who was the

'engineer, and—

Q. i'll, then,-. what acceleration would you recommend

for. design of bu'ldings 'that X've described, hospitals,

schools, auditoriums, that. have large collections of people

continually2,

A

.3 2S

Regarding,-schools, apartment buildings2

Yes, he's the one —X wa sort of the seismolo-

gist and he was soxt of the engineer< in talking. So the
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combination of what. we were discussing there —but, I'm

willing to say that for —.you'e asking me as a citizen, now,

to sort of take into account all the—
Q No~ I'm asking you as one who used a statement,

relied on a statement, that one out of every ten 7.5 magnitude

earthquakes. w~ould produce free field accelerations of 245

percent. of gravity.

I quoted that as one of the pieces of information

that's in the literature about. what accelerations might be

)0, expected in -the near field

Hy main point in my testimony is not that, that,'s

f5

16,

a valid number for .extrapolation, but that we don't know

what the true accelerations to be .expected are.

I'm not taking Trifunac's number and saying/

olcay, that's what I think we ought to design buildings for,
gthat that's the appropriate number.

I'm simply citing that as one of the studies, and

1S

19

I prefaced that, whole section'by saying we don't have enough

~ data, and all these authors, whether they come up with low

20

2f

Q
Me 4 23

values or high values, have always prefaced their studies

by saying we don't have enough data to know what the true

accelerations are.

HR.. NORTON: Nhile I'e been cross»examining,

some people have gone to the transcript for the previous

objection made by Mr. Fleischalcer. The.~anscript is from
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December '15, 1978. It. starts at page 5845. Ye are talking

about. Mr. Bolt, who says:

"May X add samething2"

And 'he than goes on for three or four pages.

{Laughter.)

So ve'll move over to ~~here the appropriate data

is, 5847, at the top.

"The Pacoima record and this acceleration of

l0

1.2g was a very important pivot point in their

argument. Since that time ve have had one other

rocord vhich bears I think more 'importantly on Cha

'ssessments.That was on September 16& in Xran,

a record obtained in the City of..."—
and X think ve have a typo hera —it. should be Tabas—

. 35 "...Tabas which +as five miles from the end of

the fault rupture.

The fault rupture, again according to the,U.S.

$ 9

20

. Geologi.cal Survey people j~~ t published in the
I

Hevsletter of the Earthquake Engineering Research

Xnstitute, +as thrust-type faulting, so this is,
according to the testimony that ve have given in

this submission, likely to ba on the high side. And

the magnitude, the M magnitude for this .earthquake'es

'i:s variously given as 7.7, 7.8. Ne got 7.8 at

B'erkeley on our calculation.
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So this would be the highest accmleration—

E'm sorry, this would be tae closest acceleration ever

obtained on an instrument near to a great earthquakes

7.7, 7.8 magnitude, and the peak acceleration was

about .8g, in flat contradiction to the extrapolation

that was carried on in this particular circular..."

-and we were referring to Circular 672 — *

a

'"...which reinforces my view that the basis of that

particular argument is on very =—shall X say.shaky
I A

ground(Laughter'�

)

12 So that's where the data for our numbers came.

13

1a

15

Could we have a ruling on the objection2

MRS. BOvKRS: Pe can„proceed with the questions
r

now that you'e'
'R

NORTON: X think P~. Fleischaker made a

'otionto strike my questions and answers.

18

19"

&AS. BOWERS: Nell, the motion is denied to

strike. Ne mow have .specific
information.'0

BY NR NORTON

You still haven'„answered my question, which is:

what you would recommend for the type of buildings that I

23 have described.

Are you not going to answer that, question'

X'.d like to have soma time to thint. about, it.
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@EL/mphl As X say, it's —X'm not sure ezact3.y in what context you'e

putting it in.
l1RS. BOÃZRS: On the basis of the present

information if we have a -sensitive building very near an

is. tha lt. what you re

BY l1R. NORTON: '

You have a lot of'buildings very neax faults 'n

active .fault which could have a magnitude 7.S earthquake,
I

10

Les Angeles and San Francisco. San Francisco .is loaded
*

with them. The San Andreas .goes right up,through the whole

Bay axea, does it not? You have a;tremendous"number of

12 buildings 'within ten kilometers of the Hayward, Calaveras,

and,the San Andreas. You know, that's what I'm talking

about.

NR. PLEXSCHAKHR: X'm going to object to.this

hl

I
'e

18

19

20

line of questioning on the basis of relevance.

Ne're not. talking about general structures like

hospitals and schools, and even those kinds of sensit'ive
I

t
Il

structures. H 're talking about a particular structure, .the

Diablo Canyon.

21 That structure has a frequency range which 's-

quite different from schools and hospitals generally. Xt

also has equipment, valves in it, that is quite different

25

from the kinds of equipment, that. is in schools and hosp'tais,

so that the nuniber that might be appropriate Zoi a general
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bu'ilding code aren't relevant to the discussion before this

Boax'd e

The discussion before this Board is what are

.the appropriate numbers for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
I

Plant assuming a 7.5 magnitude ear&quake on the Hosgxi fault.

JK. ÃORTON: I'm not going to respond to that

,in very great detail, except that Fix. Pleischaker doesn'
P

know what he's tilking about. In some instances he 'says

10

we'e 'nterested in entirely different'requency ranges.

He's just absolutely wrong.
I

But we certainly have the right to go to the

numbers used .in this man's testimony and ask him how he

would apply those numbers to the real world. And the .real
I'orldisn't limited to just Diablo Canyon and earthqualce

15 engineering. There's been all kinds of testimony about

'l6 different l:inds of'buildings, what kinds of buildings have

withstood earthquakes of .gxeat magnitude. There was testi-
mony about San Pzancisco and all,the. buildings there. There

was testimony about. Lachupada Steel Plant, I forget all the

20 places that.Dr. Blume has testified about. There has been

testimony by this,w9.tness about a 7.8 or 7.9 magnitude

earthquake in Mexico with very little damage.

24

He's here to talk about earthquake engineering

or earthquakes -and. seismology, and limit it to one little
spot..on the face of the earM, that's a little bit broader
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subject matter than that.

MR. FLEXSCHPTCER: hell, let's get two things

7

8

separated hexe.

The first thing that we were talking about was

the relevance of the numbers that might be contained 'n

building codes which are used xor design of schools and

hospitals.
r ~ ~

My objection stands on the basis that, his ques-

1D

tions were directed to soliciting that kind of information
r

from this witness is irrelevant for this discussion.

But. more broadly, or a different kind of objec-

tion is that the kinds of information that Mr. Morton is

seeking to obtain~ or the kinds ox testimony that he is

seeking to elicit is beyond the scope of this witness'.

expertise.

Dr. Brune is a seismologist., and X Wink bexore

he said he wasn't a structural engineer .and he wasn't prepar-

C3
U

18

20

ed to talk about the appropriate numbers that should be util-
J

ized as the zero period limit for the design response spectra .

for the Diablo Canyo'n Nuclear Power Plant, or the z'ero pexiod

limit for any response spectra for any. facility. That's the

kinds of things that. Dr. Txifunac and Dr; Luco talk about.

That s the kinds .of things that Dx. Blume is imminently

qualified to talk about. That's the kind of thing that

Dx. Newmark 's qualified to talk about,.
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MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers-

KR. P&i XSCEPSER: So I'm going to object to that

line of questioning.

MR. NORTON: 0'ne thing. And that is that this

witness just testified that seisolog'sts should set the

standards.- He just testified to that. And now Mr.:

PL'eischaker is saying he isn'. qualified.'

9

Nell, I, don't 'quite understand '.that.
'EA

ÃXT33ESS: 'Xf X said that the seismologist—

'10 I .hope 'I can have .that .quote. corzected, " '~'f that's exactly

what I said. -That seismoLogists should set,.the standards'

.don',t recall that. And X don' .know what "the" standards

are.

MR. NORTON'-.Ne were talking about the building

codes, we were tale:ing about the n~i ers for g's, and you

were in youz discussion about the buildings being accelerom-

'l7 eters and the strong motion records.

THE ÃITNESS: I did not say that the seismologists
1

should set the standards. %3hat X said is that in ouz

20 'present status as far:as me as a scientist answering what
l

the true ground accelerations are, I would trust the, evidence

from the accelerometers before I would trust the evidence

from buildings.

Qi',
MR.NORTON: X know you .said that. But I think—
THE 3GTNZSS: And so if the question is what the
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true.g-mund acceleration is, not what the building design

level wouM be„ or, as X said, some structural engineering

3 ax~~-, tn= standaras—

NR. FLEXSCHAKER: Tet. me interrupt you. X have

two object'ons pending before the

Board.'uestioning.

The first objection goes t'o the, line of
p

The -question that was pending, before this

witness had to do with what standards he would set fox

general building design codes having to do with hospitals,

and X -object to that on the basis of relevance.

12

'The second objection had to do with pursuing

this whole line, trying to get this witness to testify about

the design levels -that he would specify for the Diablo

Canyon nuclear power plant.

15 X believe he'estified before=that he is not

17

an engineer, he is not a structural engineer.

I'eismologist.

He'a

~ 18 MRS. BOWERS: Does. the Staff have a position on

19 thisP

20 NR.'.TOURTELLOTTE: Yes. X think the matter can

21 be resolved if -you consider the focus of the question. The

focus of the question —.nopun intended —is not on what

this witness would do

~ "buildings . The real

relative just to hospitals and other

import of the question is how does

thk.s witness apply his science in the real world. The questio
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is what. application does he me3:e of the figur'es that he

comes up withi

Now, that Qoesn't necessarily mean that, this

witness would go so far as to make an application that, a

structural engineer would make. On the other hand, X think

the testimony throughout the proceedings have clearly

indicated that the e is a relationship between seismologists

and the structural engineers, and that seismologists do have

some kind of input into the basic Cata useQ by structural

)0 engineers.

And it seems to me that that.'is the focus of .

13

the question. The question is'hat kind of input ..would
*

this witness made as a seismologist in the re'al world, given

the substance of this testimony.

MRS. BONERS: Mr. Tourtellotte, the basis for

16 the —there are N7o objections, one relevancy .and beyond the

)7.

20

expertise. Now, are you, saying that you think there could

be relevancy and it's within the witness'xpertise?

. MR TOURTZLLOTTE: X guess I'm annrering both
'f

those, because the relevancy is that this witness, a- a

seismologist, has the basic information, part of .th<! ->Kata.base ~

that the structural .engineer us s to come up. with his

de 82.gxl ~

Now, the structural engineer may Qo something

else once he gets a lg or a 1.5g or 2g, or 2.45g, the
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structural engineer may Qo something else.

The auestion is, wnat value is it that this

witness is going to give the structural engineez for the

design of any plant, it doesn't really ma!'e any difference

whether it's hospitals, or'anything else. That's the irst
place ~

The second place:s it is within his e".."pertise,

because I think way back when we got .into the bus'ness 'of

P 0

seismology and structural engineering there was a clear
1

indication'n the part of the witnesses, which was not

)2

cont-adicted by anybody, that seismologists at times worked

over into and overlapped —t.be word was "ovexlapped" I
13 -think —wi.h the structural engineers, and stzuc ural

=engineers overlapped with.seismologists.

15 There isn't a clear-cut line:between ~De t~vo,

and there is an area of ezperti'se which the seismologist has

17 that 'makes a considerable input 'nto the structural

engineex's analysis.

MB fls 19

20

21.,

.22.

25
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MRS. BOHERS: Hell, the fact that they talk to

each other and the seismologists, give information to the

structural engineers, does that in any way, Chen, give

seismologists expertise in design of buildings?

NR. TOURTELLOTTEs No, no" in the design of the

buildingo-
S

But the question,obviously in .an ordinary—

again, we'e talking about the, real worldo ''A structural

$ 0

engineer is going to say I'e got a building .to-build and

my building is going to be .in Los Angeles, .it'-=within X
F

number of miles of this fault, .and X. don'. )mow what the"

capabilities of" the fault are, .X don't know what values might

be assigned;. but X'd like for'you to do me a study that would

show what kind of accelerations X might ezpect at this place

so that I can figure out what, the design of the-building will
be

17 Hell, in effect he's asking, for.some sort of a

18 , param ter from the seismologist which would tell him how to

19 design the building, and to an eztent he makes a contribution

20 to that design. That doesn't say that .he's designing the

21 building, but his basic, information is put into the design

22 by the structural engineer,

NR. PXZXSCHAKERt I agree with Nr. Tourte3.1otteo

And if X can just to make sure we understand

25 the focus of my objectidns
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There's no question but this witness and any

other seismologist has useful information to give a struc-

3 tural engineero And that information is .his estimate as to

the parameters of ground motion that can be expected at the

site, with the velocity of the acceleration, the velocity,

whatever.

The basis. of my objection, though, is that in
these questions he is requesting this witness, to select the

9

'0
zero period limit.. He is expecting him, or requesting him

1

to designate the acceleration values to be used in'the

'dhsign that, scales the design response. spectra',. And that'

the nature ..'of -the objectiono Not, that he gives infoxma-
I

tion to engineers regarding ground motion parameters; but

>4',; that he should do the selecting of the number that scales

the design response spectra. That, X think, is an improper

17

line of questioning.

So X agree generally with what .Nr Tourtellott's
'I

been saying.

The objection stands.

20 MRS. BGNERS: Hr, Norton, you were talking also

2l about some of the codes that relate to schools and, hospitals

594 'NORTON: Yes,

MRS. BONERS: And you refe red to t¹ numbers of

those codeso

NRo NORTON Yes o
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mpb3 And Dr Brune, I think, assented that those
J

numbers vere coxrect. X started to lay the foundation and

he kind of vent ahead and answered a portion of the question

without really answering vhethex he agreed with those numbers.

But X got from his answer that he did agree with those numbers

MRS. BOHERSs But do those code numbers —I
need a .little educationo

MR. ZZZISKKKERs I see Dro Brune shaking his

head

MR. NORTONs Yes, ve vere talking about the
l
Los Angeles Building code, for example«1 to ~ 2g for hohpital

l2 and so on,.and I gathered "that he agreed with those numbers,

Maybe he didn't ~

THE WXTNESS: No. Agreed with them? You mean

agreed that those vere the numbers or that those should be

the design numbers?
'R.

NORTON'hat those vexe the numbexs of the

code,

THE ETXTÃESS: No, I don't know exactly what the

20, numbers are,

BY MR NORTON.

But they'xe in that range?

Yes.

24 MRS. BONERSc The .Board would like to consider

this matter. >Pe hive objections pending.
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tThe Board conferring.)

11RS. BOHERSc Hell, we'e going to overrule

the oh)ection.with the understanding that this witness has

testified as Co his role when he was dealing with an assoc-

iate who was a st uctu"al engineer and how it was a conhina-

7

Cion of the two disciplines that got;him involved with„code
F

matters.

So we think, while there's relevancy, that perhaps

10

.it has limited value

So why=don't you procee'd?

HR. NORTON'll righto

12. BY HRo NORTON 's

13 0 'X t me ask this:
'The schools and the apartaant .buildings that

you,were interested in in La Jolla, were they within ten

16 kilometers of a fault2

A Yes, some of Chem were, yes,

18

19,
-'0

'arthguake2

All right,
'And was that fault capable of a 7 5 magnitude

21..

22"

X don't know Chat, noo

Hell, do you have'ny idea of what the magnitude

was that 9.t was capable ofP

X think that,it's;really not known.. That's one

of the problems., Xn some studies it.'said that X believe it
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I think that 'n the realm of possibility, i+'s possible that

there could be a 7 earthquake there.

6"

Okay.

And as far as this distinction between a 7 and 7.5~

it isn't that critical, is it?
7 A I'm not sure what you mean by "that critical".

9 Re3.1, the idea of accelerations in the near f9.eld,

10 .

the distinction between a 7 and'7.5 isn', really that critical
is it?

12

16

17.

'n other words, 'if you'e got a facility within

10 kilometers of a fault, and there's a 7 or -7.5, it doesn'

really make much difference'hether it's a 7 or 7.5 in terms

of the acceleration that facility is going to see for the near

field, does it?
A Xt depends on what you mean by "much difference".

Xn .the terms you use there'-s a probabilistic sort of increase

in the probability of high accelerations as you increase the

magnitude,

Righto

But iC's not. a significant consideration< the

significance between 7 and 7o5 in that circumstance, is it?
I believe we discussed this in the depositiono

'5,

'es.
Ne3.1, T, wouldn't say that it's not significantg
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but I would say that you can'5 draw that we don't know a.-

nice relationship to draw to say that the acceleration at

7.5 is a certain value, whereas that at 7 is a -certain value.

All righto

Hell, let, me.ask you'thisi

781at vas the acceleration that you suggested be

used in the codes for those schools and;that apartme'nt build

ing within ten kilometers of that 'fault?

.9 I don'. recall.

.$ 0

~I
P)

'Has it higher. than 'oSg? ',

a

'I don'.,recoil,ect.,

l2 You have no memory of. that at all?-

No, I don't remember the number

Has it accepted?

I don', remember that either.

Accepted by. what? By the,ohio

Nhatever'you. proposedo 'as it accepted by the

$ 8 : people that—
No, I'm sorry, X have forgotten, about that and the

20 details of it. And also, as I say, I was involved with

another person and I don't remembers ,Host of my input was

~ well, I don't remember exactly what the details vere,

23. All right, LetPs move on

24 Page 3-l3 of your testimony, the last paragraphs

"It should be noted that the Hosgri fault,
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mpb 7 2 is curved northwest of the -Diablo Canyon s9.teo

3

>%ere d9.d you note that from?

Prom'a couple of the maps that X've had.

'/hat maps?

X would have to .look them up 9n order to get them.

Q Xou can'.t tell us whether-'it iras an Applicant

map, whether it was a Dro Silver map, or anything 'more .about

it than it was a map?

A Nell, other than X looked at'a couple of maps and

10 looked -at the —l think I looked .at both, of them, but X

22

23

can',t remember exactly. Xou know, X couldn't swear that -X. ~
1

Q- Nell,,your next sentence is the one 'I really want

to talk about anywayo

24

25

Xou says

"Thus, although the site is about f9ve

kilometers from -the fault at 9.ts newest point/

27

28

20

9.t is much closer to the projection of the fault
using the trend "northwest of the site."

The first time X read that sentence X -siid, Gee>

he',.s -got the plant closer than five kilometers from the fault.
But then Z read a little bit-more carefully 'and .X don't get

I

that, meaning of it.

24

.But the problem 9.s „the more carefully I read 9.t

the less 'X understand it. X just don't understand what you

mean "it is much closer to the projecti'on of the fault using
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mpb8 1 'the trend northwest of the site."
Are you saying that you 'find a point on the fault,

3 that someplace on that fault it's pointing at -»

Yes o

7'

—the facility that, and then you put a ruler

somehow and run that imaginary, now, fault, that you can run

it .through the site somehow2

A Yes, righto As X said, it's closer Co the

projection using the trend northwest of the site.

Oh, but that projection still doesn't go through

the site2

12 X think there's some Latitude in how you draw

Chat. Xt's possible you could draw it so it went. through the

But my estimation of what it was, no, there was

just somewhere it was closer, but not through the site.

Q All right

19

20

WelL, how long a stretch of the site is it that

you'e projecting from to send waves to the site2 .How long

is Chat piece of fault2 Xs it a. kilometer, is it 100 kilo-
meCers, what is it2

,. A No. On the map, as X recall, the number X the

area X looked at was just a few kilomete s Long, but it all
depended on making the statement —X .was aware of the contro-

versy about whether the Hosgxi fault in fact connects up with
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mpb9. the San Simeon fault, and so the qu stion is exac!tly where

does the: fault go and where do you draw the tangent to it.
And that's why X said the statement a the end, that a cal-

culatian should be made to see what the effect is.
X could not, from my own mind,. from the various

testimony fxom geologists that X'd heaxd and so on, decide

TO

for'ure where the fault went up in that direction - So X

suppose part''f my implication in saying a calculation should

be made was not .only just not txying to imply that X knew

exactly where, the fault was, but, rather, saying that if

l2

someone does know exactly where'the fault .goes, that—and
I'if this can be established,,or the boundaries can 'be estab«

1

lished within;reason, then a,calculation should be'-made'or"

f4 a rupture going along that particulax section of the 'fault

and .see, if-this effect occurs,

l6

17

. X don4t know whether .9.t does ;or not.

Q Pell< how would yau'suggest that. one -go out and

j8 specifically do what yau're suggesting. be.done2

20

A Held., X would 'take the various reasonable possib-

ilities for ~here the fault goes, and then put a —do a

-number of models of dislocation propagating along the fault
';in,that direction, similar to what Boore'has dane 'for the

-San Prancisco1earthguake, or vaxious other people, and try
a whole bunch of different combinations of rupture along the

various possibilities for the fault, and see if in those
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2

in any case there was more focusing than we expect.

Q .Hell, let's talk a little bit about focusing.

You know, we talked about focusing, but we really

didn't talk about how long focusing lastso He talked about
'I

the coherency of the rupture as kind of the controling factor

jo

6 as to how -much focusing you get.7'hat we'didn't 'talk about. —you.know, let'
I

k

assume we hive a nice fault rupture .that goes .in,a straight

9 line, and then, boom, goes"off at a 45 degree .angle, so that

we can talk about.a straight, you know —let's say we'e got

focusing that occurs before the;fault turns away, so that

'l2 * we'e got, you know, a nice straight 'line that-we'e talking

about. 'ow
far out from the-di.rection of'hat. line is

l5. focusing going to remain intact?

Do you see what X maan?

18

'0

Iet me see,i'f X can make it a very.d9.screte—

1'et',s:say you have two waves .that focus, -that you have just
S

enough velocity. The velocity of the propagating rupture and

22.

the velocity of the propagating. waves are the same fox just

two,waves, so that you have a double wave, okay? So.you'ye

got„'instead of one wave, you'e got two waves traveling

stxaight out 'from the end of that fault That just happens

to be the way it works out,





mphil ~ 'ow long are those two waves going to stay togethe

and have a focusing effect?. Zs anything go9ng to interfere

with them?

X don't know the answer to that questiono X think

what needs to be done is to take a,rea19.stic model of velo

city, layexing 9n the earth or velocity structure,. put in

reasonable models of dislocation, and see in any g9ven case

how much it 'occurs

That's never bee'n done?

Xt may have been done for a few cases< but to

~'2

follow the line of .reasoning, X'm not aware that, it's been

done for the case of De Hosgri fault, Xn other words,

13 actually someone has gone along, decided what the possible

variat9.ons of the fault are, what's the possible range of

j6'islocation models and types, and then gone and done the

sar'ies of calculations to see what the effect, is< so that

'Okay.

Well, there's lots of things that interfere with

$ 9 '20.'ocusing, aren't there? You have to have coherencjj< and
1

.coherency 9.s very easy to get in a 'laboratory~ isn't it,
21 with a model? You can get coherency there almost 100 percent,

can't youP

23 Yes

'0 But in the real world, you kncv< the real rocks

that exist out there, it's pretty difficult to get any|~here
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mpb32 1 near 100 percent coherency, isn't it?
A Xt's hard to say. X'd-say it. depends on—

All right.
But let's say this>

You would say this, wouldn't your that evan if

8'ou
could achieve close to,lOD percent coherency for-any

moment, in ..time, any brief,moment in time,, the longer out you
I

go 'in time, that coherency is going to Call apart, isn'. ity

10

-7 mean, as you start traveling over distance, the more dis-

-,tance you travel, the less coherency -you'e going to imvep

9.sn4t that correct2
-n g

A To a certain extent. Xt depends on the wave
1

lengths and the ver,oc9.ties~ variation in the structure, and

'.so on. But 'in generaX,, yes.

But it's the real world, and those things aren'

going to mesh together very well for any length of time in the

17

,20

real world, are they2

A "Those are quaD.tatd,ve statementso By "any length

of 'time" or '"in the real world" X would gust say that as

fax's X know there have been, .as X said —X say what X said

3.n my testimony, that the phenomena has been demonstrated to

. exist in ruptures. And we don'..know exactly how effective

it is in the real world,

There's two ways to reduce the uncertaintye one

is to get a lot zmze data, and the other one is to do more
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8'umerica3.

calculations md seeo

9 He 11, theoretically if you had a bui1ding built
on a fault and the fault, say, had - wel3.p let 8 t88 the

1906 earthquake, Let's take the 400 kilometer —no< it
was more than that, The San Andreas is —what. 700 kilo-
meters long, something like that2 .And you .had about a 200

kilometer rupture along'that .fault, ,Xf you got focusing for

the entire 200 ki3ometers and you get to the end of Chat

'00 kilometers where the building .was o you .couM send it to

10 Venus, cou3.dn ' you2 'I mean, it would just blow it right. evay~

wou3.dn ' it?

13

'If you had that kind of focusing for 200 kilometer

-it would gust —it would be .an incredible explosi'on ~
wouldn't,

an &credible amount of energy2

A I wouldn ' use any of those adjecCives Chat you

used.

18

19

But I wopld say that we really Ron't Mow yet,

for a propagating dislocation and a given stress drop,in

certain and .rea3.istic layering situations vtiat the effective

20

22

23

amount of focusing is.
0 Hell, but you don' really bel ieve Chat you could

have focusing and coherency of a rupture for 200 kilometers o

do you, Drp BxQQe2

It depends on which wave Lengths you'e talking

abouCo I don" C Chink it''ikely it's not going to happen





at very high frequencies,, But

3

03 ay,

Zat's talk about frequencies.

MR. PLEZBCEQZERa Excuse me

X'm going to object because Mro Norton: 9s not

permitting Dr. 'Brune to complete h9s answers, I knov Chat

vhen an expert begins an ansver you want to jump in vith a

10

question, because Chat happens to me. But X would appreciate

9.C if Nr. Norton would pernd.t Dro Brune to complete.his

ansvers. And X'm going to object on the basis of thato

SY MRo NORTOHs

15'

Go. ahead and finish> Dr. Brune. X'm -so"~o

A Z'm try9ng to recall exactly Che context,

Q He vere talking about propagating - a rupture

having coherency for 200 kilometers, and you said, NeX,X, it
16

18

depends on what kind of frequencies you'e talk.ing about,

X interrupted and said, Okay, let's tall: abouC fzequencieso

A 'what X vas going Co say was Chat, the Boore and

20

Joyner study which introduced coherency on Che fault as it
. propagated along still concluded, as I quoted in my Cestimonyg

but'n this case the accelerations were even h9.gher in the

22 'case of incoherencyo

23 Nov this is partLy, X think~ because of Che way
I

they norrzalised the results, But that gust shmws th'at the

effect of incoherency propagating along does n'ot get rid of





the fact that there is 'more energy focused Qx the direction

of ruptu."e propagation.

A11 right.
Let's talk about fregmncieso

Pacusing waves are —freauency is a component of

a wave j is it not? X don ' know if that ' the right word,

7 ~ Haves are measured 'in terms of frequency.

Yeso

M.l right,
How what frequency is of interest to buildings?

Do you have 'any 'idea, for example, what fmcgxency Kiiablo

l2 Canyon buildings are concerned with?

Again, that's sort of outside my area of exp rMse,

. ~s[

l6

But as X recalls.~ there is quite a range of frequencies for
different components, depending on whether- it's pipes or the

main builcKng, or so on.

Q But genera1ly it's high frequencies Xt's not

l9
'0

'hat we would term low frequencies, is that 'correct?

A No, I wouldn't—

NeH., how do you define a low frc~ncy?
A You wouM define it in each given context, accord

ing to —I mean, if the buiMing has a certain period, then

what you ca11 low frequency or high frequency might shift,

24
'5

depending upon what the context iso

Nell, we'e been listening to seimaalogists and
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structural engineers for weeks now, and they'e users the terms

3
!

high and low frequencies rather easily wr3thout any pzobXem,

And we'e never had a problem with definition, I don't think>

up to this point in time o

Gene ally frequencies below five hertz have been

termed as low .frequencies and frequencies above five hert"

~ and up have been termed as 'high frequencies

Do you 'have a problem with that basic definition%

Yeso

I think that's the way to approach 9.t rather Chan

low and high frequencies. Simply tell me the frequencies

you'e interested in
l3 ', Q Okayo

Nell, but the testimony, the ecord to this point

'in- '.time ta13cs,about Row frequencies end high frequencies ~ and

S.t's general'ly. been low frequencies of one herts, -.;1 hertz,

et cetex'a, oTcayP

HRSo BONERSe Hr Norton, are you beginning on

20

' what is a rather .long interrogation on a par paula'r'"po9.ntt

Perhaps we should break for lunch ~

2):;
l »

m. NORTOMs = Nell, ~is particular point Xod lance

22'.
r

to finish. Xt's not a .long one, it's fairly short.

BY NR. NOSTOH!

25

Q"'f focusing

Isn't it true, Dr. Brune, that th'e phenomana

is one which affects low frequency waves much vore
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mpbl7 than high frequency.waves'

A X believe Chat's true. X almosC certain Chat in

most contexts that's trueo There4s a little bi" of uncertain-

ty in my mind about the interpretation of this Boore and

Joyner paper where they introduce incoherency in a couple oG

differen ways

One is they introduce it by the variable velocity

and another one by a vaxiable amount of d9.slocation. But

basically X think that's correctTO'nd in the case of a, shy, a uniformly propagat

ing rupture on which you introduce a variable amourit of slip,
P2 say, or a variable amount of rupture, then that's certainly

true. As you go to the higher frecgxencies, that introduces

incoherency in thoseo

T5 So the effect of focusing would become lesso

Q Xn other=words, at one hertz you'x'e apt to have

much more focusing at one hertz or lower than you are
for'8

example at ten hertz%'

X think that4s corrects yes

20

2T

you want~

All right.
MR. NORE)Hs He can take the lunch break now, if

23

24

25;:

NBS. BOtRS: Pineo

He'l resume at one o'lock.
(Hereupon, at 12<00 noon, the hearing in Che

above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at
lcQO porn,i this same Gayo)
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C9 Nheraupon,

APTHRHOON Si:SSXOH

(1:OO p.m.)

HRSo BOHERS: Axe we ready to resumeP

= JAILS N~ BRUNE

was called as a witness on behalf of Joint Xntervenors, and>

having affirmed that he would speak the tru~dx, 'was examined

and testified further as followst

Q

CROSS-EYJQ4XNATXON (Continued)

BY LORAN
NORTON'r.

Bnme, I as) ed you to get out the maps-on

25=

which you relied m arriving at the statement in your testimon, ~

and X'll have to find it hara> that we were discussing earlier

today on 3«13 regarding the projection of -the fault„ tne bend

in the fault and so on. Do you have those mayst

,f7

f8

f9

20

:2f

Nhat X have is, X looked at several maps, what

I have is a tracing X made off of one of the maps, and unfortu

nately X didn't label which one it was but I can find out

3.atero

.The other one is a Xerox copy of the fault map

from the California Division of 1iines and Geology.

Mow this tracing teat X'm looking at< you have no

idea where thai came from2

I don't remember which one of the maps X had,

25 and when I traced that one off» it was mImng the group of maps
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WRB/ago 2 Chat. had been sent Co me about f ulting.

.3

..4

..6

Ely problem is what I have here is a tracing with

no key as to distance, I have no way of checking me.map anc."

no way of verifying what, your testimony says.

There is no way you can supply that .information

to usP

-7 A Nell as;X said, what X did,,I Cook that and
k

traced Me map and 'I don'C remember which map. ".I looked at.

<0

Che other map -you have and,X looked at some others. The

'one that X drew, I drew 'a Cangien on it, and it 'pointed almost

at the fault. And .X looked at another one, the ona Chat you

- -have in your hand now, the California Division of dines, and

'when I Grew the 'Cangient on that it did not.

Yes> as I look at this California Division of

s$ 6.:

'v 0'17

Mines and Geology map„X don'C sea any band that would project

toward Diablo Canyon at all.
A Nell there's Cwo traces-on the upper end of the

Hosgri Fault thereo

'20

I

g1

.'ell they'e far more Chan 20 kilometers .away,

Nell the one. end - the precise distance at which

you say the focusing stops I don'C know exactlyo ~

But the bend where the. focusing would have to

"2'4

s tart ox stop/ in other woxds, where Che projection would

'start is far more Chan 20 kilometers on thi,s map, far more.

25 May I look at i'
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Ql WRB/agb3 Sure. But X really ~tish you mould give some

thought as to ho~< ve identify —. this is just, a sketch ia your

hand in pencil, there's nothing oa it to indicate where it'
from or what the basis for it is.

IGK. BOWERS'But he's testified he'smply doesn'

7

)9 '.

-30

~ J2

l3

j4

-<5

.I1R. MORTON< Hrso Bowers, .he's got. testimony .ia
Y

his testhnony that, indeed, .it's 20 'kilometex'so And there4s

no +ay to pursue Chat.

THE MXTilESSc Hel3. X think X can explain that,

,and that is that the distance, 20 -kilometers, is not a precise

number like you can .put your finger right.on that point and

say -that's where it is Nhat needs to be done is what 'X

mentioned in the .testimony< that is,.-you need to -tel:e the

actual shape of the fault and do the calculation, on it, aad

then try the various -—if you can eliminate everybody else'

'$.8

.inte~retatioa you could probably just -do it with one, but,
Pb

X would think you would +ant to take various
geologists'nterpretation

and try those.

BY, MR,:. NORTON a

But you have a statement .in your testinoay tnat

2'3

says 0

"Energy .released about 20 kilometers

25,

up the fault could be focused nearly directly

at the Diablo Canyon site." Periodo No@ that's a





'HRB/agb4 statement of fact. Am I now to understand that. tha 's just

one of many possible possibilitiesP

Ye . The "could" implies that, unti3. you'va done

the calculation, you don', know whether it, will or no~ that.'s

the whole purpose of doing the calculationo

I

c7
pleaseV

IVER. FLHXSCHAKER: E>:cuse me, may I have Chose,

9

l2

LIR. NORTON s Surely.

. (Handing to 14r Fleischaker.)

11R. NORTON: 14@so Bowers, I would like to take
I

a moment and sea if we can fiud which map that cracing comes

from. There areu't that many maps> aud X think we .have most.

of them in the prepared testimony and perhaps by overlay
~

'4

process we can find out which one iC comes, from and then

show that. map to Dr, Brune and he could Cell us whether or noh
J

that's the map.

ITS. BOÃERSs Hell let's take a few dilutes and

do that

)

20

.;2.f

I'-22

i3

P4

25

(Pause.)

THE NXTI<ESS: Figure 30 shows where H'oskins and

Griffiths pointed the fault> and the curve that they'e
~ ~ 'C

drawnl it: could be, the tangienC wouM, be eve'n 'on She

other side of the --. as I said, T didn t, jus't Cook at; that,

one map, you happened. to-pick one thah is ona 8iat X Xeroxed

but. I looked at the other one< if we look at that one< weoll
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see thaC 't's certainly true~ Figure 30.

BY HRo RIORZOH s

Well, but which is the map you did your tracing

:5
from, can you determine that by looking at both maps?

X dan't think we can, because it was on a bigger

,'7

scale, Xt wasn't a reduced map like this As X recalls,< it.
was a bigger scale map.

Well, would you look at Figure 44 in the testimony

10,

12

13.

A Yes, 'X'm looking. at it+
.MRS. BOY".RS: Ne're going to have to have a

I

brief recess, long enough for ma to make a telephone callo

(Brief recesso)

I&So BOY"RS: Ni3;1 you proceed?

BY HRo 'NORTON''

Have you found the map from which you made the

tracing?

J8

Mo, X haven',

You have not been able to identify .it?.

20

A

Well Dr..Brune~ looking at Figure 44,of dae direct.
2-'1-

22

24

testimony of Hamilton and Jahns, do you have Chat in front
of you?

Xf it's Figure 44 in the bound testimony, that'
whose testimony it is.

Yes o

V
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A13. right.
Ho+ as X look at that figure, Kxe only bend X

see is in 8.'ccess of 20 miles Pwav from Mls sites CRQ you

verify that wiM a piece of paper using the scaleV

Xs that correct?

Could you use a piece of paper instead of your

fingers, X Wink sometimes it viorks a little betters

Yes.

Xt. is in excess of 20 ad.lesP

Zt looks about 20 miles.

Q 'kay. And 20 mi3.es trans1ates to uhatp

appro..~<~Eely .32 or 23 RilometersV.

More than tubate

5Iore than 33 }:ilonwtersV

Yes, that's about right,

17

01-ay

Hov Dr. Brune, in your deposition, X believe ve

)9
'I

20

discussed vhat mao the near field, and .you sDd it's generally

accepted as Me smallest dimension of the 'fau3.t in cruc @ion~

vrhether you'e talking about fault length or fauJ,t depth

6-

23 .

PA

25;

And you ve"e taLking about most faults in Ca1ifornia zwe

assumed to be 15 to 20 ki3.ometers in depth and thatp therefore~

th'e near field would be 20 ki3,omecers.
'I

That's my memory of your. depositiono X don't have

it open> but generally &ai ~ms Me discussion Xs Ma a
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correct —'

Something of that oxder,yes.

Q 'ould that be a corre& definition of near field,
then, generaLLy around 20 kilometers7

A X would say, depending on the conte:ct, ym~ , that
would,be a reasonable number"

There's not.a sharp transition.-between neax'ield

'10

12

13.

f4

f6'1,'7

and far fields
I

Q X 'understand, you, just, have to arbitrarily give

it a label someplace, and'that's generally what one means by

near'field though is something widen 20 kilometers'n
iCalifornia, is that corrects

hat',s correct.

And in your testimony~ when you use'he terna
I

"near field," you axe'ertainly not talking abo'ut anything

other than 'chat are you, Dx.
Brunet'n

my -testimony in talking about -near field'P

19

20

Q Yes, when you use the term "near field,'" you

don't mean something greater than;20 ki;Lomsters, do you2

Ho.

0
'Q 23

All right'
Nell - X don'0 beLieve X've testified about

I
near field yet. But you'xe asking me wha I would use2 X

'.25

'hink in this context it would probably be correct< yes+

Okay
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9 SBB/agb8 So then the Diablo Canyon site would not be

within the near field of any focusing phenom~a from the

Hosgri> 'is that corrects

Yesr in that definitiona
yes'ow

one last thing, you were talking about seas

sort of a study that should be done on the bottom of Page 3-3.3

you say.:

'a calculation should be made to esti-

i0„
mate the effect of focusing in this caseo"

Can you tell me anyp3.ac@ where such. a study,
h

calculation has been donee'

i g)
A No, not thit X know =of.

Cning .to Page,,3™11 of your testimony, at the top

1.7

js

20,

of the page, you'e talking about. stress drop, velocity~

acceleration< .and you talk about. Kostrov mode3. and you says

"Figure 1 shows the particle ve3o-

city and acceleration observed at the surface

along the projected strike of,the fault, for

a buried vertical circular fault (center at

seven kilometers depth} ~panding 3.ike a Kostrov

model {propagating stress drop) to a radius'f

five kilometers and stopping. The epicentraL

.24

distance is six kilometers."

And then you-start ta3.king about velocities of

1 Sg accelerations, velocities of about 3..8g, And you say:



,
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T

giURB/agb9
2

"This result, dramatically illustra es

the effect of focusing."

Xs Mi~ in,any way a zeal wor1d model? That

perhaps awkwardly phrased, how about does this mod'el in any

way represent what. happens in the zeal world?

'-7

Ãe13. it. represents it in the sense that. you.

could have a rupture etarting at a point and rupturing out

to ~Mat kind of a distanceo Xn other words, it,'s conceivable

that. you could have a rupture'like that. in .the,aarCho,Y'he

way that it does noi. represent reality, perhaps, is 'the

'fact that, the model is a half»space rather than a layered

space o

Q 'Nell let's talk about Dome,te~ Chat haven'. been

introduced, X don'. think, yet. Xet's .talk about a crack

tip> what's a crack 'cip?

l7

TS

,19

',,20

Xf -the rupture propagates along in. such a way

.that the rup uze,„you can specify along a ceWain. plane

that at. a certain point a 'rupture .has occurred~ then shortly

after that or shortly in front of that the rupture has not.

occurred, so you can draw a nice even line at. the point

"22

becmeen where rupture.has occurred and wham it hasn'. occurre .

Then you probably mould use the tern "crack tip" to represent

the edge of the crack traveling alongo

0 And what do you measure at, the crack tip, commonly2

Xs it..stress?
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Q 103B/agbl0 . You mean on strong motion seismographs or, what

kind of measureueat are you refe ring to?

When you'e tallcing about a crack tip in terms

of the Kostrov model,'hat level of stress is the Kostrov

model assumed to exist at the crack 'tip'?

A Oh, there is a singularity in the stress at ~We

8
'* 'p

9

-'i0

crack tip.
Q Xn other words, it,'s an infinite stress at the

crack tip?
'Yes

'J2
That's -what the model assumeso

Mow could you tell me-where in the wor1d X could

go to observe infinite.stress at a crack tip?

A No, in the real world, there would. be some

filtering at high frequencies because the stress couldn'

( ~

l7-

'l8

achieve that valueo

Ne13. isn't it a fact that the maximum acceleration

and velocity depend on the stress drop ..at the crack tip?

2P .

i IL

I

2) '

22

24

25"

.A That is corrects yes

Nell so what is the use of .,this model for purposes

of this hearing, what's the advantage?

A Xt has b en filtered to 12;5 Hs. which means that,<

to a certain extent, the singularity —and you are not on

the singularity —so the purpose of it is to,o, ~ Once you get

right away from the crack tip, you can use the model, u get
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a rough idea of the type of 'energy,that is radiated from t4e

fault.

Q Nell how about stopping? How is Wr'C introduced

in the model> is that a real phenomenon?

A Nell again a fault could stop in Chat, manner,

Chat. is, the stress —the rupture front could stop and heal

this way back. :That's not the only-way, there's'lots of
l

different, ways that it:can stopo

Can this model .be demonstrated in the. real world?

Iou mean could a laboratory model be made of this?

j2 it here?

Could this occur .in the real world as you have

,j4
Exactly?

Xnfinite stress?

'l6

ICo e

Let me ask you thisc

Na've talked about. focusing and you say we need

I8. more data, we need more data. How, ifyou'ere going Co

Ig

20

,23

24

collect the data< would you do 'it?

You know, you'e given a reasonably large sum of .

money Co go out and co11ect Mat data aC a point,, at some

place. Unfortunately> you may have Co wait a lot of years

,Co get your 7o5 magnitude earthquake. But let's assume Chat

someone has the ability Co Cell you there's going 'Co be a'7o5

Hlagnitude Ga thguake on Fault Xp and we want you Co go out and
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9 NRB/agh '1 capture focusing for us. How would you do that2

Nell basicalLy X would put - dense array of strong

motion and othex types of ins~~umenm around the'fault., so T

could measure the radiation at a large number of different

places o

-Q How many'hen you say "a dense array," are you

talking about 100 strong motion instruments or five2
't's

one of these things -thah you would try to get

10

j2

as many as you can, but practical:reality would,.limit +De neS r
F

Mat you could put down thex'e, '

the present..time, we typically deal siith maybe

one or two or~three< in some cases, right: close Co a faulto

So what, we would really Lile Co have, is, say, maybe an order

of magnitude increase, like,a factor of 10, so it ~rould be

20 or 30 instruments around the —covering various parts

'f7
of the fault.

,Q Xs there any palace in the world„where thero are

I C':~

!19

20

2f

,20 or 30 strong. motion instruments around-a fau142 You lcncm,

where you could get that result2

A . For a large earthquake in Southern Ca3.ifornia ther

are, but for small earthquakes X don'0 Rncei of any~ XC could

happen in some cases< like we have some earthquakes right now

down in Mexico> a dense array —we2.L> we have seven stations<

and there might be other places in the world where it exists

such that an earthquake could occur there, But if the earthy
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Q HRB/agb13 is large enough like all of Southern California, than of course

there woe be enough data ho do that.

Q The Parkfield earthquake, wasn'h

perhaps for the total number of inshrumauhs'p

hhahp except

vasn'h hnah pxehhy

,6

much what you~re suggesting2

A Ho, because Chat, vas gush.a 1'.ihed'array of one

p'arh of hhe 'faulh down in one end which vent pckp~~dicular

i9

'ho the fau1h 2tlmosh a11 hhe zuphure occurred up in We

other direchiollo

. To really be,cerhain abouh the'ichanism, you

32
»e: ",

~
.".' ~

would need an array of,shahions Chat covered the'fault. up

and down Me fau1h, bath directions of ruphura'ropagation<

some near hhe fault,,some fax'way

Didn'h the rupture propagate right at. the

end28

36

37-.

ps;

20
'3

.

23

instrument that, vas locahed vi~4in 200 meters of the faugh~

within, you know, a couple of football fields of the faulh»

didn't ih ruphure x'ighh ah ih and righh on by fh2'

Ne13. it's noh c3.ear eosact "y where the rupture vent

ah Me time of the ecuM~uake There's Qi'fferenh people who

have studied, yeh some of them say it shopped about 20 kilo
meters upy other models have had it going bye Thre 8 a loh

of different models and we don', know. Por this very reason<

we don~h have enough data to teLl

.~eLandon

25
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5WZZ,/eel l
Hc~r about surface bre@cage2

803l

Vasn't the e surface

brealcage2

r A There was surface breakage,. yes.

DiP. -~hat indicate where it ~rent2

Nell, the surface breakage right near the fault,

8

though, occurred after the earthquake, and it's not clear

whether the actual rupture at, the time of the earihauV~ce

occurred, at the site or not —right at the site or not.

9 At a minimum xUould you say it ruptureQ to~xarQ

that instrument within 20 kilometers, or up to 20 kilometers,

at a min9.mum'

Well

Q Xn other words, it may have ruptured a lot closer

than that, but at a minimum it came within 20 kilometers2

X think that's correct. X'm not sure about the

exact number, but—
l7

19

tIUhat was the magnitude of ~&at earthgua3ce2

X. believe it. was 5.5.

Are you sure it .visn"c 6.32

20 The Parkfield ea thquake2

Yes.

X'm not. sure about what the surface a~ave magnitude

and the local earthqua3ce magnitudes vere, but—
X'm talking l4/S 6.3.

Xt could have been that. X forget tUhat the exact
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numbers were~

And vhat vas the acce2eration?

A Acceleration vas .Sg on one component, near the

fault, roughly .Sg.

Q Let's talk .about the Xmperial Valley earthquake.

'The instrument vas at El.Centro: vas it not'P

A Right.

Hov.many 'kilometers off the fault vas the instru-

MR. PLHXSCHAEKR: Objection. Nell, 'X'm a little
bit late in this, .but .X m going to raise this anyvay.

There's a figure in the -testimony nov that Mr'.

23 Norton has. X assume he has a basis for the figure 6.3.

don't vant to quarrel -about it=if he has a basis fo- it, but

it vould save a lot of trouble just to get. i" into the record.

MRS. BOTHERS: Are you going back, nov, to—
$ 7 IR. PEEISCKDKR: Zes, X'm going back to ~Me 6.3

for the surface vave magnitude,- as a measure of the M/S of-

the Parkfield earthquake, and X think Dr. Brune indicated he

20 vasn't sure, but it could be 6.3.

Xf >Sr.- Norton has a basts for that, xt.vould
/

clarify the record and make it a figure ve all could ely

23 on vhen we v"'te our findings, vhich is vhat X'm tal'-ing

about.

IP.. NORTON: . Do you vant me to testify .,that it
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6;3?

ER.. PLFXSCHAKER: Nell, ~ that'hat you did.

NR. NORTON: No, X asked the question, could it
have been a, 6.3, and he .said yes.

NR. FXZXSCEAKER: He said it could have been.

MRS. BOÃr.RS: Nell, there's not a dispute„ isn'

Chat correct?

EE.NORTON: There's no dispute that X'm aware

of.

MRS. BOWERS: 'The witness agreed that it could

be of that magnitude.

l2 1'. Norton, if you can quick3.y put your hands

on a document that

)6

MR. NORTON: X can quic.'cly put my,hand on some

experts who gave me the number, but they'e got to dig out

the document that the neer is in.

t7 11R. PLEXSCMER: .What X'm looking to is ct icing
the findings'f fact. X'm perfectly happy to rely on 6.3, if
that's what i was. But X think that for purposes of the

record it. would be useful to have d)e basis for the estimate,

and then everybody can rely on it without any problem.

MR. NORTON: Nell, we will certainly. provide thai
in >rebuttal, if not before.

EBS�. BOLKRS: Pine. Thank you.

BY MR HORTON-
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9 How turn'ng to the Ironer.": al Va,lley earl->cfu."'.e,

I asked you ~out the record —was it ait El Centre?

Yes ~

Q ATld how Filany lcilometers was that record from 458

nearest point to the fault?

You mean the fault that ruptured during the

earthquake, or the fault traces mapped on the ground?

Q The fault that ruptured during the earthquQ e.

10

I'e forgotten factly.
Does five kilometers sound about right?

I Chink 'it was farther than that, Trifunac's

and my interpretation of where the rupture started —'I'm

not sure.

Mo, I'm tal'king.about the —not where it started

rupturing, but from the fault from where it ruptu ed.

Well the problem is that 'n a study that we d" d

the slip on the fault to the north we interpret d as pos: ibly

1S occurring in an aftershock, that occurred..after the earth-

quake. So that. if that interpretation is accepted„ then

20 during the time of the earthquake which caused che s,~ong

shaking, the rupture started farther to the sou~de, ar.'d in

23 9 . But the instrument —what I'm trying to do is

'nalogize this to Diablo Canyon. The Hosgri fault sits out

there, okay?
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Yes.

Some 5, 6 kilometers off the coast.

Okay. So the instruments at Diablo Canyon are

some 5 or 6 kilometers off the fault.

Yes.

That's independent of where any rupture or

7 propagation of capture occurs. That's where the fault, the

Hosgri—

10

'Okay.

-- fault is.
Sure, yeah.

12 Okay. And that's what X'm trying to do.

The rupture on the earthquake, if you ~ake'ur

16

interprets on, then the rupture that occurred du-ing the

earthquake did not occur there.

9 X understand that. But the instrument, was

approximately five kilometers from the fault that a'ras

involved—

Yes.

20 —in the Xmperial Valley ear&quake. Xsn't

that correct?

X don't remember the exact number, but that. seems

like it's close, yes.

24 All right. Now, that earth'qual e in 1940 was

what =magnitude?
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Surface crave magnitude. 1~Jhat vas it?

t<ell, the number that Hanks and Eanaaiori recently

listed ~~as 6.7, in their paper.

Q Surface or local2

Surface wave.

Q Have vou ever heard the term 7.1 surface wave

magnitude for that, earthquake?

ves. The listed value in Gutenberg-and Richterg

as X understand it, is 6.7. The value that's given in

Richter's book X believe is 7.1. X'm not sure abopt,t~heMez

it's 7.3. or 7.2.

X'm not sure about +hat the explanation for the

discrepancy is.
So anyway, it's someplace be&~'een 6.6,and

7,'.1

-«someplace in that area?

Nell„ the-
Xs that correct2

A I h;5.nk the measured value, based on the surfac=

w'aves themselves, is 6.7.

Okay.

A Okay.

Q M.l right. And do you )moor @hat the acceleration

measured at that site Uas five kilometers from the:)ault?

Xt was about .3g, in that order of magnitude.
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30 percent of gravity?

Yes. Again, that's not the fault that ruptured

during the even", though. That's just the projection of

the fault. by the station.

Nell g it 8 the same fRult that ruptured during

the event.. What you'e saying it didn't necessarily rupture

all the way down to where the instrument was?
P

That's right.
But it is the same fault?

Zt's'he same fault,, yes. But it could have been

a completely differen answer if the rupture had gone b''

the ins rument. You don't know.

How close would'you say the instmment was to

the rupture, the epicenter?

X've forgotten=exactly what we got. in that.

A long ways away?

Ho, not a -- well.< X would say probably something

78 like 10 to 20 kilometers, something of that order. 10,.

19 '9 - Can you translate that to miles, how far i:t i,s
.'n

miles?

Nell, somethi.ng like 5, or... something of

that order. Xt may be 10 miles. X'm not sure. X dar 't
remember the ezact numbers.

Okay. Certainly closer than p1us 20 miles?

25 X wouldn't say "certain y." But X think =0+
P

r
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That's my recollection of the map.

3

Nell, let's refer to your paper.

Okay, let'et Uxe paper out.

9 Tectonic Stress and the Spectra of Seismic Shear

'Raves f om Earthquakes, .Tames H. Brune, Volume 7S Neer 26,

September 10, 1970, page 4999. There it lists maximum

velocities observed near earthquake in'Table l. Parkfield

Station 2 —excuse me -» El Centro.

Xt's got 7 mile" southeast, and in front of 7

2f

it has a . . . a squiggle.
\

YGS» Approzima L.ely sign»

This is appros:imate, okay?

Yes;

So the distance +as, then, the epicentral distance

~as approximately 7 miles from the station, is that correcr,,

17

the recording station?

A Yes.

All right. Az:d that is certainly a lot closer

19 than 20-plus miles, is it,,not?

20 Yes.

A

And the recording was a .33g?

Yes'nd

the magnitudo *seas approximately 6.7 NS?

Right

Or the magnitude may have been as high as 7.1 <L".
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There is some dispute about that, 's that correct?

|: don't think there's a dispute about 't. There'

a difference in the lit rature, let s put it that era».

Nel3., as a matter of, fact, your paper shorts: &e

magnitude as 6 e 7 g 7 ~ 0 ~

Okay.

Okay'P

Yes.

This tMle I gust, referred to.

I0

i2

A Yes, but that —since the time that Kanmnori

-and Hanks have done their study, they looked back into .the

way that Gutenberg and Pwchter actually calculated the

magnitude on that -earthquake, and looked back to ~d~e original

notes.

IS

And so I think that uncertainty to a certain

extent is eliminated, and X would take their value. as the

correct valuea

Q Page 3-16 of your testimony, under the heading,

"Pault Breakout," you quote Archuleta and Prazier.

Xs the Prazier that is quoted the person who is

. 2I sitting neKt to meP

Yes.

Could vou tell me —crell, in the second sentence

it says-

"For . a l00 bar stress drop the near fault
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fault veloc'ties 400 centimeters per second."

Hhat equation was that derived from'?

A That wasn't an equation. X looked at the graphs

and looked at the table of numbers at the top of each graph

and estimated the velocity on that.

How about an earthquake'? What earthquake would

that be?

You mean what magnitude would that correspond to'?

Yes..

'10 X don't know. X'd have to sit down and calc':late

the moment and txy to make an estate.
$fnat would happen iz you reduced the grid size

by a factor of 2?

X 4on't know.

MR. P~7 XSCHAKER: Objection. Poundation. There

has been no foundat'on laid fox the term grid size.

KR. NORTON: Dr. Brune, do you understand what

$ 8 X mean when I say what would happen if you reduced the 'grid

size by a factor of 2?

20 HR. PXEXSCHELMR: That's not the point. The

po'int is that the record doesn't understand, and X'd like

o have the ecoxd show what he means by grid size.

X have an'objection.

MRS. BONERSs ~ Tlell, this member of the Board

doesn't understand it. Mould you please ask for a de inition?
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BY EfR NORTON:

Could you define grid izeP

Nell, X'd rather that the Prazier sitting next

to you who wrote the paper defined it, but X'll try.
Grid size is bas'cally the tenn used to

represent the -distance between points, and the n~erica~

approximation of the propagation of waves in the faulting.

So that if everything is done right, then the

mo'e you reduce the grid size the closer,you vill get. to the

correct answer, supposedly.

That's it, in general. There could be some

exceptions to that, but, .

.Q- But. isn't it a fact that if you reduce the grid

1G

size by a factor of 2 you'd double the close-in velociti'es,

and you !ceep doing thatP

A Hell, not -at, the distance at trhich,this

17 particular grid was computed. But if you follow it in, that

is, if you follow each grid in, then if 'the numeric"-

appro:.imates -the Kostrov solution for that kind of a

propagating fault, then you have a singularity in velocity

21 at the c aclc tip, so that it wi3.1 go tc infinity.
That's correct, keep 'doubling the velocity2

Yes, that.'s—

24 That's not the real world, is itP

Bell, but this is done at a finite distance
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away, so it's rieS clear hots —a grid of points "ort cf

spaced like that is not the real world, t iat's t ue. But I
presume the authors thought that, it came somewhat close to

it, or they wou3.dn't have done the calculation.

Xn other words, i 's one of the available

approximations we have toward trying to find out what.'s

going on. I'm not saying it's the only one.

Could you carry out such a study for Diplo

Could -I carry out such a study?
~ ~

Yes. Qr, in your opinion, could Dr. Premier?

Yes, I think he could, giv n time and money.

I think we could-find out—
(Laughter.)

?B. PIZXSCHAIZR: Who's paying who? Is this a

study by Brune and Pra ier?

(Laughter.)

NR. NORTON: Hell, the rebuttal will take care of

that. There's certainly not going to be.

(Laughter.)

BX = i~JR NORTON:

Now, going to page"3-17, the last paragraph„

where you state, "Pinally..." you'e ta1king about <he

probabilities, I take it, in that sentence, of these various

things coming together at the same time, is that correct?
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Yes.

Q All right You'e talking about very high values-

of accelerations and velocities require such a coincid nca

of deviations of variables away from their average values as

to be very unlikely for any given earthqual:e.

" How, >That are those variablesV Let's lish all
the variables.

'Ne Know there's coherence.

Nell, the two main ones that X talked about, in
'

this 'testimony are the fault rupture propagation of focusing

and the stress drop.

Hell, I listed up-above there at the top of the

,13 jage on 3-17, .for example,'cattering, inhamogeneities in

the rocks, incoherency in the fault rupture, 'low Q and high

non-linear attenuation, among other .things.

16 MTat are

"is

Stress drops, and so forth.

But X would like all of them.

20

You listed scattering, inhomogeneities —X can
n

never pronounce that. word —in the rocks, incoherency in the

fault rupture, low Q and nigh non-linear attenuation and

stress drop

How, what other variables'P

X'm not sure X could get the list complete.

There's a certain lack of knowledge abou" exactly ho~;
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faulting occurs,so—

9 Would we call that, a variable, lack of knowledge?

A Okay. Things like, you know, ."'-ress concentration

around the crack tip, and'rupture velocities, standard

deviation in &e rupture velocities, oCher measures of

comple~ity of the, rupturing.

9 All right. So you'e got all of these variables,

all of which have varying degree" of probability of occurring

at any given dimension, any given 'level, if you will, 'at any

point in time.

Then you combine all of -those probabilities, ~d
then. that gives you a probability of whether or not .focusing

I''esulting in higher than average accelerations —focusing

would occur in 'any event —but,focusi.ng. resulting in highe

-than average accelerations would occur. Xs that correct2

A . - Well, if you'e going to throw in all those other

'ariables, then it's not jus focusing, it's Che whole suite
of them, which .is what you'e saying, the combinati.on of-.ale.

of them would occu- such that the .acceleration was high.

des, higher than average acceleration.

Right

Okay. Now, given all of -those variables what is
the probability that you cubi predict that Chat would be

site specific, that, you could take an area such as Diablo

'anyon and stake it out as to its square foo ag'e, or square





acreage —and in terms'of the structures there you re really

talking about square footage, probably„ -s opposed co square
l

acreage —~.-hat is the probability of getting that at that

ite?

He don't J;now. X stated in a couple places in

here that we don'5 know the probabiliti.es on acceleza"ions.

That'—
Q You don't know the probabi'lities on acceler tions

10

occurring anyplace, do you?

A. Nell, once you get —the point is .once you get

a 'ittle ways. assay from the fault, 'like maybe 20 kilometers,

then you start to have enough data that you c~, xor e::ample,
lh*

establish a mean curve, and you can establ'sh a.standard
II

deviation. And purely from the data, rather thm, trying to

predict:it from theory,. you,can —in scientifi.c cerms,if

16 you can -say what the average is in the, standard deviat'"'on,

although you can't predict at .any given point, you'-re said

18

'l9

to be 'able to,sort of estimate We probability.
II

So what you'd have to do to satisfy this

20 situation here is get, anough data in close to a .fault so .

that you could'establish a mean and a standard
deviation,'nd

then you'would say, yes, I knower the probability.

Dr. Brune; let me try agai.n. X'm trying to

find out:*

Xsn't it true that at this point in time, given
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3

a 6.5-or a 7.5 magnitude ear+&qua1ce anyplace in the world,

you don"- knave what the probability is that you'e going to

get a g valve in excess of 1?

1n close to the fault, that's correct. That'

the es'ence of my testimony.

Q - "And y'ou don't have any idea +hat that probab'lity

is?

A I don't have any specific idea, no.

$ 0

Q That', right. But it's possible, is that -what

your testimony is?

Nell, yes, it's possible. But 'if you believe the

1'arious Chat X've cited in hare, there are reasonable —'t's
not just. a far out possibility that could occur, but in fact

some people have 'extrapola ed their curves back and actually

'f5 got those values .

A couple of times?

What do you.mean, a couple of times?

A feM times, they've extrapolated back and got-
Oh, a few people; you mean? Out of the suites

20 of different people that do it? Same of 'them got it, and

some of them didn'.
Yeah, that's t~e. But in addition to that,

23 even those that got it have only got it for a couple of

instances —values in excess of lg?

The'urves —no, the curves are a prediction of
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the average value —like Trifunac's curves are a predic"ion

of what the 'average value in the standard deviation 'rould be.

Po, I'm talking about actual earthquakes.

Oh the actual data?

Yes.

Oh, yeah. No,.we don't. -he've got just a fear

values. Maybe one or two earthquakes, at this stage, of that

large a magnitude at, that. close a distance to the fault.

And,some of those t~ro are below lg, azen't hey?

Yeah; right. Ele3.1, X don't know about —ue have

at least at one station, we know that i.f'we accept. that .

record as right, then the acceleration was .Gg at that one

station.

All right.

Ky point. is: Given,the possibility of i"
occurri.ng anyplace =along the fault„~rhat is the probability

0f predicting 'it for any 82.te specLf xc like Diablo Canyon?

I'm not sure .X -- you mean ~rhat .is the probability

of predicting it, or. can we predict-the probability? The

;an~urer is,no, we don'. have enough data to say what the

probability is.
All right. You know the averages and standard

deviations 'for distances greater than 20 kilometers, 's that

correct? „

Yes. Nell, there are vari.ous people who have
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reduced the data and come up with curves, like Boore, et al
»

for the USGS, and Trifunac.- and others.

I'e listed a neer of people who have done the

extrapolations

Q Okay Wellp therefore, how likely is the Hosg i
bend which is 20 miles,,according to the map, to produce

- greater than lg acceleration at -the 'Hosgri site?

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: Objection.

10 'Diab'lo

MRS. BOeKR": Number one,'you meant at the

site, didn't you, Mr. Morton?

YiR. NORTON: Wel'l,.let.me rephrase the question,

aft'4e 'A '-„"
l2 'nd he

vordsg

can restate-his-object'ion. I interpolated a couple of

I believe..

BY MR NORTON:

9 How likely, or what is the probability, of this

'16

17

18

bend in the Hosgri on Exhibit 44, which is over 0 miles

'away, vhich is. far more than.20 'kilometers., to produce

accelerations at the Diablo site in excess of lg?

llR. PXZXSCHAKER: I'm go~ng to... veil, X'll

»
let the question stand.

THE WXTE&SS: Wall," as I mentioned in the

testimony earlier, that particular map that you'e drawn is

not the only thing that I looked at. Xf, like on this oUxer

map.in Figure 30» that is more like what the-correct — igure

25
30 in this Look—
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BY MR. ilORTON:

Excuse me. Ne're. using Figure 44, the band shown

in that map, which is in ezcess cf 20 miles away ™-

Okay.

And E'm asl-ing you to assur e—
6

7

Assume that map is coxrect,okay.

Assume that map is correct. Kyat is the

probibility of a rupture occurring no~~ of that bend,

propagating, in a south, direction, pxoducing accelerations

10 greater than lg at the site?

A .E don't know what the ezact pr'obabi3;ities are,

12 but E think it; would,probably be low.

HR. HORTQH: Mrs. Bowers,,X would like to take a

couple cf minutes to get 'my notes together and review my

,15 cross,.and hopefully, complete it.
't

17

'MRS. BGNEHS: Do you just want a couple af
C

minutes., o- do you really want a ten-minute break?
1

MR. HORTON: Nell> E'm;not sure., What time is

i.t?

20 MR; TOVRTELMTTE: 2: 00.

~ ~
MR. BORTOH: E don't think it's nocessary to

.take a ten-minute break this early..

MR.,FXZESCHAEBR: Mrs'. Bowers, if we took a

break now, X could also have an opportunity to reviewer my

notes for redirect ~ad it pouldn't necessi:-ata another
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brea>"..

Nell, let me ask Staff: Do you have much

cross?

NR. TOURTELLO~~: About an hour.

(Laughter.)

MR. PLEXSCHKEER: Xs t3>at right,
Jim'0le. TOURTELLOTTE: Yep.

HR. FLZXSCHPZZR: Ol:ay. Ne3.1, forget it..

MRS.,BOWERS: . So.you don'5 want a,ten-minute

break? All right.
(Pause. )

madelon fl1P-

IK.'6

20
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E

HBSo BONERS: Axe we reac"y?

NR. iCORZOHc N"s, Bo'mrs, X have no mere cross

examination at this timeo

lGtSo BOÃRRBc Kt'o Pourtallotte?

BY MR TQURZELLO~x

* 0

that. right?

Dr. Brune, you'xe a professor of geoph>sics> is-

I

Yes.

9, .And where is that?

-'4 A At the University of California at San'Diego,

12-

aha Xnsafauao of Gaophpsfcs anci planaaazp, Sca'pps Xnsaiauafon!'f Oceanography.
'L i

Q You must do a lot of consulting wmk in connec-

'' 'ion with Chat, is 'that correct?

15

18.'g

20'

am not sure what you mean by "a lot", hut...o

Hell, Co you Co consulting stork? '

am not involved in any ccnsulti'ng "right nov,

Have you Bone any stork in earthquake buiMing'P

Earthqua3'e buil89.ng?

Yes

Have you Gone any con ulting work relative to

buiMing for. earthquakes%'

cion t recollect any p noo

24

25

You stateQ in response to some questions Chit .

were askew'y Hr. Hortono you state< roughly Chat them'e was





mpb2 a 95 percent confid nce Chat 2gs are possible at ten kilometera

Bo you recall thatV

A How

Ky recollection is that ve a~wre discussing

Trifunac's extrapolated emwe at, that ti~
9 - X see

That's not my curve.

Sell, maybe X don't unde~mtand. Why are you

g presenting that curtra2

10 A X pxesente8;a,nunher of different curves, includ

i2

ing those that shoe lover values, and some .that'he@ higher

values, to show that the ~apolations in this distance

l3 range are not consistent because there's not enough daC'a<

so that ve don't knox what .the true values areo ,And this ia

stated in Trifunac's pape'r too, Chat they .are based on very

little data.

He3.1, the idea of cpzantify~<g fawning, Peen, is

$ 8 a very recent development in geophysics'P

A X'd say it's a recent Bevelopmant that focusing

20. has been use'd for strong motion, but it4s quite a bit longer

21

22

than it's been used 9n more distant ways
'I

0 You stated during your testimony that acceleration

couM be increased by a factor of Ceo by reason'of focusing>

is that correct2

A Yes, X said smxe than a factor of eo,





mpb3 Yore than a factor of two.

Nell, would the reverse be true?

You mean reveres direction on me fault, or what

do you m an by "reverse"? Do you mean fa~s?

Okay

Xt would be reduc d by e. factor of Gwo? HouM

them be a reduction by a factor of two—

10

Yeso

—because of focusing?

Yes.

13

r 15

I think we should go back Co C'xe'nswer X gave

to Mr. Norton, that if we ha'd a series of seismographs azound

a fault and if we then took ~2m average acce3eration of all
of them, then in the 'direction of rupture propagate:ion Chere

would be increased amplitudes in +LE defocus direction, Che

direction away from rupture propagation ~Were twould he 3.wssr

acceleration.

18 Q I get, fram reading your testimony Chat you have

20

quite a few qua3.ifiers in here and your testimony indicates

to me generally that you believe that all of this is possib3e>

21

23

24

that is that focusing and the effects of focusing, such as

leading to an increased acceleration by a factor of two Ls a

possibility.
Nel3., X'm sure that it does occur in nature

But you don't aCnte with any degree of certain y





mpb4 that that's absolutely what happens, that is that you couM

increase ~We g factor by a factor of two.

3 Nell, that~s certainly true that you could 9:

crease it. VQxat Z'm not certain about is waen you pu.

in Che context of~ you know, the real earth~ XQ e Diablo Canyon

7"

8

I

10

and so forth, with all the variables, that: that would be tzeso

Q So, you don't really have a st ong degree oP.

certainty that that indeed is what would happen%'

Mell, X feel very strongly that that cauM happen

or would happen in soma cases, as X said, but there's a couple

of 'places where Z put the. phrase in 'X cion't know wh'at the

probabilities, are '

)3 Q One of the things that caused me to avond r ebezt
j

your testimony was a response you ~de about one piece of

testimony, and Z believe it was on page 3 Sg and X lAsy

f6

17

wrong, where it
says'Depending

on the coherency of the

)9

20

energy, this could lead to acc'elerations

about two times those observed at Pacohna

Damr ioe., greater Chan 2g,"

And X believe that you said scxae~&ing to Che

22 effect that the reason that you used the wmrds ~could XeacP

is 'that there wasn', that degree of cerCainty in W reaX.

world.

res, it «asn t in that —that wasn't Che one .ke,





mpb5 was, But E'8 have Co look a little bit Co HILQ out whLLt.

section.

3 Well, X gUess that genazaDv sets the stage,

because X also have a 89.fficu3.C ~ fiILBingemlctly which

one it was, an6 I QMn'C make a no"e of it at the time,

But I wouM invite your attention Co page 3-3,

8

10

Xn the ne)% to the. last 3.iILe an@ the last liILe~ C lking about

focQsingg anlX it 8 almost a BLlplicate of Che other staC~BnCe

XC sayss

"The occurrence of 'focusing by. rupture

propagation, or constructive iILCerference,

13

along with other factors, could d'eau Co'values

of as much as a factor of Cwo higher.

This is aILOCher izlstance where you re saying

those are qualifying wor6s, Co say thaC it couM happen,

XC s not necessarily -true that iC >rill hnppeI p but it couM

happeno

A Res, that's correcC.

'I'ILvite your aCCeILCion to page 3-4+ ,<n abouC

20 the sixth line doLm.in the second, paragraph, iC sayse

21 ~ .
Xf the faulting can bs representect by

22:.' rupture propagating somewhat erratically
f 'I

along a faulC~ then the Karzd~r Point station

was probably not, in Che direction of .foc'using

or 89.rectivity maximum., ~
"
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mpb6 X am interested ir. the s~ju..chive clause thore>

"X8 Che faulting can ba represented by

a rupture propagating somewhat erratically

along a faulted o

Xs it also possible that chat.was not the case'2,

bless

As X thQQc X've explained quite a number of

$ 2

tries, we really don't knur that much about hots Co mmke2.

faults to know exactly what to put into themo

9 Purr an dotm at the bottom of he page in.
the. last paragraph, it startse

l3 "K'he horizonta2. components of .&is record

are roughly typical of twhat ue might have ea~ec'ted

for a complex multiple event, earthgual:e o" tMs

magnitude."

When you say ve might have", is Chat also a

reflection of something that md.ght hav 'been< buC, it mdLght

have been'omething e3.se2

20 A Xn "might Chere, that means ve've given various

people's projections, lee Trifunac's and ~m foMx. Xf

you haven't had the data points and you'e taken their projec-

tions, which a"e done trkthout Chat, and looked at $Aem and

~ set, you trna+, what range of accelerations might you have

sort of guessed back in that range, then that's the context





mpbv in which that means that "might have" That is, befo e
'he

earthauake had o curred~ just based on their proggctionso

it's somewhere in Beat rage, X would guess.

,153 5K. NORTON: Excuse. me.

X wouM like to have that question and that

answer read back, please, by 'the Reporter..

(Nhereupon, the Reporter read .from the record

'as requestedo )

$ Q'

HR. NORTON'hmQc you.

BY NRo TOVRTEXXOTTEc
~ *

a

On the sQcth line dosw at the "top of page 3 5

YQK. BOvTBRBc ':Excuse ms ~ Just a
minute'R.

NARTXNs Before we go on, .X wonder,if X

could get. a translation of that answer,-

(Laughter, )

16
I

17;

'R. KLRTXNe X gush couMn't folXcw it
THE MXTNESS.! Okayo

18
.'9-

Xt means Chat the ".might" means'that given
4

the situation without that data point. ahead of Cia.e,'ased

C.

20'}'

23l

24'.'S

i

on'the various evidence we have, then we would have:expected

'hit kind of an acceleration might occur, And the "might have

means that. posing the -situation before we had that data point
>aif someone tried =to say what sorts of accelerahi'ons might

you expect for that, sort of an.earthcpxake, that's what you

might have guessed, something in that —it woul'd not have

1





mpbS been expected to get that 3&nd of an accakerat9.on.

NRo HORTOHa Re2.2., X would like Co have thn'-

answer read back because X Chink he just total.1y reversed

Chat answer with that last. statement.

THE SvXBKSS c Okay

Shen X used the word "ad.ght" X am posing a situa

tion that without Chat data point what might we have expecCed

for a complex multiple event earthquake of this magnitudeo

DR. IQQ?TXN! Excuse me.

Does this supply some sort of eztrapoXit9on rom

the data that were nvai2abXe where you say. you might have

pred9.cted the data pointP

THE NXK&SSs No, X mean thaC given ivhaC we Racer

before and what the ea~apolations say that the average

shouM be< and the standard deviation shouM be in Chat nmge

for sone of the predictions, Alee the Trifunac predictiony

that value fal3.s within one standard deviation And so ites

a reasonable va3ue Co have expected.

'19 ~

20, .
1

I

3'I: "

.bR. RARTXHa M.1 r9.ght.

So it is statistica3. ~

THE NXTHBSSe Statistical~ yes

DR. hQQG'XHs 2Q.l righto

l~o BOHBBSc DO pou %ML11C to proceed, ~~ ~

24 Tourtellotte2

NR. TOUMELXOTTER Yes,
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mpb9 BY IKi TOUHZEXsLOTTE.

Q On the sixth line Qo~m, from &e Cop of page 3 5~

you make the statement thate

"Karatyr Point may hava been near a node

in the S wave radiation paCtern but near an anti-

node in the P wave radiatfi.on pattern."

That's just supposition, isn't it? Xt could hme

been somaChing else2

Noo Mell, it's not just supposition ..Xt's a

$0:
I

7l

reasonable e:~1anation for the fact that the verci'cal compa

nent was higher than the, horizontal.,

l2'n other words, the fact that the vertical conmo-

nent is higher than the horizon~m2., which .is unusual for nest
I

earthquakes, suggests but, Qoesn't prove that tha 's 'the case~

9 'Xt couM be something else2

]7,

$ 8

Yes. That's the on1y sort of eemlanation oK it
that, occurmd that X feel confident of - And X've talked ~m

~ a number of other people.e~ and that's the only'ne Chey've come

'up witho

20 The next sentence
says'M.so

contributing to Che high

vertical acceleraticns could be the re3La

tive1y low attenuation o8 P waves which.

-makes up the predominent energy of the

ve=tical acceleration.~





mpb10 You use th term "could be" there, md. X'm aa|:ing

ou once again. is it possible that itos so"a~ing eisa

A That's corke" The context of this io that the

veitical acceleration is observed to be higher than the

horizontal, xvhereas most of the engineers e~ to the tom of

this earthquake had been predicting that that wouMn't he She

casey
I

So in the context of suddenly &ning'an earthquake

«0

C

12;

irhich gives,accelerations which are not in agreement with
r~,

,.the- ideas and curves that eMsted previously, the context .oK

th9.'s is to present two possible explanations 'of '.thato

'However, X'm not':amaze of any.explanation of why

that is true. 'That has been proven ..in the '3,itemture or ia

13;

14 .

accepted Xt's still a possible explanation of thar.o

Continuing on with the net parag aph~-whee@ it
says t

16:

17

1S

-'9:.

"Xf the radiation pattern e~lanntion

is taken ve may assume that 'if .records had been

available from the directions -oR'he 8 eave

radiation zna:~m~ the hori"onhal accelerations
'

~ would have been considerna2.y greater

21 That, sentence steMs off arith again a seb$ unctive

clause, "Xf the radiation pattern explanation is taken

Xs it possible that +~re is,same other'ezplana

-, tion that would make an equal contribution'P28'eor as X said before'hat's only one of the
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mpbll possible explanations for that, record.

9 And the last paragraph of that section, rough"

above "Other Accalexogrme", the last senten e sayers

"Only further study and the collection

of moxe data w9.11 allow us to >udge wt!ch conf'.

dence whether it is typicaX o" not~

7: So what you'e really saying there is you don4t

: 'now whether this has any applicability or not rigiit'o+,
9" Me3.1, 9.t certainly has appal.cab9.1ity as a data

10- 'oint. %hat we need is more data. Smd before >re ha'd scrog

now we have one.

Go 9.t's important to Shave 8Lore dcltcLO But before

13 you can Cell ~whether any one data po9nt is close to the

average or not, you need enough to determine what the average

iso

0 On page '3-6, you'e talking about, ezhrapoXations

at, the bottom o the page. And the last, sentence recess

18

24

"For ezmnple, at distances of ten

kilometers for an N equals 7 6 eart3cqmQ'e

the curves of Donovan indicate accelera

tions of about o4Sg at ten kilometers~

where the curves presented by Tr9.funac and

Braay indicate that near the fault for
an H equals 7 5 quake the average

peak accelerations could be 1.75g and



H
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that De average plus one standard devia-

~ tion could be about 2,5go"

Again, the term —or dze use oE the vrords

"could be". Does that gust indicate +hat's possible horeV

He3.3., that indicates the fact that in his pape'"

6 he a3.so observed the fact that there's not enough data Ln

that range to be sure of the extrapolation~ so he qualified

his curve, and I am voicing that qualification,

$ 0

'Ãe donot knov iE thatos true That vouM be

true of any curve, Donovan's curve or anyone'lse'.
I

You don4t kncv of any earthquake where there has

14

ever been recorded a ground motion of 2,5g, do youV

A No, X don'to

0 Further on in that paragraph you state Chats

"Boor, et al, do not eMend their

16

19

20

21

curves for N equals 7 5 ea~cpxakes to short

distances because of Rack of data, but the

slope of their curves, pro)ected. toward

short distances, suggests accelerations of

greater than 2g are possible at'distances of

ten kilometers "

22 New isn't it true that a parson <dao nMes a

23 curve usually stops their c~e because they don't feel that

they have enough'informLtion to dravr that curve any RurtheRP

'That's correct
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fl mpbl3 Q 'And so @raving —ex'. apolahing a 'cu~ which

the author himself'efused to dxa;v because oG the *:aW of Ba~m

Boss not really give reliable information, Goes inc

A Hall~ there is soma in8orma S.on hi88en in there

in the fact, that: you wouMn't, e~eM a curve Co make n sharp

corner, so that there's some diocance hsyonQ Ms e3:8 o8 We

curve t3xaC you can trust,
it.'ut

basicity.y'X agree that X Qon't thirA =Chn

9 - projection is reliableo

ence

KLDEXON
HRB7AKN
'l.vs (2C)

$ 0";

12"

33 '.

,14

19

20
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gs&PJ)ZION
-.3

Q Aud Ma laot sentence of Chat st pm:ag-aph says:

"Por 95 pe cKlt confidence inC<MQ.s

their pro3ectsd curve suggesCs accGX,Grations,

near 2g axe passible for distances of 'l0"Kilc-

IQMrs e

'„8

There i~nothing Chere Chat would suggest thaC

there's a xeasonable degree of .certainty that th'at4s the l~d
o'f ground acceleration you4re going to get< ii Were?

There is,no data in that. distance rangeo

J2

g Puxdxer on down .on thaC page

A X should say not that there '.s'o dalai, but thee '

-not enough daCa to be sure about the curve~

Q Further on chmn on that page< the Last paragraph o.,

Nell> leC4s rmve on,

3,6

1'7

)8

59',

20

.2-1-,Q: Z

On Page 3 8, "the. first, .full sentence
says'Ambraseys

concludes Chat acce3;cira-

Cions in the focal vs.ume may-AX,3.'reach"Wd

e~sceed values of 3.00 percent, g< .and.that in* the

future, acceleraLions greacer than lg AH::

probab3.y ba x'ecorded for eve lou ~gniCudsso"

Xs the use of Che word "may troll reach< does that

.indicate a degree of uncertainty about thethe %hey ~iill ox

they eon't?

A X vould say they do X th~ Chat's vhat he'

referring Co. X don'C believe ha places a Lot of —is not
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NilBl<gb2

.2

sure exacts.y what cha probabilities are going to be and ~&at's

why the qmkificaticnso

Q Dcxen in the next to the lash paragraph on Chat

page, the last full sentence in that paragraph sayss

"Depending on the coherency of the

energy, this could lead to accelerations. about

two times those observed at Pacoima Dam~ i.eo,

greater than 2g,"

X apologize, it,'s the second from the last

sentsncee

But again here we have the words'

could lead to .accelerations.about

two times..o >" and Chat is to indicate a degree of
"'. ~ )4

I

P(5

uncertainty about whether they would or would not> is Chat

correct2

Yes Perhaps Chat's you don~t neecL two

.I.'$'7"

',B

'qua.lifying things in,&eat sentence. Zt prob@8~2,y ~wuM have

been adequate to say depending on Che coherency of energy>

because for a given type of coherency you 'couM say they wouM

have definitely but, we don't kacw what —there .is uncertainty

about her coherent the energy would have been '

On Page 3 9, the sixth line do@a otahea'Chats

23
'4

PD

"Thus, assmniug the horizonM. acct.era-

Cions in the Gaz2.i earthquake represent the mean,

one would estate 90 percent confidence level
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Q 'WRB/agb 3 accelerations of about 0.75g ~os 2o3 equals

l 73g,"

Xs there sufficient cause Co believe 'that 'Me

horizontal accelerations in the Casli coM~d represent We
'4 ~

„6. Well they could represent the maan<"'%Rat's for

-9.,

$0

sure, but we do not, haow that they do represent",the mean
l;l*~

There's another .intervening sentence,'nd Chen the

next sentence is in parentheseso,Xt sayss

"(hs nohod earlier, if radiation',"pattern
—r...

is the explanation forrthm high vertical 'accele"a-

Q.
tion at Karakyr Point, then the horisonhM

accelerations vere probe~ 'ly higher *at other

.$,5,

azimuths, and thus the estimated 90 pa can con

fidence level horiconta2, accelerahin's wouXd be

even higher )"
' lsnot it possible that there s some other ~p

nation than &e fact that radiation patterns ' 'a radiation

pattern 9.s the mqplanahion for higher vertical acceleration

at Earakyx Point2

That's the reason for saying "if." .-

The next paragraph says:

"Xn sumrmry, the above exhrapoXations,

although based onfvery limited daM an@ "Mus of

Row confidence< indicate tha- fo magnitude .7o5





LAG'/agb4
2

(.

eaWhauates as d stances af five to ~ J-ilo-

meter accelerations higher Chan 2g are

occasionally expected, 'and accelaratioes'f

about lg are commanly expected."

Nhat do vou mean by the term "occas'ianvQly," heat

often vouM you expect 'Ulat2

8

Nell that's referring to the curves of the type of

for example, Txifunac's vhere We average acceleraU.an-

't's go back to the one it's referx'ing to

At 10 kilometers, She average 'acceleration is 1 lg

j2
and the 90 percent confidence level is 2.45g, so 'that gives

you ~We probability for one of those curves~ And my state-

ment simply means that ve don't Fmow vhaC the ~>e answer

is, so any of those extrapolations could be right and it couLd

be something in that rangei

K7:

Hall is occasionally" one out 'of 100 ox'ne cut

of 1000< one every 10 years, one evexy 100 years'

Xn that particular thingy on Trifunac's curve by

itself, it just means one out of 10', 90 percent confidence

level, means one in 10

'22

!23

On Page 3-3.0, the lash sentence in the first
paragraph, says a

"Por propagating ruptures, the particle
velcci&.es in the dix'ection of rupture px'opaga

tion can be more than twice. as high."
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T'IRB/agb 5 ' That's not cm say 8haC, they ~~auld =sasonably ba

expected to be more Wan Mice as high but only Char.: aga,in>

that. it's poasible2

I mould say Chat —no, I ~could say in this casep

~ sit's reasonable to expect them to he. But the"e s not enough

known about actual faulting and so forth to,'he sure that,

in any given case< that. mould happen But i~~s 'certainly

.$ 0„

reasonable to expect, -them Co be that high< yes ~

9 It would.be reasonable to m~ect, theui, if you

could demonstrate Mat. this formula app19.ed,'-is that
eh'2..you, e saying2

A Yes —veil,, if there ~re a smooth,.~'~Yes'f the

rupture +as of the type, the ehuple type on 'vhi;ch that fonnuLa

is'ased that it. woukd happen But it the ear~uUce is not,

of —.itcould be of a different type.

17

18

59

9 But you don',,reaLXy kuow whether eVen a rupture

in the real vor3.d would occur in accordance ~ri:th this formula2

A ou Rnoe that it could occur, but. you don't
kwon'hat

it, would occur,in any given instance
'Md

you Con't haow whether one over has occurred2

Nell I'm getting a Little bit confused about. +hatC'ou -mean by "th9.s formula, In other swords< has 'it ever

occurred that. the acceleration in. one direction has been a

factor of Nro higher than in some other direcMon+ the answerer

is yeso.
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I

But if you mean do X knur chat. @hare has ever baau

a rupture in nature that, has been, say, if ve couM accept,

this 'sta4 emend of hue close to an idealised rupture, no~ Chen

X don'.;cnew MaC,

The next, paragraph, the last. sentence
says'The

curves suggest... " —X'm "sorry~ ve're

talking aboute X guess@ th Trifunac and ~radyt"Trifunac and

moore, et, al. extrapolations~ Xt.
says'he

curves suggest that. ve1oci ies

czcess of 100 cen~~eters per second map

be expected close Co magnitude 7 5 oarthquakes "

The term may be, is that a qua3.ifie- to demon-

strate that Mat is considered 'to be a go sibility'P

IC's a qualifier taken Co mean that, even Wough
'he

extrapolations'nd data that ve,have new 'indicate Meat

it's not reliable enough to know that. ~MaC's the "true valueso

And then the nm;t, sentence in the next, paragraph

sayst

"Xn via+ of the above considerations<

seems probabLe tha~ given more records from

large earthquakes, velocities as high as about,

200 cen meters per second may he recorded '"

X take it from eh', you said about 100 cen~ters
per second Chah the sarue or 'equal nnsvar Mould apply Co Chat.



r~
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A BxcepC ChaC ChaC aX,so includes the probability

of variaCion. ThaC is, the previous sentence ays thaC

l00 ceuCisaa'hers per second raay be ezpecCed, and Che» Cha uexC

sta~enC says ChaC if thaC is expachad then occisionally ve

kno's .Chere's going to be a large variaCion and Chey could
i

vary up Co 200 cauCimeCers per second. So Che second staCem~C

,3.ncludes a staComenC of. probable:variaCior.'u the velooiCies.

Okay

$ 0

I inviCs your.aCCenCion ou dm"u Co the uexC

paragraph, the Chf.rd complete -senCenca X believe; iC's righC

afCer Che bracketwo XC says:

6:
"DirecCiviCy +as probably very

importanC in generaCiug -Che high velociCies

obs~ed for the Parkfield and San Fernando

$ 7 thaC2

Do ve know ChaC dizec&viCy seas z'esponsib3.e for

t

, .'f8-

99

'20-

:2'f"'

Mo, Che'pratmbiliCy means Chat sm4ce"a uumbar

of people have sCudied these earthcgaakes aud Mere is sams

consistency in their tuCarpretaCions of Che data','haC probabl

means that iC's probable because their ~terpr4CaCions have

this feature iu .iC~ tlmC ChaC feaCu"a cnistsd tu the real

eartho

On Page 3-X2., the firsC senCenca in Che second

paragraph says a
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3

"Harb ell and Archuleta have racanM.y
I

made numerous observations of particle velo-

cities at various a"imuths around propagating

spontaneous ruptures iu foam rubber and zourd

Mat near We fau3.t in Qxe direction of rupture

pxapagatiou< the paxtic3.e velocities may be

.8,
i

more than a factor of three highex ~Man velo-

cities nem the fault but away. from the d'irocbion

of rupture pxopagationo"

The words that X want you Co look at'ppear in the

third line above the eud of the senesce where it says,

may be moxao" Axe these urords to qualify Chat atatarazmt

aga~< as to indicatiug it is possible but we dou''C }mew wheWex

t6 ~

it really wou3.d happeu or not?

A Ne2.1 in that particular case, the may be" refers

to whether or uot, Ale results iu that model, Gxe app3.icable ~

to the eared But the~e were factors of Mree Naplxfimhxou

in the model, so the quote may be" refers to applying that

20 .

I

2)

R
1

23,
J

25(

result M the xea1 earth,

Page 3 3.3> the first seutance of the'first comple

paragraph saysc

The phenomenon Qf focusiug or

direchivity apparently played important role

in the large velocity pulse observed on Che

Pacoima Dam record of Mxe Sau Fernando eaxthauakeo"





I
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3

Citing Hezihon ab re+are«ce 2L ~

What o4her. itams played an impo~~~~c role in We

large velocity pulse recorded ah Pacoima2

ilail the size of Me stress drop and'he various

other parameters of Me earthquake,

7:
So you really can', au~~tify, can you, Mhat

fo'cusing or direcMvity had ta do with ehe record at ~Wose

! 'i
h

"$0
Nell the nodel iCself had direct9.vasty'n it and

the question is is that, a unique mode > and Mere are some

studies which have modeled %he source somewhat, differently .

1

QH

77

so that directivity ~souldn'5 have played dm same —vouXdn'c

have been as affecti.ve in their models So dspenaing on

+hose modal you use~ ~Were is uncezhain~y in Mat ~

Q 01:ayo So you'e talking about.'p in Mm'- senheace<

you'e ta3Jcing about the conclusion that. sMong ' 'by Beacon

in a model which he eshablished .for. the Pacoima Dam and She

San Pexnando evenhs2

.2l

Tl;at's correct+

—rather 1hhan the actual records Chemsakves2
4

That's correct, Xasofar as the modeX is appli-

cable to C4S recordsp the SQBMKsnt, is Muee

Q Aud We madel may .ox may noh he the'eal vora'.d

situa0ion?

Ns don't 1m':mmly hue close i.h iso There have
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MRB/agb10 been differen shudies by di.ffereuc people.

The fi st, san@ence iu the nest paragraph sayo:

~ "Direchivity may have worked in the

reverse direction for accelerations oboe~ed

on Me Pacoima Dam record."

2tg~~ it',s also possible thigh iC didu't,, isu'4

That.'s correct.

10.,

The lash.sentence iu ~drat, paragraph says:

"Thus, points fa~er to the south

may h"ve bseu.more iu the-direction of focusing

O~a-.

for the-shallow sector of cbe fauLt. and, Wus,
i

may have expel enced higher acceleratioriso"

'here @here you say "may have been mora" aud

"may have.experienced," again reflects a dejree-of uncart,airy

ahoy what in fach happened~ is thah correc02

Correcto

~ - encQC

20

2)

2? .
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~ 3

In your last paragraph on that page, the last

- two sentences, the first sentence says — I'm sorry; tho next

to the Laot sentence says Wwt,

"Energy xeleased about 20 Em fry Me

fault, could he focused nearly. directly at the

Diablo'Canyon site."

8

Xt's aLso possible that ih won't be facused2

That'.i correct.

And 'we don't even have a reasonab3e degree of

~p certainty about whether that phenomenon would occur .or would

cot occur," isn't that rk.ght2

l2 A Even .the phenomenon of focusing itself2 He

J3 don't 3cnow fox any. given earth~sLe on the Hosgr9. fault
I

whether or not it would -focus energy towird the Diablo Canyon

or not. But we do know that the phenomenon of focussing will
occuro

17 Q But we don't knur that. it, would occur, say, t'o

the'xtent that 'Trifunac said it,might occur; correct2

A, Not for any given earthcpxake, no.

20
'-'= ' Me all agree that focusing is actually 'a p'art, of

all earthquakes to a greatex or lesser ostent; isn't that

correct2

A Yes. Xt occurs in all aarthtgmkes. That does

-non mean Snao anasgy 9.s focnsaa aa every zacos6 Ther.o may natl

be any records. It could. be that there are not an>" records
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which have been in'the maximum d9.rection of focusing.

9 On page 3-lG, under Fault Breakout, the third

3 sentence says,

Xf such h9gh surface part9cle velcci»

t9es occurred in a lavered med9um so +&at energy

were more confined to the surface than in their.

half space model,,v~~ high particle velocities ''

io

could be generated five kilometers from the fault."
X take it the introductazg portion of that

sentence also indicates a degree of uncertainty about what

might'appen?

]2. 'That's correct.

The last sentence in the first, parag aph on

page 3-3.8 states,

"The situation is such that in the

face of the strong evidence the high accelerat9ons

and veloc9t9es can occur, but sixth a data base too

$ 8

20

limited to be. sure what the probabilities are/ MG

can only conclude that the higher the design levels,

the less the risk wi,ll be."

what do you mean, the higher the des9.gn levels?

Hhat design levels? Are you talk9.ng about structural engineer

23 9.ng?

Yes. Xn other words, the higher you build .your

25
safety margin on acceleration the safer 9t will be. Xf you
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design for 2g it wi11 be safer Chan lg, and lg wil'e safer

than a half g.

But you'e not a structura3. engineer, are you2

That sentence does not— X Con't Chink it,

implies knowledge about shructural engineering; it's saying

6 that if'the structural engineer has to design his.building to

be safe at lg it certainly willbe safer than if it is

designed at a half g

Hell do you know how the vm.ious acce3erations

]0 affect buildings2

A X Chink Chat's outside my area of ezpertis'e, if

23

X'm c3ear about, what question you'e asking.

Xn other words, could X calculate the response

of a" building o a certain acceleration; is Chat Che question2

16

17

That's true.

Nop Chat's outside my area of expertise.

0 Mel1 you don't know, for instance, whether if a

building were too stiff for a given acceleration that, it might

be. worse than if iC were designed in a more elastic mode,

20 would you2
Y

A He11, as X said, if there were some design

characteristic that made it less safe at the higher design

Men- X would say from the point of view X'm talking about,

which is only the input ground motion at the base ox it,
then in your case you would say it would be worse to design



0

0
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to design it for the higher thing. And I'm not.saying any-

Ching about Chat. All I'm saying is, if it's designed ~d
is in fact safe for lg then that'shotter —you have more

safety Chan if it is in act designed and safe for half g

in a situation close to an active fault like this.

Q Hell doesn'C that depend on the stiffness of the

structure you'e talking about?

A I include everything that. goes into the engineer-

ing design in my statement of, Xs it safe or not? Bo I'
't0 avoiding —in other vords, X'm rot trying =to get into any

enginee ing design. Nhen I say "safe" X -mean you take 'ail

J2 Chat into account, 'anything which is beyond my expertS.se,

.in saying it's safe.

74

15

Q Lou're telling me Chat you can make a )udgment

that a >uilding should have —Chat a building should h'e

designed to withstand more g's, but you don't knew anything

about stiffness of structures. Xt is possible that a struc-

f8 Cure might be stiffened, or even part of a structure might

be stiffened by medJng it respond Co a higher g level; or do

20 you .know that?

A Nell I don't know that.

Okay.

I'm still saying the safety of the building.

Page 3-19. You state in your first, sentence,

the conclusion says,
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"The main conclusion of my testipony

is that. based on our present limited data base zo

near source (epicentral distance less than ten

Kilometers) ground motion for large earthquakes

(magnitude, greater than 7), and, based on our

present limited understanding of the seismic wave

generation and tranmxlssion, the ground motion

po'stulated 'in USGS Circular 672 for a magnitude 7.5

earthquake (peak accelerations 1.3.5g, peak velocity.

4I)

10 135 cm/sec) has not been sholem 'to b'e conservative."

You'e saying that you don'0 have very much .

information, and anything is possible. But, the USGS,Circular

has not been shown to be conservative; is that what you'e

saying?

You said three things. X didn't say anythm~ g is

possible anywhere in my statement. But X did say 'that. we

4

12 340 20

dodt have very much data. And X did say that the data .are "" a
I E

the other evidence presented in my testimony, indicates

that we have not shown:that these values are conservative.

Q Have you ever used 672 for any purpose other than
I

making this testimony? Have you ever used—

A X used it in the sense of comparing the values

with what X had in models and various theoretical calculations.
t

and pipers X've written, sand so forth. But not in building

desigg cases involving building design.



0
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I

Do you know what USGS Circular 672 was promulgated',

Yes.

what?

The Alaska pipeline.

X naan, it wasn't for the Alaska-pipeline, to

put,Kmough the p9.pe19.ne, was it?,
I

Oh, X see what. you mean..We3.1-, 9t'was n 'a paper
'I

which was design values for the Alasjca pipe1ine, and in that

$ 0 they -'tried to estimate the values of peak. g'round accelerations
t

and "veloc9ties for var'ious s9.zes of eartha~:es..But,'s

j2 „X recal3.— Yes, the resu3ts axe not dependent on'it heing

for the. pipeline.

iQ But it was used as a guide for engineers; '9.sn't

that. correct?

Yes. Right.. Or anyone else who was intm:ested

~ in knowing what the accelerations and velocities are.

TS "Q'hen you got your infonnatxon fram Circular 672,

~ you got that infonnatfon frm 'iible 2, didn', you?

20 Yes.

Q Did 'you read the whole circular?

A Yes,.X read it at, one time. X don't remember

'all of it in detail

Q
" 2tctually, that circular to a 1arge extent is

written also for engineers, isn't 9.t?
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l don't know whether to a large ei:tent. Z wcuM

~""GK/wb7 2

3

say that's the primary purpose. But X don'0 know exactly

what. it was written for.

Nell, the g ound motion values that, are in

'Table 2 are subject to several. concitions, aren'0 they'2
~ .

Yes.

Q And iwuldn'C those conditions Co some extent have

a bearing upon their conservatism?

A That,'s one of the things Chat, would apply to

their conservatism, yes.

Q Nell do you know what those values —what those

I

83
cond'itions are?

Being close to the fault is. one of Chem. And

there are several conditions listed, but one of the conditions

is the statement that they are not the maximum possible;

which means Chat —X don't Cake the word "conservative"

$ 8

20

Co be exactly cgzantitative. So that if they say that:the

value's thev have listed there are not the mm'imum possiMe,

-then'X believe their statement means Chat there's r'corn for
t

the possibility Chat they're not conservative until I know

~ +hat that means.

%Oxen did you write this piece of testimony?

Around the— That particular part was wr'itten

',around the first, +eel< in Hovember.
I

'
$fhen did you rend USGS Circular 6722
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A The values in the table I read right near the

same time. But as far as reading the text of it, that was

some considexable time earlier, about the t'ime o'f my ACRS

testimony. unct I may have read parts of it after tha , but

I don't recollect ezact3.y.

Which ACRS testimony2 When was that2

June 23rd, 1977.

'.Q So xoughly a year and five months'before.you read
1

the whole -article, the =whole circular; right?

A Nell, again, X don't remember 'fox sure thit X dM.

f2

14

But 'X think so.

.": .;" '9 And you

tha't;'c'ircular was at

stat'ement that those
r

con'shrvitive2

did not review what the'written text of

the time that you actually made th's

figures have not. been shown to be

That''ight. X didn't review the whole written

j7 text..
'End,2D

%EL fls 'g
20
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Durino vour cross-ezamination with Hr. Norton,
1

you gave one answer which indicated that everything available

seemed to indicate that the plies 7 magnitude earthauake

you'd get som ihing near lg, but with more information you

might. get something closer to 2g, is that. corrects Do you

recall that?,

A Hot exactly in those words, no. I don"- recall.

Q Do you disagree with it?
A State it again.

Nell, understand, X'.m not. a couri reporter and

X didn'0 take it down verbatim, .but I thought what you said

13

was that everything ava'lable seems to indicate something

near lg, but wiM more information we m'ght get 2g's.

The f'rst part is correct.. Z think that the

evident~ -suggests that somewhere around lg is a good value.

As far as the second part, that we could get

17

18

2g, X'm not sure. whether that referred to the'possible

excursions from the me'an. . . I don't know the context in

19.

20

which that's quoted, but I can tell you what X feel, what

1 think, and that is 'X do feel that. you coulQ have values

as high as 2g.

9 Also, wi~W more information we could have

values less than lg, couidn't we?

j>
\

A Oh, we definitely will. There will be a

variation of data around the mean.
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0 And it'. also possible that with more information

we won't get values of 2g a-'ll?
Are you saying it's possible iwe may never? That'

possible, yes.

NR. TOtJRTELLOTTH: I don'5 have any more

questions at this time.

Z Qo have a motion to strike a couple of things.

X'8 like to move to strike, starting on page

1O

3-10< the foux~.line dovm Mat says:

"They are especially ~teak if the burden of

12

proof is assumed to lie with the contention

that high velocities ana accelerations are not

to be expected."

That is a legal conclusion which I don't believe

this witness can make.

16 The other item I would ask b stricken > 'n
page 3-19< the last sentence on that page, vhich also re ers

to the burden of proof..

DR. MARTXM: I'm sorry. Z didn't get'he second

21 mR. TOUaTT".LLOTXZ: The pace is 3-19. The last

sentence says, in the last paragraph on that page:
'I

"A near certain conclusion is that if the

burden of proof is assumed to lie vith the

thesis that very close to large earthquakes
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of g eater than lg are not common, then the

thesis has not. been proven."

KPZ. HONORS: Mr. Norton, he"ore X go Co 5w

Fleischaker, veal'ou like Co express the Applicant's

posit- on on this motion?

MR. NORTON: No

MB. BOWERS: Mr. Fleischaker?

MR. FLZXSCHAKER: Can X take P~. Brune on voir

9 dire for a moment?

10 MRS BORERS: X"didn't hear that.

HR. FLEXSCBAKHR: Can. X take bw. Brune on voir

12 .dire for a moment?
e

MRS. BOHERS: Nell,—
MR. NORTON: Ne'd'object to that procedure, Mrs.

15. Bot~ers. X don't understand 'voir dire of one's ovn witness.

1G X don't underst.and. that term at all.
17 %1as it, Saturday or Monday —X guess it was

18 yesterday -« X didn't understand it yesterday and 'X,don',

understand it today, how on voir dire's their own vitness.

20 MR. FLEXSCHKKER: X can certainly make an

21 argument without taking him on voir diro, and X'd be happy

22

23

to do that. So let me make the argument.

First, of all, as X recall, X"think two Bays ago wh

24 Mr. Eri'stovich requested that. written testimony be struck

the Board rulca that it was Cco late, and that if the evidence
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was admitted and there wasn't a specific reservation

raised at the time the testimony was admitted then the party

wno sought later to strike the evidence was out of luck.

X third< that. ~>at same rationale applies here.

But even if it doesn',, it's clear —it. appears

to me that there is more than one kind .of burden of proo

Although la~~~era tend to think that only lawyers think in
terms of burden of proof, I Wint that maybe scientists do

too i

'nd it seems to-me from reading the evidence that

the;burden of proof goes to scientific evidence that ve're

talking about, and .that Dr. Bnme is not necessarily talking
about the burden of proof in a legal sense as lathers th~~k

about it, and as the regulations app3:icable .to this
proceeding would require.

The testimony to me here is perfectly consistent

saith the construction that the burden of proof he's talking
'about is in a scientific sense.

Mme TOURTELLOTTE-,Zf that's the e: lanation andg

, if everybody agrees, then X don'8 have any objection to it:
remaining in.

MRS.'OHERS: Pw. Norton2

MR. NORTON: Ky position ~ s the same as iC was

before.

MRS. BGKERS: He2.2., the Board feels'omfortable
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Chat it vas usect in a scientific sensa.

NR. MORTON: Mrs. Steers, X think the aiaple

sol'ution to i is to stick in Che vor8, "scient9.fic," the

burden of scientific proof, so that it's clear ~>at ve'za

not talking about a legal bur@en of proof. That s +hat Mr.
I

Pleischaker has gast suggesheQ.'I
Xf the wore "scientific" vere inserteck -after

" burden of" m each clause, that @euler take care of it.
MQ. BONERS: Let's check Wth the vitness to

try to shortcut this a little bit.
Br. Brune, moue you have any objection, in t'e

sentence that's bean iContifie6 on page 3-18, beginning the

fount% line fram the top, '"They are especially weak 'f the
C

burcten of proo is assumed..." et cemxa, an8 than She last
sentence on page 3-19, to insert the word "scientiH,c" in
"front of proof

You sas, in th9.s casa 'the Applicant has the

- hur4sa of proof'as a maCter of Xmr an@ regulation,. anck ve're '

gust trying to mnl'e sure that you'ze not getting that factor

into your testimony.

THE HXTHBSS: Sell, X'4 certainly he easy w9.th

.putting scientific" in there. That agrees with the thinking

I ha@.

MRS ~ BOHERSe And X..assume, Nr. Tourtellotte, that

your motion to strf.ke is vxth6m~ is Chat corrects
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KR. TOURTELXQYTB: X assuage that ve'ze going to

74RS ~ BO"EBBt Yes

NR 'XCQRZEELQt'TE t Yes < X tfoQM withdraw that

nution, no+ that it's clear.

IK. HORZOM: Mrs. Bowers, before the Boarcl goes

on with 9.ts questions, 'Hx ~ TourteZ.Xotte's cross-mtamMation

'has raised a few'questions that I have for cross-exam&ation.

I -couM take those now ancit get then out oK the way, md then

noC have any. more< and then the Board couM ash its questions

and then Efr. Pleischnker couM do his redirect~ if that~s

pernissihle and acceptable to the other parties.

MRS. BNSBRSs Xet4s c'mac with Pw. P2.oisehaher.

NR. PXZXSCMRERs I havi no ob$ e~on to pzoceedin

Xn 'that'anner.
I

hRS. BGHERSc Oo you want to go edna, Ne.

BY HR. HOP"OSe

-Q Nhl1e Hr Hike.amson is set™~g ao the Vugraph,
:I'hen we CaXhed before ~ut near source you san you 5edn't .

ctefined it in your testimony, but indeed you have in tee

fir'st sentence of the concXusion where you say:

XO Kilometers."

That's not defining it M n genoric vniy. That





says fox'he purpose of Chat sentence that's @hat X'm using

it as+

0 Cecay. aut generically, then, you aaa st.-.etch it
out to 20 Jcilomshers or less, okay2 he established that ..

Bar1ierg cKdn't vsP

A Xn .csrtain cM85 g y8 ~

A11 right.,
Nell, let's put it another ~ay. You can't stretch

9 'iC'"out further Chen that *Then tm start losing *the meaning of
+hat.mi're talking about.',

r"'
. A Sell, fo She Alaska eerthqunhe, with a'ery leege

area, hundreds of hiloxebers, you.could stretch kt out further

.14

15

Q But Chat'I ea unusual si@aatkoni
~ ~

X don~t Lacer whether that's mausual. X ~uMn't:
16

T7

TS

20

'ay that. X'd go becJ: to +hat X sni8 before, Chat, Che

definition of near field depends on what type of emehgoake.

'ou'e,'t@Xhing @bout.

9 M.l right. Nail, .let s teak about @hei Boo~
I

'ault. When ve'ra ta?Ring about neer field in the Bosgri
.: fault'what distaaoss me ve CaD~g @bout2

As X eaS.d before, it's not a p~eLsely defined

'll

.right, but, +hat is the rajage?,

BmnmChimg 1Qce, X mould say 10 to 20 Rid.emeters.
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AX1 ight. Ezc se mo, while X get up an@ mevs Co

(Paaao.)

Br. Braze, X vant Co m6-e saro I understand Chis:

M'en yoa CeXh aboat foaming oem""ing, +hat

goa~re zeaXXy teXkhag ihoat -- zw Keep acier the CO&i

foeuiing, bat tao're reaXXy C@Qdaag about hi,ghor iemX@i:@Coons
~ ~'hm momaK as the rosa'f foeaeiag. Bo vhmm yea agio Cho

S

'hr'ase Xihe, veal, focusing oeea"ze8 here, shat joe meant:vas

'ece3i.ereCkome vere meorde8 vhI.eh vere higher Chen udrenl .

ea '4 remit of foeasimg, ion'C Chat, emzeet2

A I'm no" sure of Che exact contact, hat thit
coa3,6 b8g peso

9
' as opposed to —because fo@eXng elva@'s

occurs, ve egress on Chat earner. Bat mhaC boa'm 'imteroa~d

9n is eh~thor or not it results'iii higher eeesleratiork. !,

Xs that e fair atebnrmnt2'

=" .'.. ' I Chink Chat's —X'I intereateu in 'both, whether
, I.

C

LC'.s Xmr or high. Prom a seientiEie point of vieM< X'mj.
I''irected in mheSmr Cbe resalt of the ruptaro propegatiod

I

~ .'eaeatse high or Xev eceelerations and ham it'e
69.s4avibateC.'kCP

s

Bat in'erma oP. trFing Co eehhnahe +hat himln

of aeceXerationo, hov high aeeaXeretious ean he, yea; in Chat

:. anatnW Chat's vhaC you'6 he mfirrkag.to.
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eel
S

All right. Mould yoa agree with this senh~ce,

"Xn order for higher aceAezaCions to occur at

a site as a result ef focusing -yoa m~ get n rapture.

propagating at the site.
Xen't that correct2

'A'h8

sitse

Pnrt ef the -rapture zaaat he -propagating teeard
L

P

12

15

,'Q All right. Xn order for the M.gh acciler'ation,as
r

ei result of focusing to occur,, there.has 'to he.zaptar5,at
~ L

;least} part of it, propagating directly at the aliis'Cm&Snt 'or.

iiitMnyour five degree—

«LL. fivo degrees is.not + preciso numb«-

depends on ho+ incoherent it is. Xt coaM he teider for Chat

for"less coherencJJ ~ That'-one of the points of my 'saying .

that.ue need to do m calculation, is to put incoherency in

i7

. l8

$ 9

20

Bat;propagating at the site within some degree

'end see gast erectly hev high that is. X don't kemr how

high it;is.
0

of freedom2

23

A Correcto

Okay.0

No+, you testified in response to Nr. Toartellotte
L.

question —and, again, X'm not a court reporter bat X tried
}

,to get it all dovu, and 'this is a very close paraphrase,if
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10 2 . not exact.

You saM.

e donot knee> for any given earhhqitahe 46.ch

couM occur on the Hosgri fault vhatber 9.C

mnxld mszlt in focusing at Diablo Cenyozi or
not."

7 DQ you rocall ABC stctsmexLCV'

I ~

0 Rel3i. lot's look at the Cbree maps tbat > could

f2

The first one is the one you referred 'to, the

Hoskins and Griffe.tbs figure 30 from the Johns Hamilton

23 testimony.

~Gas 'ze you @Narc'Rlchs Ghat BNp M5$
.6?.sxcL2'BGq

X cMl ~»

You mn see it right on &5 hottest tbeze, yes.

27 Yes, I was going'to say that. XSVl.

4

29

9 RXl ri.ght.
~ g

An@ are you aware of -the.hi,atorjj, of the
" co'Llection of data regarding the Bosgri fault< Cbe Rfnds of

j
Cata that have been co%.echa4,. and ~hen all that data '~as

A < X'6 say that's outsMe of my area of cmpe~ae.
'ouncer, X have at one thee or anoCber read certain sections

of Qmt —the reports Chat vere given Chere.
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ReH,, I want to inform you -- and X trust Mat my

r

< recitation of- the evid~ce is accurate, and if it's not X'I

sure Hr. Pleischaker vilJ. grab the microphone emy from ms. —.

Che testimony has been that it. vas in 197K that the fault>that

this piper vas pubs.shed, Chat people other than Hosl.Xns and

8

GriMiths, vho obtained this data, thaC deere +as a fault out
I

'there'n their cwork for an oil company.'nh Xt'"wis'npublished

until lS.Vl

of ctata has been collected regarding the locaCion of that..

12 fault,, and that. as a -result of that collection of data new
J

mapping efforts have, of course> 'taken place
I

Hcw, as a seismologist, my question to you as a

. seismologist isa

Efouldn~t you %fant Co rely on maps after the

17 data vere collected, as opposed Co this map which +as before

18 'robably 95 percent or 99 percent of Che data vere

20 Yes, in general that's true. Hmevir, X ted.nk I
- ought to explain why 'X didn't pick out any one map and say

~ that vas it.
Partly because in looking at the maps -at the

surface+ and reading various people's tosthncny —for example,

- Eli Silvers, about vheze exactly vhnt fault connects with vhat.
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I ha6 operate under Che assunphion Chat ue cKQ

not RRov QRGrs —exactly %fKQre &AB ruptQze vQQM occQZ cn

ihhe fault.
Oyay ~t o s t88cG tvo of w~e rccont Blips,tha

vere co3L1,ected'fter ~We elate ance 2.ook at Chem

{Sly.)-

S 2'SXl88 ERR CSQlogyg 8 Mb VhiC8l 'ETC).aP Xn58VFCROZS 5'Grba 'kiRC
0

'nough to provide es representative of the Hcsgri fault

Max, can you see vhem Ch8, Hosgri Sault is on

that map2

MR. PXBXSCHhKER: Trait vna the Xebec"'you gave

ehae2

HR. MORTON: Jo9.nt Xntermnozo 35, CaU.foiled.u-

Division of Mines em% Geelogy

'f7

M'R HORiiRt

Can you see the Hosgrf fault cn theza2

YSS o

@XX right.
20

21

How, Qo.you Rncre where Diable Canyon io cn that,

niap2 X cppreoiate it isn't dravn on there, but are" you

A Yes'

Can you tahe the pointer hhich is on tlirt other

SMe o8 the Vugraph there and point to 9.t?

(The v9tnoss complying.)
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All right,
NR. NORTON! Let me mark what >i~as Joint intervenors

35. This is a zerm of Point Xntervenors'5o He'l mark it
nmz Applicant's 36o

I%So BORERSs Ho~ 37o

NR. NORTOHs 37~ excuse meo

9'o

(Nhereupono the Qocument

-referre6 to xmas marke8 as

Applf.cant's Ezddbit 37

for identMicationo)

.SY HR HORTCHe

Z4ve marked this as Applicant's 37 for 96entifica ,

13f4'ou can tell me now, is that right Chere where

the site is, where you'indicate82

$ 9

(XncL~cating, )

Nore or less

AD. right,
Right in there where X've gust put Chat Got

20

2f

22

Nov X want you to assume this earthauake~ and

X villCake my pen an6 see if Z can Qo this~ an earthcgxake

with its epicenter right here by the T"~ .+here it says

"Pault, right at the base of the "T"~ anQ propagating south-

varcL for let's say ten kilometers

Now isnot it true, Dr. Brune, that give that
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2

earthc[ualce, that you could say that it wouXd not result in

focusing at the Diablo Canyon s9te2

A Yes. Nell, it wwuM not msult .in increased

acceleration due to the phmomsna of focusing.

A13. right< sir
When you sRM %ha statement Ne cion't Mow for

7.'ny given earthquake which couM occur on 'the Hasgri .Sault

' +ha'ther it would result in focusing at Diablo Cinyon or not,"

i0

i2

yoii cMn't really msen thatp dM you%'
'a'

Nell, X disant it in the.'ense..~Jmt if ie just
" 'ha6 an epicenter anC you specified the ep9.center'-in@ not '~
".iRir'ection of 'rapture'n the'fault„ that -we ~'rou18ii'4:t."Jcnow ~

';Xf you specified Cimetion of rupture, then it''"
g iJ.1 right.

i5: Than let's taRe soms epicenterso X'll"'Mrite
'the 'nmnber one by the r"~ @he earthquake -X gust 8'escribedo

'
X. villwrite a ntu&er 2~ X wil3. write a ntunber '3g Enct X viUr

8 ~it anger 4

.20

Now, ~16 .you tell me for any one'8"those

earthquakes >whether focusing vouM occur .at QinbXo Canyon

site given those 'epicentere and gi~~ rupture'n either

.correction, north or south'sn't it . a Shot, M. Brune, that

23
'ou vou3.6 not get. focusing resulting ~~ higher 'aca 1erations

24' at 'the site with the epicenter at any one of thoai 'places'P

25 'Ã811, X think that for QQRSer four you coQM be
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'j
somewhat in the "one of focusing depending on how bread. it
is,.and hov incoherent it is.

But basically th t's correct. Xn the sMtermnt

that X m~de in the te>ch X was not assuming that we Rnc~s

where the Hosgri fault ended going up in that dizectiono So—

or, erectly where it was, so thnt—
7P Nm- can you scale off hew far away number four

is on this map? And X thLnk 95 X —yes< there'.Vie .scale

righ there o

Can you tell us? Bo you have something ho

measure with here where ve can scale that off as to hcrir

12 many Rilometers neer four is away?

Hall let's put it this ways Xt's cerminly

more than ten ki3.cmetersp isn't it?

16

17 .

18

Yeso

Xn fact< it's probably more like 20< 25 kilo
meters, isn't it?

(Hoddingo)
I

Can you answer audibly?

Ohg yeso

So, let's go to amour emclusions new 'nd this

.Says c

'The main conclusion of mp testimony is

that, based on our present limited Rata"b65e for

near source (epicentral distance less tham car
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%EL/mpb4~ kS.lometers) ground motion for large eirthquakes

IInegnitude greater than seven), and based on

our present limited understanding of the s'e9.s-
V

mic wave generation and transmissionp the '

7;:

ground motion postulated ~ USCS Circular 6V2

for a magnitude VoS earthquake (pea> accelera

tions 1.15g, peak velocities 'X35 centimeters

per second) .has not '-been shawm to he conserva-

tive "10'ov does that statement apply;to Dh.ab3.o Canyon'F

4)
12

%3

'll
)

$ 7
)

18'-
l

19'20,'re

taken into accounto
~ y~ y

5 7

~ r' Bure o

A That,%hat Cata-and that kncmledge Mcticates ~Jmt

%le cannot be sure that the circular is cohservativeo

9 But youo taking this maps you.can't get:focusing

A Xt applies. in .the'.sense of giviIIg the 6ata that

we'ave. Hear large earthcpxaDces the uncertainty and stress

Crop, which couM be very large,in some cases verj smallo

The uncertainty in direction of piopagation of rupture>

*'the effect o8 layering~ the effect of fault breW outp all
'K . the things that preceded JK re f tben QXX'tl'058 coglccEJ veiny

23".

f
24.:

25

'ithin ten kilometers of the sLteo

That statement loss not mention the word focusing

So one of the many parameters of'he faulto.





Pocusing ckoesn'0, apply.

A Could 'X go back and say that I don't ag™ee sith

your statement that vihh -thS.s map you can't get fac~ing.

Pirst of all@ ale cGELclQsionf as I 8 id@ is k49$ 8d
'

on the fact that there i$ 80Ãi8 doubt about She in':greta&.on'f the continuity of the Bosgr9. mQ.t and exactly where it
,gCS e Xt's—

MeX,Lr no+, vait a-minute, 'You'e not e geologist.

'ou'e not here to testify that this map is geng, a-e yoz2

MR. PMZSCRLKEP.: Objection. First of a2.2.,

'ounsel is.arguing with Cke witness He's interrupting the
" witness, and he's misconstruing .the testimony.

L s

This witness'est~ny +as that he Looked at

16

'everal maps, end on the basis of those obsexvatiaes, and in

one map in particular he made a tracing, and Chit'. tracing

Led Mm to this conc3.usion. And that conclusion is stated

$ 7 on page 3-L3 of ~is testimonyi
4

I

"Energy released about 2D.Rm up the fault
could he focused nearly directly at the

I
gP ~

20 Diablo Canyon site."
Nav vhat this counsel is doing, he's taking one

map out oS many ~hichg for QXL VTe )cnov could he a csMxkong

'nd he's plotted soma hypotheticaL points on there, and X

'hink that as a result he's misconstruing the testimony.
~ ~

He's interrupting the vastness. The obgectkon is





gael 2

.that. you are interrupting the witness and misconstruing the

testimony.

MRS. BQNERS: Mr. Norton,de yeu vant to respond?

5$ NORTON: X den't believe X iitez up&d the

witness, and X don't believe X'm misconstx~ng the testimony.

X was asking the w9.tness if he were a geologist

who 'could testify that CM.s map was mong.

HR. FIZXSCHMKR: Purthermore, his cpmstions

were arcpmsntative;

MRS. BURRS: Goes the Staff have a posit'.on en

NRo TOURTELLOTTE: No.

MRS. BO'AERS: Hesl< Er. Pleiachaker, this is a

>4 map that was introduced by the Point Xntorveners.

&at PMXSCHAEER: Ne didn't introduce
16 MR. NORTON: Our cartoon.

f7

f8

MR. EEXSCESER: Ne didn't intzodhce Chat map—
~ ~ 4ra

2 don'C recall why ve introduced that'map, but X think that'p
.part of Hall's work, and the point of his work@ -X thixlk is

L

to"indicate Chat, Chere might be con~~uity bstween Chi
',

San 8~@en, the Hesgri, and the focus 'of that work is on '.

.geologic offsets.

But that dessn't matter, because if you use —if
'ou '~e the Applicant's ewn work and you take a look at 4C ..

25 -"closely, Chase plates Chat are in h9s own vork, and yeu start
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draving limes, you'l see that it is exactly —Chat Cho lines

demonstrate Che paint that Or. Brune is ~ing ta ma"e here.

And*@0 con sit here and ve czar play, ve can put-

this map llpy Tfe can put this map up@ ve can put Ch9.$ map Qp p

vill afternoon. And if vo continue in this vein, I have na

aCher choice hut to Cake these maps -- the Applicant's om

maps, by the @ay, that a-e in evidence as part of Che PSAR—
1

and demonstrate Chat within '20 kilometers you can find the

Sault is he has mapped it, the Applicant has mapped it, and

20 if you take and project a line along that Snub.t:t~azd

22 'iablo Canyon site, it runs right inta the site, and that is
/

I

-within'.20 kilometers, and that would demonstrate the sentence

that is at the bottom af, this witness'estimony,

26

"Energy released about 20 kilometers up the

Gaul could he focused nearLy directly at the

Diablo Cnnyon si,te."

27

28

29

, And I'm referring. specifically ta plate 1 af Appendiz -'-

IGL. SORTQN: .lies. Savers, this is getting

.ridicu3ous. This .isn't an abjection. This is a closing

argument.

MRS'O~ARRSs The Board a~ill cansider Chio.matter.

(Pause.)

Qe Chiuk it is appropriate to use this map and,

; as X mentioned earlier, it +as arigina11y introduced by the
\ ~

Joint Xntervenars.
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Now, another map could he introduced, Mr.

Pleischaker. Do you feel this is not representative or

correct2

MR. PLEXSCHAKER." Yes, ma'm, it's in evidence.

All X'm pointing oat is that, you lmow, we can

= do -this all afternoon. The e are other maps that the

Applicant has drawn that are in the PS'nd.in evidence,. and

.if you ted'e these maps we can play the same game and:come up

fo

'ith different results.

.Xn fact., you can come up with results that dixectly

confirm the testimony that this witness has given. And that'

'llX'm saying. So on redirect. we'l have to play this game
Iall ovex'gam4

1

HR. TQUEVEZXQTTB: Pell, let 4s go.

MRS. BONERS: Sell, we permitted Mr. Norto" to
P'o oat 'of tarn, reaQ.ly, so yoa have an opportunity ori redirect.

MR. PLEXSCEGQKR: X appreciate tbat,. but. the
C'nitial ob)ection to the point that he was arguing with the *

I

', wk.tness and was interrupting,him.
~ ~

MRS. BONERS< tfeil, -»

NR. FLEXSCHAKER: X'll'ithdraw the obgection.

BY MR. MORTOHc

0 Dr. Smote, X have a question now. who wrote ~We

testimony, you or Hr. Pleischaker2 That 2,est sentence?

X wrote the testimony.
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DM Itr. PleischeDcer have any input to i'
Ny question Co you before Che objection was:

You are not a geologist who is here to say that

cine map is good and another map is not good, are youP

Hell< Let me eap3.ain Che context of my Chinking..

As X said, since X read the testimony of some

8 geology.sts which said that. the Hosgri fault may be continuous

and it may not he known exactly where the fault goes'p in

Chat direct9.on, T. ass~e8. Chat, one of Che-possibilities is Co

make a continuous fault at depth, even though Che surface

break is not outlined as continuous. But one pcssM~ ility is

to make a continuous breeDc at depth, or a break Chat ti3.tss

'LLps at a certain angle, so Chat —~<o I thinly you'xe correct<

if we accept this as the only possible interpretation of

gaulting, .I can proceed and answer Chat I eton't Chid-. Mat

focusing vouM Re very eMective in this particular case for

20

~ '

{} Okay 'ut Che part Mhere-there's some dis'pute
t

C

:about is Co whether there's a connection or no%. Do you

2i know where ChaC is Chat that question arises; phynica'l1y?

A Hell, I )mow what my interpretation of what it
Has'g yes ~

~ 1

CouM you tell me thaCP
P

The question as I remember it +as whether,.'Chere

!4





was-a connection between the San Simaon fault and the Hosgri

fault up in this direction, and uncertainty abo t magnetic

ancmmlies and various Si,nterpretahiono.

This region is exactly +here the fault vont.

Q As a matter of fact, that is in the area of
San Bimson Point, is it notP

Yes''

P

Q All .right. And hem many miles away'is that frmq

the siteP Please. scale it of'f.

A:X think the point you'e making is that's too

far'by itself to be effective in this, and I'l accept that.
Rut there is still the uncertain%~ about, where We fault is

4..

and vhere it conimcts. And all I saM in the testhnony is
that a calculation should be made to see how effective it,is.
I d9.ck not, say that it ~ulcc be effective.

NR. MORPH: I have nothing further.
:.c-~„-:~. HRo TOQRTBXsLOTZEe Hzs ~ Bovczsg a moment @go I

~ I

thought I had a third motion to strike, and I do
„Ci I'6. XQce to strike the last sentence of the first

7

Paragraph on page 3-l8, the one chat roads: .

"The situation Xs such that in She face «.

4

.of the strong evidence that high accelerationd

ance velocities can occur,but mich a data-'baso
'oo

limited to be sure what the probabilities
are, ee can only conclude that the higher the





design levels, the less the risk villba."

I th9.nk the examination of the witness on Chat

topic Ln8icatad tha he was AD:ing about building Resign< and

he 9.s not a stmctu<al engineer, end he cannot make that kiaC

of a guagment.

8

9

Ne have had other test~ay in the eroceeCing

irhich inde.cates that aot only are ve concorne6 'about "fust the

occe3.eratioas, hut mi',re conceraect about -.such thingi 'as

'ki.fdneas an8 Quot" lity of the structure nna their cmaponeyCs.
t

Aa6 to make this kino, of a statement'+oui'8 be

'mislea8iing. Xt couM be oiteQ hy the Xntervenors.in a'a

'evideatiazy way that wouM mislead the reviewers as ~el.l.
~ J

Moreover, .if .there vas any'ossM9.lity of

14

15

19

20

connection beNmen th9.s witness aaC making 6, statGEBBt LQ
8'hat,it, was .wiped out when he indicated at. the beginning cif

1

mJJ dk.rect that he really hade't parC" cipazed as a coxisult~t"r',
I'-4n huilcU.ng for, earthquakes.

IJ

\

Ham, X also kacer that previously ve'have'haP
"ia my previous motions ~. 'Ple9.schaker mentioned .the "event,.

that odcurrel the other Cay, 'hut it zcially iea4t in parallel.
I

, ~~ ~

; a4 i3LX, because >shat.ve have here is testimony whicli''says cine
tl'hing, anl:upon'exploration by -cross-exam''nation in44eatel
lI
I'hat it was actually not swithin the competency of this witness

~ ~

' .testify about 9,t
r

So this is,'n effect, the f'rst th@8'equi "hhvo

) ~
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wei 8

1 known of it.
Xt's impossible to read the statement itself and

knur for certain whether he's talking'about structural

design or whether he's talking about some other design that'

known Co seismologists ~

Consequently, this is the first opportunity we

8

'ave had, and it's my understanding. from AMB-3.79 that, we have

'he right,,to 'make that motion to strike at this time.

DR. KQKXH: X recall some of the questions and

$ 0 'nswera with respect to this statement. One answer was'o

the effect that Dr. Srune assumed that if the building was

built to withstand lg,it would be safer than if it vere built
l

to withstand -.5g.

Are you refating that J~d of statement2

MR.'QURTEIAGTTEs Neil, X'm not here to refute

it one way or the other. X am saying that this witness can'

17

js

19

20

make that'.kind of a statement.
A

Sure, it sounds good. Xt really sounds good to

me to say Lg or. half a g, hut let's change the.valuei a
~
t

little bit. Let's talk about 5 's or 2 and. a half 'sg g ~

Are we making that structure so stiff if we change

'the design, are we making 'the stature so stiff that it, loses
e"dictilityand the result is the opposite-of vhat a layman

might think2
~ ~ t

~ I ~ I don't know X don't know what the anm er is





t~el 9> But X knox this itness can't make the statwmoat vihh an~

degree of competencjj about whether a design that'a one-ha2,f

g Xs better tham a quarter g, or that 2 g's ks hotter than

4 lg. He simply doesa't have—

DR. -HARTXN: The objection really goes to the

witness'xpertise,:not to +hat he',s saying.
!

EGL. TOQRTEXJOTM~: Ho, 'in,fact, you Leone, ve
t

afghan 3.os 'et any nmnber o8 witnesses who ad.ght cute up and
I'+hat tAey have to say xkght he accurate, hut the problem is

14

'l5

l7

we don't really.3m'hether they're'accurate or not, iK

y don't have the,expertise to,bach that statement up.
'q4t

. ~
It

So I guess to aasvei your question, .no, X ixon't

neces'saxily argue vith that, but on the other hiind X.don'
Iknox whether it's true 'or not. 'I'e learned an maul lot

..'ebout structural-engineering, and there's still a lot thiO,
' don't knot about,

it.'o

X'm:aot willm~ g to piss 'on structures and

'omponents, about increasing design or decreasing
design.,'B

XXs:)g

20

2$

23
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DR, 1%RPXNs Okay. X gust.'wanted to b'e 'cle r on

the basis of your motion.

MRS'ONBRSs Before we go on with the notion,.

X'd like those of you 9.n the audience to refrain flem ames
9ng either approval oz disapproval of +hat's happening in this

I ~

" proceeding+ /

No+ we'e got,the motiono

Mr.. Norton, do you,have a position ori the motion

9:;
I
I

IO;

deaLing with that last.senCencep the top paragraph on page
P

'3 IS

II i

1

I2':IS'MR. NQRZONs Pell< X would gust libe to reiterate

what .Mr. Tourtellotte has-said. Xt's.not. the quesCion o8
P

whether ~Me statement is correct or incorrect~ as.in the

l7

IS

case of Kro Hubbard, 9.t's n cyxestion of whether'he witness

9.s *coiAp8tent to be testifying under oath and giving ',opinion

testimony & an area outside his area of expertise ' And. X

don't think we can sit around and decide vrhe~&er or not. the
I

statement is correct as a basis of whether it should'e all

'20:

in" or not

.X th9.nk the Cest is wheCher or not 9.t's,within the

2I, '9.tness's area of ezpertiseo Xf it's not, Chen it should not

be aLlowed. in. And X think we follmmd that'airly closely

throughout this proceeding from the very beginrring'. HS.th

'ux witnesses Mro Pleischake ins9.sted on that+ and was
'r

sustained on a few occasions, and so ono
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mpb2 So the question to me is whether or n'ot it'
within his area of expertise, I. Chink he has fair3.y clearly

stated that 9.t S.s not. And X Con't md:e a )udgment other

5

6

X think on tha bas9,s it-should be struck.
I

NHS. 'BKfERSs &>, Pleischakert

weasand

l&..'PLEXSCKQtERs Ne3.1~ .X disagree . or this
h

$ 0

,'here are really two things that. are Gloating

around in the argmnant here. One oX Chem is whether this

f5 '.

'l6 (

17::

TS",

29';

2O,'.

.21

falls vS.thin his area of expertise, and the. other one, +hero

"9.t:is probably misleadingo Xet me deaX, with the 'la'sc one

:because X think S.t's the'-easiest to deal with f3.rit'.

X think that, on the basis of .the cross~xamination

'that it's perfectly clear vhut Exo. Bmoc is talking about

here. He indicate8 Chat in's not trying to Ces9gna&'e a nero

period limit, he's not, trying to, you Rnov, specify a particu

lar acceleration or response spectra to apply,to 'a 'MKMingo

Rather, what he was say9.ng is that .it'y -.be

that %then you consMer aX,X of the factors 9nvclvedq you

wou18n't go No a h9.gher acceleration level givan'o Co miCh

the s9.te characteristics or with the particular 8recgmacy

response of the .buiMing~ or whatever

So that X Vd,nk that his testimony maCe it perfe

ly'lear that this statemant 9.s a broaC statement, Xt. ie a





~ 1 ~

l„

more general statement along the nature that D ~ Mar'bin

has indicated. And X think that. it falls =within his areaC'f expertise, and I 'think it is consistent for Chio Board to

so rule.

I recall Chat at the beginning of the procee'ding

X made two objections One of them was sustained and one7'f them was overruled with „respect Co the -ezpartise of,br,
Bolt'.and that panelo "The .'first objection X 'made was some

discussion about the response of the Diablo Canyon structure~

and I think ~We Board sustained me on that one, say:ng Chis

wasn'C the "panel to deal with Chat specific questi'ono -But

then 'X made a:more general objection having Co-do wb.th Che

scope of seismology, And'X =think that —and the-Board at

that time ruled, and I think X agree, that seismologists not

only make determinations about ~ound motion paramstem3~

but through their knowledge of intensities and the effect

>v "

17

'18
-'n structures generallyo they have the ability and St is

within their .expertise to discuss damage to structures gen

19:, erally,
And X believe that Chat is the nature o this

-21 ' statement here; Neat we'e talking about~ Chia is n general

statement having Co do with damage to strm&ures genorally,

z" And that falls within the scope of the experCise of .a seis

mologist.

'1

X believe that was the nature of the Boardos prior
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ru3.ing, and X belie>~~ that ruling is appU.cable 9n this case.

NPB. HONORS: Nr, Pleischaker, it's noh raising

the question, t'8 based on a conclusion. Ne can only con

elude that the higher the design level.s, the 3.ess the risk

will be, ra&er than g~~t,raising the question.

MR. FLEXSCKtEH,'Re Ne3.1,'hat goes to the point

'S

that Mro Norton was making, which was 'whsther the statement

was right or 'not.

X'm saying that the Board.may not agree with

f0

32

Dr. Brune.'s conclusion. The question is 9.s 9t within his

,area of expertise to make that conclus9.on, a general state

ment about ground motion and general levels of design Rod

.X thixQc it's consistent with arguments that have b en made

9n 'the past by K~. Tourhellotte when he .was talking about

seismologica3. panels, 9.t was consistent with Hro Norton'c

$ 7
.'S

J9

20

statement when he was seeking to —when he was responding

."to 'the arguments X made about Dr, 'Bo3.t and that panelo,
l.

'The, point .9.s that it 9.s within the area o8

e~ertise of a =seismologist to males general observations aha%

the level of damage anct ba9.Ming response Xt is not and

X th9.nk th9.s Board's rul'ng 9.s that they do not~ however<

decide and determine particular characteristics of response

-spectra. That's a structural eng9.neer's gob

X think this is a more general statement and

fa13.s witMn the expertise of a seisrnlogist, Or Brune is a
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mpb5 seismologist, and so X think—
NR; MORPH: Excuse me, 5lrs, Bowers,

~ X find that increcUible, because X tried to get

Dr. Bx~e to tell us what would happen with 4gs or with, 245

percent, of -gravity and so on and so forth and he couMn't

answer. He refused to answer .any of those questions~ saying

that was not his area oC ezpertiseo'nd yet,this conclusion

is going right to those cgmstions he refused to answer because

,it was outside o8 his area of expertise,

10 'X don't understand the .arcpmsnto
P

~. PXBXSCHAKERI The arcpsmnt Chat"I made than

and X used the word very speci%;caHy: was wovQ,d you

13 designate —he was requesting,in that line of argumant for

Dro,Brune to designate a pa~cular acceleration as the cere

period limit for a bunch of buiMings, and,X was saying Chat

17

'f8 ",f9't

was without his area of expertise to .designate a specific

~ero period limit for a collection of buildings or for Diablo

Canyon in particular

But it is not without his area o exper~4 e to

20;.' m'ike gene al observations about the correlation of ground

motion parameters and damage to structures

MRS. BOWERS> X think we have the poiitXona of

e parties So the Board w9,ll consider ito
(The Board conferring )25'RS. BOMBPSt bell, the Board has considered hhie





— matter, and the motion to strike villbe granted, -since we

do thixdc th's is a conclusion on the part o2 th3.8 witnesa

dealing with structural design

MR. MORTCNe Krso Bowers, I have tvo m.nor heyee

keeping chores,
I

X'd like to move Applicant's Er&ib9.ts 36 and 37

into evidence at this togae+

Applicant'xhibit 36 doesn't have a titleo X

guess ere can calX it Applicant's'drming, Applicant's free

. hand drying
And AppD.cant's Exhibit '37 vouM be Rev9.sed

Joint Xntervenors'3S or Annotated Joint Xntervenors'5,

,I think vouM he a hetter tiMe for ito
MRS ~ SGHBBS 'fzo Pl i haM, A pli,

Exhibit number 36 and Applicant's Kchibit nuWsr 37> s@ich

is the mmotated ve sion o" Point Xntervenors'S, are neet

being overed into evidence

Do you recall the first one

MR. PXZXSCHARERe Yes~ 36 mao the cartoon~ X CMLmk

er9.th the propagating X have no obgectien

MRS o BOHERSa Hr~ VeurtellotteP

HR. TOURTEXXOTTEt Ro ob$ ectim,

MRS. SomRsa ~i~eXX, Applicant's Z~>ibit number 38

and,Applicant's Exhibit nmvhe 37 are admitted into evidence,
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(Mllereupon t 8B Qo c&~QLRte

prcviouswy marked as

App3.9.mnt4 s Exhibit 36

and App2.icant'o Exhibit

were received'n evidence,

MRS. BOj&BSs Now,we have yet to get to the Board'I

,7 questions for tM.s witness,.and Z understand that he has
I

commitments «here he needs;to taLe a flight at what thaeT

KR. PLEXSCKKERs X thirds the flight was Ss30o

'jo THE MXTHESSs Ss30 or '5s45~ X'm not cert'aino

RRSo BONEBSs Me3.lerather than taking a rec sso.
5

we weuM .:D.ke to proceed, aMes we,did have a recess,not

long ago, because you; of course,.nee8. time to get to the

14

j5 ZKQKENATX(N BY i'BOP
BY HRo BRXCHTs

js.

0 thrall, Dr~ Brune, X4.l3. give you tjw scum intellk
r

gence that X've given the SLpplicant4s geologists> aeiemeRegSQ

j9.

20 "

et ceteras ~ ~

X am not n geologist or.c, eeisimlog&t, and

2j principally what X am -asking about -wou3Ld amount 'Co e9.01mr

''clprification to nm or Qe&ni09.cps of things @hat X'ia sure

~t

are quite fend.liar to you

The item "particle'elocity" comas up fairly
often. Vjhat is the pnrticleP
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mpb2 That could be read in this testImony as a pa~~

in the medium, &e velocity of a point in the medium

Xt would gust be a massless thingP

You could think of it as a Local atomic tie v R,e

'city of that atom 'as it moves around.

8'

Pgs. That's shat X thought. Goa4
t

On your focusing, from scmething you said X got
'he idea ~Mat this was much of what in physics we think of ne

reinforcement of - in light or sound, this sort of 'thingo

BM the phase relationship between whatever the well, in

„~ this case it would be the leading edge of.Ch0 earthquake

l2'- crack and the speed of propagation of whichemr energy wave

you'e talking about th ough the madimn would be controlling

Yes p sirg that 8 correcto

Xs this what you meant 'by,coherence, or was

l6 coherence strict1y on the faulted

l8

l9;.

2l "

A NeLl, coherence, XacIc of coherence couM @man that

the source is not moving as n smooth .steady source Or .it
could be any number .of things that introduce piiase diotortions

in the energy so that they don't arrive at the'nme poMt in

phase with one another

So it couM be incoherence introduced by'he

23. fact that the Bau& itself is moving incoherently and there

fore the waves generated by it are incoherent, Xt cauM be

the medium, the velocities in the m chum will distort the





mpb3 wave fronts as they propagate around so that they ao not

arrive at, a particular site coherentlyo

3: think that's ~Me main sources of incoheren~,

Zt would either be ~ structure or the sourc:e.

9 Hell, then, let me ask you:for a particular

7;:

8

mater9.al -in the earth, rock, whatever, associat'ed ~riCh that
!

'ouM be,a„par'ocular velocity.of -propagation od the energy
f

"* wave .fx'om the fau2.t,'x'om the eart3~uake, 'from 'the ..hypocenter
„7

A Correct.
/'g

about, the crac+ propagation spec

along the fault%'

Very little is kncem.:about, that

9 .Ts there any %noma,-re3.ationship between'what X

1

guess we would consider a fairly -well Rn/'own velocity'f the

enexgy wave and the velocity of crack propagate.an 'in a given

16.'7,

18

f9'0

/

'22

A . TheÃ'e are n Scabrous theoretical 'stQQies

8ikferent types of assumptions wM.ch. result in estLmatione

of different velocities . Sa ~~ ritio.of .the rupture vela

city to shear velocity is a critical velocity

Xf the rupture velocity is exactly egal to the

shear velocity, then you have perfect interference of the

sliear wave enezgy, and you get the highest acc lenitioneo

/So~i studies seem to indicate that cracRs meuM he stable

at the shear ve3.oeity or eon. higher at the P wave veloeityo





2

Others say that it should be lover than the 8 ~ave velocity.

So the situation in the theoretical fiel8. o+

understanding these is such ~&at ve can'0 be sureo Knot

models that are dane, you assam that the r'upt6ie va2.acidly

7".
4

8:

$ 0

is slightly less than the sheax"vave velocity. 'a& of Chio
)is based an same evidence of rupture in the MeM that seavrn

'to suggest th9.s is trueo But< again, the-data are not gemR

:''enough .Kor us to be 'confMent'hat that's 'correct.
C

All right
'he

question of velocities and:accelerations came

f4

:up an I think in regard to a'particularly"high veXoci~

that w'as obtained at Paco~~ Damo

I'et me ask —X-.think X've asked .it before~ but
'I

let, ma ask it
once.more!'6

T7.

$ 8

. ~ )

20 "

'%re primary 'information that you get from the

acceleroIGsters is acceleration ~

That's correct

Q And fram this particular trace, whatever yau want

to call it, -you obtain velocity by integrat9.on,
~ '

= Xntegrationa 'correct+

Xntegration of Chm~ particular.. signcQ.o Ckayo

So you don't havai machines that are particular'Xy

2j~ $

24";
C:

25,,
N(

«t up to actually perform the intogration an@ play it out

fo you at the time =it's going on%'

There are such S.nstrurmnts„but.Were are none





mpb5 'that operate as strong motS. on instruments. Xn oeMz-wo-us~

there are none that will stay on scale in intense shying.

But in other cases we maasure velocity all ale t~<e.

Q Okeyo

Now I had a little problem in understanding page

3-vo and. ai ittle,before thats 'X tMnko where you'ze talking

about extrapolations,

Now these axe taking imall or smhller than your

major earthquakes and from instnmants Chat are'ome distance

away, and,trying to move that .back,to 'the -hy'pocenter~ or

wherever -you want to, and Chen taking that kind of c~e and

determining~ say, Che ten Kilometer values

A That~s correct

—Sc each respect,

Then, I guess 'X need a lesson 'x s4~dard dovish

$ 6
~ I

T7;.„

tions and confidence ~~ts
X 'guess it, was TrS.funac.and Brady say 'Chats

"...for a 7 5 earthquake the average:peak

.accelerations could be l VSg and that the ave'rage

plus one standard deviation coQM be abbot mo'5go

Novi does Chat RNan that you have 'a "rzQRQS fccRQ 3.g

.to 2,5g?

A No, Xt means that lg is the mean, &ght back on

the fault 9.tself Pwd one -standard deviation~ Mich ie about

two-thirds 'of the population, wouM fall within 2o5g, But





mpb6 in statistics when me formulate a statis~&eai. problem Hke

that,, you say the probabi19ty of an observation illing out

3 side of soma 1ind.t rom the mean. So, for maple abatis

ties per sa, of course, doesn't always apply to the .Seel

earth, but'in a statisticaX distribution Chere is a finite
/

.probability of a very< very large value way up there. But

the probabiXity is so 1m'hat, you say you,ea'r..ignore it,
-So that, what that curve means there .'is if those

curves - are correct p extrapolating back to the origing tLxen

you.>rould expect the'amperage value to be 1 '75< and twe thirds

of 'the value wouM:fall wittLba,plus or minus. '12,p one

, 'standard deviation, which on the upper end would'ean 2o5go

0 had the standard deviation is .different 'on the

well< X unde'rstood ~We sCandard deviation to be a plus er

minus y

Ves, Chere veuM be sodom balms that too~

Yes, and Chat's.what .X was asking'ou, ''
I

Yes. The sama thing says that Me thirds of the

va1ues moue fall M9.thin one standard deviation, ~~re could

20, =be part of them above and part of Chem beletr. 'There vouM

be some values belch Chat, So there veuM be s'oms much Racer

,than 1~75g,

And vouM the Xmer be the came ai the zippor

standard deviation2

rou ~an the ~ount of standard deviating'n gr





8120

mpb7

Yes.

—.in the upper and Rower
dS.reliant'es.

A r:X 'beU.eve it moulck in that sore of analysis,

Q =Okayi

7 So that if the average peak acceleration, .if .St
j

couM'be:1 75g~ then you +AM then;have a -range—

33

,That.'s correcto

because you have 75 as your upper limf.t, o75

would be your lour 1,bait, and it vouM be one, one to 2o'Sg2

32

-33

mell, 2.5g—
'

- HS.thin the one standard deviation.

1 75 to 2 Sgi that means on the upper end that'

35 argo The curare for one standard deviation is ~75 above< and

37

18
i

39

20

23

that means the one for the lcwer one vou18 be o75 balov,

belch 1.75, in other wards, one,
right,'0

Pine I

You had cpaite a conversation which Hr''Horton

out what this" @sell» the next sentence:

"Tzifunac gives about 1o7g For the

average acceleration near the Sault fox an M

equals 7.5 earhhcgzake and about 4.0g for the

accelexation with 90 percent probability of
not being exceeded "

F
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mpb8 Hov„ my feeling when 'I first'ead th'5s was Chat

this was trying to figure what an upper limit rmuld b , and

not necessarily Chat this tells you that you'e going to get

one of these for every ten earQ~uakes that catM. a'ong.,

Nell, I ddsc,'0 percent confMenc hams'hat

if:you had a lot of samples then 96 percent of the tin the

values would fall within that-value, yes, nothin Chat mount

'';of, deviation fram the .mean.

10

0 But isn't this Mnd of a standard may of deter
o%

.'!mining morat an upper.]Lied.t in, say, the real world is, 90

percent probability of not heing exceeded is
the.=erorcKng2'ell,

strictly speaking, X'm not s'ure . what the
I

you mean when I say that a phenomena which has oily a

probability of one in ten of occu"ring is an uppir X,imit'P

There axe some circumstances where that, kind of mliability
would be acceptable,.hut I think there are other cases where

it wouMn't b

Xn same .cases you =vant to be 99 percent certain

20 that a certain event willnot occuro

Oh, well certainly

But that's -what —X think your interpretation

of what it means is correct Xt means Chat 96 percent of

the time the values wild not exceed Chat.

ALL right





mpb9 And that, then, also goes fox the value's that

are given in the next san~ca which talks about an

spi central distance o8 Cen kilometers o

A Correct

0 'I'heno on 3 39o theres at the last sentence in
our first paragraph, you says

Average accelerations may he about,lg

.with the -average plus one .standard deviaticn

about,2go ",

$ 0 Me%.~ now, if that is so, then it wouM appear

to ms that',you have a range of from sero to 2g ~ Xt -says

]2 'average,9.s one g~ one standard deviation is 2g, %hat is .it
on the .1m'nd2

Do you see what X,meant

A X think there is somewhat of a logical inconsist

encyo But X think the "about" X'm ~~ing to sorh oK

17 smumarime a whole bunch of curves that .people have madep

18

zo

I
2)

'none
of -'which X feel are accurateo And so in Chat X am mak

ing a qua%,iH.ed statement,

Oh, these curves are based on empirical

%laths correcto

All righto Thank you,

BY DRo HhRHÃs

X have one questiono
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mpbl0 > X am Mtexeste8 in your argua~t that the possib-

ilitjjof 2g acceleration from neai. a 7o5 magn9.@udge ea~quaka

hasn'8 been 85.sprovedo Hhat~ in your opinion~ vroulck const~~

tute proof-positive that 2g cou36 he exgecte8 in the near

6[
7

j

15

j

$ B;

20 .'

24I
I- I

25.

'ield

from a 7o5 earthquakes

Hell, X male a rough .attempt to state that when

X saM that I'hink that at least ten observations in

near .fieM vouM be neede6, X'm not ~ing to prectict that

at the end of having ten ohse~atians X ~rouM be then rea8y

.'o say what it iso

~ 0
I

large earthguakosp that closG ~ lan E36XQtgcGY@88o„

9 And those data, then, vouM const'.tube pa~

posimve that it voulcR be or wrouM not he e~~ecte6P '

~ A Sell, it 6epeaBs on +hat you".ve got,. Xt's not
~ I id

a Simple logical —9f You

Q Nell> if you got no mansurenents of 2gp"xwuM

.You then conclude that it'o not to he e3pecCeckP.
I

A No. You veuM gust change .the pdohabH.9.'tieso

'But on the o~&er hand~ if you got 2g, then you veix16 Rnev

@hat it s possible, So the segment. is not, a 'linear one
I

ctepen8ing on which way you goo

'
Q Xs them any statistical basis for us5;ng'ctual

I

You maan ten reaasuremants~ ten act:ual 'measurenentsP

A At least ten actual what I "said was at least

ten actua1 strong motion measurements in the neir fieM of





measuremsnts to in@cate an e~ectntion of 'such high ace t-
erations2

AL1 of the extrapolations of Trifmac end Bra6y

and Ambraseys and those people, that's what they B:d. Wney

used empiri.caX data and e-.trapolate8 hack and came ap Mth
V

those conc3.usionso But since the Cata are so fee,'here'e

9,

~rjj Xmr reliability in Crusting them in that,ran'jeo

0 Heal, X see yoe have cited in yam testhecnyp

"reference 10, a paper by Hanks anQ johnson, 1976."

'lO

cited it.

Hh9.ch page of my testimony is that on? .

3-21 Xt~s Xn the List I don'4 Rn'om where you

l3 '. Dkayo

Yes X cite it on page 3 8oen'5
MADEKON
$%LGQN
fles (2e)

ZO'
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NRB/agb1

.z
Cld

9 I can't caU. this a conclusion of Chair's became

it doasn't appear in thaC, section of tAo paper< but. there's

a sentence to the effect that
"also the"e is considerable scatter

p7

l0'n

observed peak accelerations at any'agna.tuda
1

lvol in Figure X,o Th8 peak acc8leratic8$ 8'hat
are about j.10 3ci3.ometers —'" jvhich X .assume"to he

range —"of about '10 kilometers considered 'in

this study are essentiallY independent of 'magn&

tude for M greater than.approximately 4 5-o~

Do You recall that

Yes, that.'s similar eo e~e conclusion'hat

T5

$ 6

Do you agree vitb that2

I agree Chat, as I said, that the upper. Limit, may

be independent of magnitudeo Again~ ve don't have enough data

ta be sure. But .the;average .probable acceleration clearly

h increases with magnitude< as Hanks and Johnson s'ayo

Xn other words Are you clear on thatP

Yes Buh the data X'm Looking at tall rue that

the highest acct.erations vere not associated vith Cha highest

magnitudes ~

Ha's got an s Listed at 6,4 'magnitude

' giving an acceleration of H,SO centimeters per si'cond .,squared

'e's got a 7.3., and 9.t was oaQ.Y 342
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'wlB/agb2 The lair eaWgM~e Mas only one «» X believe

it. was only one data point,o And Men +hen they vent, in after

5

the earthquake> they puC, a loC of recoxds deil< 'so Chat, point

is not taken,at. the same st in the same posiP&on relaCivo
I

C

M the faults .as the other data vere, Chere's an average vie&

a sorC of ridge.

.8

30,

,Q AXE right
Thon mould you suspect that, these data Shah are!

,higher or lo~eer thML you-.mighC expect, on some kind of regress'

line would he indicative of, focusing and directivityP

4'eel no> with so 1ittle knot -about the si.huation

3

d

.f7,

38

39

X vould not. say thaC Chah's'iC, I would just. say thah~ given

Chat, ve have,scatter~,if ee plot, a curve versus magnihmRe

tbere's a range. On any given evenC, you can faXX above or

be3.ov that. ~

So, two successive 'ou might: 'get a'arger

for- emmplep you could soms&mm get, larger'.earth~ca with

less acceleraCion and you couM somstimas 9'et cXosex eaxNzquakes

.viCh less acceleration. than further ones

Thai.'.s ~tly my problem, ~iong 45'obhain a"y

useful statistical. information out of the sma13. number of date

;23"

points exhibiting a great, deeQ, of scaCCer

Axe you referring Co thaC particular study or

- p, This particular study plus three data point+ Chat

ma"e provided lair one later thnn this studyo
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NRB/agb3

.?.

Ns11» without going into the average accelera'~mon» f
1

X nota that we have a coefficient of variation of Maut Go

percent which» if vou apply it M the formaX, inbnrprehatioa of

probab9.1ity curves» says ChaC you should have a definite

number of such earthquakes where the amasuremsnts have negate

acceleration. Xn other words» ih's obviously a shor@ed

4istributicno

,9 .

70

$

2'bviouslyo
Q And X see ao effort to treat, iC other than as a

aoxmal distribution Xn other words» make any translations

such as log aoxmal treatmsnto

--.'- - - A-. - -Nell» yes» X agree that

Q Sub the madienofthe thillgs ha givas a'ere Lance 0o3g

for aQ.L the recoxds he has for magnitudes greater than SiS

'17

,18,19'r

equal Co nor greater than S~S

Nest.L thaC's my problem. Xn these'@aCkatics» X can

see ao iadicaMoa of a reasonable basis for as'kiMing accelera.

tions so Large as 2g~

A Nell the way X Look aC it is».a4 the presaaC Chas>

we only have two recordings» one sure recording that clo e

'to a Large earthquake and perhaps this recent on'e from Xraa

with 0,8go'nd given those two» siaca one of Wem was over

lg» X would aot. say that —certainly ~We upper limiC is aot

lg» it.'s somewhere above Chere» and given the kinds of standard
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deviations tha™ we see at other 'distances, it's reasonable Co

say that it's probably about 2g, that the range could be

All righto

'8

But based on. this XiMLe bit of data,'d you Paxarcr

of any statistical procedure for estimating the.uumber of such

-dna points -required .to:,make statistica1,:inferences at a given.

lovel of -probab9.1ity2

)0

I3.
~ y

4

.~A So4 X'm not .that, aware of abatis'ties'' As X said
i

in my tea~ ny—
I

..Q So really . Mould you agree that your as&many

relies -largely on theoretical'rguments+. yours ind oCJxer

people 8 2

A .Nell part of my testimony .9.s that,.ve don'4 know

I6;

vhaC the accelerations areo -'and:X Chink thaC the< relies on

the fact —my understanding of, the data at 3.arger distances

and smaller magna.judas~ the =variations —in'other wozds4

.completely unobserved data ho project in and say Qhat4s likely

to be the variation in range.in c2.oser an8..thea,< given thaC
,1

situation, then say hers much data you think you would needo

X might, form an idea as m -that<'nd then you tele. me you

only =have two points or something< then my conclusion would

be from-that that we don4t know4 which is 'what my'onclusion

Xou4re conclusion is that we don4t tmcer2

Yes y
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Q And ve're no% likely te knee viMout;a'ood deal
I

moxe pertinent. dna?

A'es. There's a possibility tha4 ~~o couM gaC it,
in. a relatively short: Lima because ve have deploy'each a large

number of ins~~ments recently

g You are aov ac We point: of waiting for a big

eartbcpmke to occur asar your Rastrumenhs?''
'h r

I ~

' That~s correct:o

Okay. Thank you,

MRSo SOMRSa The Boarcl has no further cgxestkonso

IMo Pleischat~?

HRo PKPXSCEKhHERs CouM
h

three minutes2 . X.+ant, M take this
l'

HRSo BO|KRSs He've hacL

X have about,'-'N~o or

map up to 5r'o. Brune,

a requmit,"fok" a fear

E4.,
I

'tS..
THE NXThBSSs X'd lee a breako'oo'o" for probably

If@:.'.

the same

r

reasono

(haughhax ~ )

HRSo SOHBRS! Nell ve'll have a brief roaesso

(Recess~)

MPB. SCNBRSe Are you readyo Hzo FleisahWer?

I4B. PXZSXCBlLKBR! - Yes

BEDXRECT RZRRXNATXON

SY NR, PXBXSCHAKERe

.Dro Brune~ the Mrs'hing X vous like M take up
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t

on redirect i.s the auestion of the tracing that you made and

the map that you took the tracing from. Have you bern, able

to identify the map Chat you took the tracing from, from which

,5

you drew the following conclusion which appears in your

testimony at 3

13'.Energy,released .-about 20 3J.lomehers

-up -the Sault could be Eocused.nearly directly

, IO.

at the Diablo Canyon site."
./

Can you Menti'fy

BR. HORMALa Excuse me, .X'm going to object to

that< it's an extremely leacUug gemmation and itt'5 also con-

QQ
trary to the testimonyo This witness testified'-kie cLLd not

draM that conclusion from the .map -that the tracing was drawn

fromm he drew it from several 'lapse

I6 .

,I t7

BZ HR. PXBXSCHRKER!

With that,correcLLona .Can you idcQlti;fy the map

from which you apparently took the tracing2 .... '

IS ~

.A .Yeso

Olcay, for the .record, could you stats what that

map is2

'.'23

Nell it sayss Nap Shoving Bathyma'try'nd Sapor
'I

Offshore Geologic Peatures in the, Region 8'etwean Point. Arguel
\

and Cape San &lxhint Appen~ 2o5'te) o Plate Onei >t says

jl ESA .L3l0o duly lie'197>o and itos the.map you handed me~ 'X

don'8 know wM.ch it 9.s.o
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.1
NRB/agb7 ' Q Okay. Thah's a 1975 map thaC-E took out of %he

PSAR and handed ho you,

HR. NORTOMc Xs thaC a quastion2

HRa PLEXSCHAKER! X !R idenifyggxg i4 for the rigor

do you have any objection2

M'R, PLEXSCHAKERs

;8,.

Q X'd 1ike to move quickly to the Tabac aarthquatces

what information did you have on the Tahar. -'earthquake prior

)0.„

6L3.

to Mriting this tes~ny2
The only information X had +as essentially what,'s

presented there, that.,X CaX3ced with some people.-over %ho phone

and thay gave ma that, thay wana having Ctfyicinllhy failawiag
- the trace, hut, it @as apparently about 0 8g peaR acceleration<

.3P-

and they verezL 8 sure %that the vertical acceleraCxcn vaso

Q Did you have any copies of the record

3,7,

Yes~ X had a very.poor Ksro]c copy; iPhich X ski,ll

9 And did you'try -to:xaahe seas calcu1ations regarding

the peak accelerations 'from that2 .

A EO, X gust, looked ah the reco'rd.

C

g Mba'dditional .infomation would be 'seful
regarding that. earthquake in helping you formulat:e some con

clusions,about,% 'fonuulating conclusions Shah relate to those

thah are stated on Page 3-2 of your
Gest;imony2'.''d

need to eall~ X LIou3.d 'X,ike to fencer 0hs
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hypocentxal pokes, the direcCion of rupCure prapagaCion,

depCh, source mechanism, complexity of Che source, v.haChar or

noC there are mulCip3.e faulC segment> all the mfoxmation

about Che source iCsolf> hopefully similar Co Sin Fernando

6

or beCter,

Q Now the informaCion that is curzinC1y in the

xecord ChaC was xead to you today by She.App'licanC's aCComey>

assuming that infoxmaCion is Crue and assuming'WaC the peaI<

" acce1eraCion for ChaC record is 0 ~ Sg, does'-W@C".change

hear does ChaC change< if aC all> the conclusions "thaC youve

$ 2,,

,|5

drawn on Page 3-2 and 3-3 of your CesCimony?

A X don'C Chink iC changes Chem dC" alX;"-; XC means

'wo daCa poinCs, and if ate presume iC becomes reiiable> Chen

X would sCill say thaC thaC's noC enough data poinCs Co ba

s'ure whaC the average sCandard deviaCion
is'.'uC

X wouldn'4 say it has aero effect, Every

time we geC a new cLaCa poinC X feel somavhaC more confidenC

of Che xesu1Cso

{} How many sCxong ground moCion,records'o ve have

within X,o P~lomeCars of earhhcpxakes magna.Cu@e acj'ual Co or

greaCer Chan 72
I

MRo HORZOHt Hay I.have that, guasCion repeaCed2

I'm noC sure X heard righC~ wiChin Cwo kilomaCers'2

MR PXZXSCBhKERc Nithin 10 kilometers o

T4R. HORTOHe X thixd- Cha aussCion sai;d Ceo< ChaC's



.
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svhy X asked Co have iC repeaCed

MR. PLBXSCHMERe Do you wanC Co repeaC, or

shall X resbaCe Che cp.'esCion2

BY f64 PEBXSCHhKERs

ResmCing the quasCiont Do you have any e"Cimahe

.8

as'o ho@ many records of oCrong ground moCion'Qe have within
'0'ilommbers of earthquakes magniCude ecpm3. Co .or greasier

— Chan 72

9.0

'T2,

Held, X th~ we only have a couple'"ChaC.X Jmev of

Xf we accepC the Tahaz earChgua3au~ which X think'probably is
one's Chen depending on the discussion we had'hfore about

a"few other ones as to~ we3.X,<,. we don'C }caov where exactly

the ruphure was and so forhh~ we might, be wiChin 10 kilometers

but basically iC's very fewo
l5

pl 6. 10'p 202

Nhen you say very few< cooM you b4"'more definiCive'

'f

2

A Nell noes S.Ces around wello fo'r"magniCude 7o5u

there's only one or fax greaCer Chan magniCuae V. 5: Chere's
4

only two and if you say greater than 7~ righC o'ffhand X dhn'C

knew of any eChers BuC my memory of magnitudes and all Cxis

sCuff is gGCCing a liCCle biC fussyp QQ X m ncaa sureo

XeC me Cxy your memory. 8'bout, Xf wo go to
6o'52

Gi52 Hell X hesitate to Crjj Co recollech Chis off
the top of my head when Chere'e a Cab1e —X mian> we could go

1
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look it. up in Score's paper or somaWing and sea hove many dat"

points they hado Bw% X can make a rough guess< if you wandoo

Boore~s papero is that 6722

Ho~ tow~'s the moro recent. QSGS paper.

The .Open Pile2

Yes, where they give a lot of 'statistical valois

from papers

$0;

' AXX right,~ Nell rather than. have you guess>
"1

ve'll explore thah with the USGS people when'ttmjj geC hew:eo

Xn youz'884&Qony> you msnM.QIled CYle xacsnt,
AV

ty

earhhcpmhe down the bay near HerJ.co which was estimated Co

be a magnitude Vol and the acceleration ah* Oaxaca apprcmi™

'ated 0,2go

7o8 was the magnitude, or 7 9< iWuiityo

X m sorry'o9 ~

And I beliovo thaC the esthnaMon of 'acceleration

f9

20

thaC you s4~hed in your testimony earlier w'as '0o'2go

A That. was aC cpa'.he a distance 'from Cae fault,~

though~

Do you have an as~Mon as 4o the diehaace2

I believe 9.C +as around 150 Co 200 hilomstersp

23'4

though X don'8 remember auu~y XC dapsnds 3LOO< X cRon'4

Again< it'a kind of hard to te2.1 aC %his Chaep

since ve don'4 &mod where the opicsnCer is yet,, Ne'nees @here

~ ~, Xgia
1I
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08~ca iso but Ne don~t knot >share '@he rupture hrokes aad

there is aot ve have iastrumeahs do@a in the area right

no@ txyiag to locate the aftershocks; and Chere~a sam ua-

certaLntJJ as Co where Me opiceater iso

'6
M Page '3-M of your testimony, you discuss the

Kostrov modal propagating stress dmp, aad oa cro'ss examinatio

„';8

i',g,

1

+0.:
, ~

;you discussed thaC 'there. vere certain assumption™s noh found .

."M na~eo

A -Excuse.me~ .X haven',t. got the page,pe'

Q 'Page 3-11o

l2

'.,A Okay~

Them vere certaLn assumptioas -aoL found -ia —-

nature, in particular having bo do with the magaiCuda

appxoaching infinity as you got, to the crack Oipi Ray are

the conclusioas therefore Chat,you~ve stated here o Cu,s

,J7

paragxaph 3-3.1 appXicahle to She zea1 vorMP

meZ,1 the filtering has been done .a5 Xt, says,

4o a corner frequency of F2~5 Hs which .ii,a reisonable

-number for the type.of frequeac9.es you see in 0~ag monks
And. M is a reasoxeble moc4Q. Ln the.'sense Coat.

iC s 8, stress drop xsxLQLXy iC 8 not cln artificQLXLy forcc4 ~C

X vouldn't claim that the Eoetrov model .is' 'reiTab3.e model

fox'ny parti.cular type of faulting> iC's one passible physic

'Icodele

So I be&eve Chat Wa5 kind of a rupture could
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NRB/agbl occur in the e-~> and you could get that. kind of'coherency.

out. Co roughly thai frequency. But X think that might he an

C
extreme casa, so X'm ad trying Co say that, that's a —the

I

thah should be the level of our computations at the present

'ime for trying M predict strong ground motion, X threat we

should do things more realistic.
end28

;8

$0

f2..

f3

17

"f8

20





~/wM
2Pq fls 2E

,4 300

.'o what you'xe say9.ng is it's not'pplicable to

the real world"

It's applicable in a general xray, che physics is.
You'e got, to watch out for these redirect

cgxestions.

(Laughter)

Hhy didn't you tell me about,that2

(Laughter)

I have one more cpxestion: Xn your 'testimony you

recommended that certain Rinds of studies be conducted

regarding propa'gating fault models in order to estimate the

kinds "of accelerations that one might see at the site.
C

Could you describe generally the 1d.nd of model that you'e

talking about'P
4

'A Hell 'I think that what I'd li3ce to see 9.s a

prop'agating fault dislocation model in a layered half space

similar, roughly similar to the geology at D9.ablo Canyon,

$ 9

~d try different combinations of faults and. different corn»

bi'nations of slip time functions on the fault, pro'pagating 9n

20 'var9.ous direct9ons, and then from the predicted accelerations
'

try t'o get an estimate of what the probable accelerations are

at Diablo Canyon. That's one of the things 'I suggested.

I believe I also suggested that some calcul'ations

be'.done on the fault breakout to see that,—Yeu know, in a

rea'sonable layered structure at, D9ablo Canyon, if you had a
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fault starting at the bottom and going up Co the top, and if
2 the kind of velocities that were in the finite element model

3 of Archuleta and Prazier, if that occurred what sorts of

velocities you would generate at Diablo Canyon. X'think that
4

5 would be a very helpful calculation.

Q Xs it possible to do those kinds of calculations

given the techniques that we have today'

'A 'Yes ~

'Q Do you believe that you can have some confidence

~0 in 'the results from those calculationsP

A You can have some confidence. But, again,''6

g2 have to know, you know, what kind of answers came out and hcw

"much variability Chere was, and so forth. I can't assume that

X kno'w the answers and, then say what,X would conclude after X

got the answers; X'd have tom9.C until X got the answers before

X'd conclude how certain sure X'd be of it.
)7 Q Are you aware of anywhere 'thaC these kind of

models have been run, anything similar to thisP

Nell, yes. Things similar':to that .for which

2)

the technology 'is essentially available X Chink are being done
l

by students and by some companies. So it's a technology

that's .available. Xt would take some time and money to do

the various combinations of things Chat are necessary t'o

explore enough of the variables to get a confidence about what

the accelerations would be. But it can be done.
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I4R. FXEXSCHAINR: X have no further questions.

IQtS. BOWERS: EK~. Norton.

RECROSS-EZANXiiATXON

BV NR NORTON:

X have primarily questions raised by the Board.

Let me first ask about the map Mx. P1eischaker

gave you'. Even using thai: map,that you identified, it':s not

your testimony that the~ is a very high probability— Let

me rephrase that..

'JO

2

Xt's not your testimony, is -it, it's really your

feeling -'that the site would be influenced very much by focus-

ing based on the maps of the fau1t?

Hell X think it could be, depending exactly on

34 where the fault i.s. But, no, 'X'm not. testiZying in the

i5 positive sense. What. X'm saying is, ve should do the calcula-

tion and find, out.

g Nell 1st s talk a little bit about that.

'18

$ 9

20

Xf you look at all the maps — All the maps X've

seen, including the one that Mr. Fleischaker gave you and the

ones, 30 of Jahns'estimony and 44 of Jahns'estimony, all
2] the maps X've seen, that if you look at the site, the site

22 is. approximately ' the fault. trend i.s a northwest trend faulty

okay? And if you look at the site, the site is approx~ately

two»thirds of the way up the fault on the north axis; okay?

Do you understand ~shat X'm saying? Xf you look at
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the fault in Cerms of a north-south plane, the site is approxi-

mately CMo-thirds of the way up the fault to the north end.

Xs debat a generally fair approximation of your remembrance

of ~De maps, give or take 10 pex'cent: Z don'C care. But it'
in that, ballpark2

A X don'C have anything to argue against that.

.2Q.1 right,
Now, also looking at a31 Chose maps, X don't see

any way focusing can occur fxom the south. Z don't see any

10 way that that, faulC plane evex'oes at, the site where it could

occur,'vrhere focusing, meaningful focusing could occam within

Qi'2 ten kilometers or twenty kilometers of the site. Would you

agree,vrith Chat, looking at all the maps2

A 'es
'There are several phxases in there, like

t6 "meaningful" and -so forth. But generally X agree vith that

statement.

$ 8 g The curves, if any,,that you see are to the

Thates right.

;north; is that correct2
t

a.

21 Okay.

Now I guess this is )ust Che basic cyxestion. Xt

is specifically applicable Co the Hosgr5., but X guess it vouM

34 be applicable to any fault. in the worMs

The direction of rupture, it's a fifty/fiZty
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proposition as to wheWer it's going to rupture to the no~
or the south; isn't that correct?

A Z.s far as X liow, yes.

So any ruptures that we have occurring, half of

5 them are going to go to the north where wa aren't going to have

6 -any meaningful focusing; correct? —gus as,a given, on the

whole fault?

.X accept ',the.general, 3ogic .of what you're"saying.

)0

Okay.

':And then half -of .those, .in fact more than:half
*

11 "of .the faults, the ruptures Chat occur,are going to occur;

12

/

south of the vicinity, so -it doesn't make any difference in
!

'hich direction it .ruptures; isn't that true?

Hell I know don't that it's true that half of the

faults, are going to occur there But@ not kQoving 'any X

would say that not''3mowing any of .the physics involved, and

not knowing what's going on, they could equally well occur

18 north or south.

Zight 0

20 You'e given a fault that has a length an'd if
you ta3-e the midpoint you can assume that half-are going to

fa3.X; north and half are'going to fall south; is that correct?

A Nell if you don't know anything else'bout, i.t.

There are some cases where there's seems to be a preference

.for certain directions of rupture. But they'e not, you know,
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3

established. So, Like X say, not, knowing anything else about

it, you would say there's no preference for. s ar ing north or

south.

So as a general basis we'e already olhrunated

three-quarters of the earthquakes that appear, or that could

o'c'cur on the fault as having any focusing effect at all on

the-'.Xault, or on the site, )ust as a general premise, right
o'ff 'the top, three out of four, because of the location of

the site and the direction of the fault, and Che--

f0 That's correct, jf there's a random probability

of 'their .occurring anywhere on the fault.

f2 All right.
So, then, one out of four'agnitude 7.'5 ea th-

quakes, or 6.5 or 7 earthquakes would be your area of concern<

is that correct2

f6 I Chink Chat's a reasonable way Co estimate the

probabilities.

And Chen the epicenter of Chose earthquakes would

20

have to be in some very specific spots t'o have any focusing

effect on the site at ally isn't that correct2

Yes. XC would rscpzire special conditions in order

to get.strong focusing.

Okay.

And there's lots of other situations where you

-might not, get it.
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A3.3. right.
Now can you assign any 3evel of probWi.lity of

that occurring at .the site whatsoever, any level of

probability above "it's possible?" '

Xt's possible, and it's plausible. But the,

actuil probability oF it occurring, no, X-wouldn'C Cry to

.ass'ign Chat.

'Q 'nd whatever 'that probability 3.s 'that, you can'

arrive .at, other, than "it's possible," wou3d have to be

added on to the probability of getting „a '7, 7..5 magnitude

earthquake in the first
place,,wouldn'''A

Yes. The probability cf focusing would be one

9- of the many probabilities you would add on.

Q As a matter cf fact you don', add it on, do you,

you multiply?

16 A You multiply, yes.

18

'* 'Q So we'e talking, about probabilities.that g'et so
r

Sar out that there's no way to ascribe a number to them, is
there2

20' wouldn't say there's no way Co ascribe a number

21 to them. X would say X have not studied the —X don.'C know

what the probability of a 7.S is on the Hosgri fau3t. X

haven.',C dealt with that. particular problem.

All right.
And if we take =the bottom line question, you
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cannot state here undex oath today that it is probable that

such an occurrence will occur at the Diablo Canyon aite2

Hell there is a probability, but X don'row

what the probability is.
But X said "probable."

Okay. Then you have to quantify it.
Q ~ Well you used "probable" 9n your testimony any

number of tiKtlesg so you quantify 'iC 'fox'e ~

A. Okay, X would say that we don't know what Che
f

probaMlity is. But,X would agree that the probab9.lities

are 'Low for any given earthquake Chat it would be 'situated

exactly so as to cause focusing at—
9 And wouldn't you go so far as to say it ~rould

be exceedingly 'low that a large magnitude earthquake would—

Mo, I wouldn't add double uncextainties under

.low and exceedingly low, and so forth, .like that.

A

0

Mell that s a double uncartainty2

Well X .don't know what you mean by "exceedingly."

Very.

X still don', km'. X h'ave d9:fficulty knowing

for sure if you don't say— Well, we have the same probabil-

ity, and you'e right Chat I don't know what the probabilities

-are. So you can use that uncertainty to argue vaxious dif-
ferent directions.

All x'ight.





I

How about this as the bottom line: You ~~e not

prepared to testify under oath today that 'it is any more than

possible,2

X have th«arne problem with "possible," that,

you know, X would have to defoe it in my'm te~s, or know

'what you mean before X could say that. "

, HR..NORTON: No further'questions.

MRS. BOWERS: 5ir. Tourtellotte2

. HR~ TOURTERLOTTE No i

1 \t
i

'@lens

HRS. BOMKSi Well the Board has no further qces-

Mr. Pleischaker2

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: No. So we'e off to We

a9rport. No, X have no further cpxestions.

MRS'OWERS: Dr. Brune, of course, interrupted

travel, and some of the other witnesses interrupted other

commitments. And we certainly appreciate it wimpy these ac-

coaunodat9.ons are made so that we can continue going-.

THE WXTNESS: X'm glad -to do ',it.

MR. NORTON: The Appli,cant Joins in Chat,

.appreciation.

'W9.tness excused)

MRS. BOWERS: All right. We'l recess until

eight-thirty in the morning.
f

(Whereupon, at, 4:55 p.m., the hearing in the
above-entitled 'matter was recessed, to reconvene at
S:30 a.m., the following day.)




